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LSU football team rushes the field before the Tigers’ 45-21 victory against Auburn on
Saturday, Sept.19, 2015, in Tiger Stadium.
Emily Brauner, The Daily Reveille
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At Louisiana State University, our community is perpetually changing, adapting, and full of endless possibilities. This year,
our theme is a Work in Progress, as we look at all the changes and digresses that the LSU community has experienced. We first explore
our past with the 10 year anniversary of Katrina with remembrance and regard, reminding ourselves of the tragedies of the past and
our community’s ability to come together and persevere. We then look at our present community, ever changing in its desire to keep
going forward and become better, from the strength of community from football, to our desire to shape Louisiana politically for our
generation. LSU is organic in its own way, adapting and changing ever so frequently, and desiring progress.
We are incomplete, inexperienced, and imperfect, but our work and perseverance is what makes our community remarkable.
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Anthropology Freshman Emily Vig puts a fresh coat of paint on a curb on
Saturday Aug. 22, 2015, during Community Bound at Tara High School.
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Nicholson Hall undergoes construction and gets a new set of windows
Wednesday September 2, 2015 in the quad.
Karen Welsh, The Daily Reveille
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Back to School
Fall 2015 kicks off to a seasonal start

Students relax on Monday, Aug. 24, 2015 on their first day of class at the University’s Student Union. Emily Brauner, The Daily Reveille
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Design • Marlie Lynch

Students and parents fight the rain to haul luggage into the dorms on Wednesday, Aug. 19, 2015, at Evangeline Hall. Javier Fernández, The Daily Reveille
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Secretary Heather Sullivan,
Speaker pro tempore Andrew
Mullet and Speaker Adam
Grashoff prepare for business
Wednesday, Aug. 26, during the
Student Government meeting in
the Student Union.

Speaker pro tempore Andrew Mullet walks down the
aisle Wednesday, Aug. 26, during the Student Government meeting in the Student Union.
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Laurie Braden, director
of University Recreation, discusses UREC
construction Wednesday, Aug. 26, during
the Student Government meeting in the
Student Union.

Senator Vernon Dunn prepares for business Wednesday, Aug. 26, during the Student Government meeting in the Student Union.

Now in Session

New semester marks changes for the Student Government Senate
As it installed new legislative officers and began to select
committees at its meeting Wednesday, September 26, the 37th LSU
Student Senate showed solidarity after an intense campaign semester
in Spring 2015.
The Student Senate held its first meeting of the semester in
the Capital Chamber of the Student Union. Though the senators came
from different tickets, speaker Adam Grashoff said there are no hard
feelings left over from last semester’s election.
“Before campaigning actively starts, we have every senator
who’s running come to an info session with the speaker pro tempore
and I, and we very much stress that once you’re a member of senate,
the tickets go behind you,” Grashoff said.
In Spring 2015, the senate passed bills allocating funds for
a variety of topics, including $10,000 for an e-textbook platform and
$7,757 for 30 new seats in the Student Union. Senators also allotted
$420 to buy clickers for senate meetings, which were used for the first
time Wednesday, September 26.
Though the first meeting was primarily used to place new
officers and explain the committees, issues were also discussed. UREC
director Laurie Braden updated the senators on the ongoing construction, and senators discussed creating Faculty Senate and Staff Senate
liaisons.
Student Government Finance Bill 1, which would allocate
a maximum of $4,000 to LSUPD to provide power operations and a

security camera for the Parade Ground, was referred to the committee
on budget and appropriations.
One focus of Fall 2015 will be the academic review policy
initiative, Grashoff said. The initiative’s committee was formed to look
at some of the most contested academic policies around campus and
make suggestions to deans on how they could be improved.
It’s difficult to see which other semester goals will take shape
this early on, as most legislation stems from issues students raise,
Speaker Pro Tempore Andrew Mullet said.
“The big bulk of our stuff is going to be generated with new
initiatives throughout the semester,” Mullet said.
Other legislation will be carried over from previous semesters, Mullet
said.
The senate will also be aiding SG President Andrew Mahtook
and SG Vice President Hannah Knight on their initiatives, Grashoff
said.
Even though SG emulates the real-world political system,
Grashoff said he does not anticipate any tension between the two tickets — Here & Now and Make it Matter — that make up the new crop
of senators.
“In the U.S. Government you have Democrats and Republicans, but for us, we’re one senate,” Grashoff said. “We’re more focused
on being one senate rather than two parties.”

Photos • Ari Ross
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Tiger Band
The Sound of LSU

Daniel Wendt was 4-years-old when he knew he wanted to
be in the Golden Band from TigerLand. As he watched the musicians’
promenade from the Greek Amphitheater to Tiger Stadium, he tugged
at his uncle’s shirt and told him, “I’m going to do that one day.”
Eighteen years later, Drum Major Daniel Wendt leads the
band in its 2015 season.
His passion for music began in middle school when he
played saxophone in the school band. It hasn’t faded since.
“Tiger Band is the top priority,” Wendt said. “The band is the
reason I’m at LSU.”
This year, Tiger Band members anticipated a successful season with Wendt at the helm.
“I think that this year, we are going places,” Guard Captain
Hannah Brown said. “Everyone’s in the right mindset, and we are
ready to make it the best that we possibly can.”
Many returning band members were also eager to re-enter
Death Valley for the season’s first home game.
“I’m so excited to get back into Tiger Stadium and just be in
that atmosphere again,” Brown said.
When asked what makes Tiger Band special, the answer from
several members was unanimous--its storied tradition.
“We’re the sound of LSU … particularly with those first four

notes at the pregame show,” Assistant Guard Captain Lisa Aldridge
said.
Though the pregame show routine has not been altered since
its debut in 1964, the band prepared new halftime performances this
football season.
Their first new show was titled “Women Who Rock” features
songs from Aretha Franklin, Beyonce and Taylor Swift.
Wendt and Brown agreed the charm of the band lies in its
longstanding history and. Brown believes the band grows in popularity because of the family traditions that follow it.
“Parents bring their kids, and then when those kids have
kids, they bring them,” she said. “It’s so widespread and so wonderful.”
Along with the band’s traditions, the members also value the
lessons they’ve learned in their time in the Tiger Band.
“Nobody’s perfect,” the drum major said. “What makes a
person so special or so good at what they do is how you recover from
those mistakes. That’s what Tiger Band has taught me.”

The Golden Band from Tigerland, lead by drum major Daniel Wendt, marches proudly to Tiger Stadium on
Saturday Aug. 22,2015, on LSU’s campus.
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Tiger Band’s drum line merges into formation on Saturday Aug. 22, 2015, entering Tiger Stadium.

The Golden Band from Tigerland marches through the stadium gates on Saturday Aug. 22, 2015, at Tiger Stadium on LSU’s campus.

Photo • Haskell Whittington
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The Daily Reveille, 2005

Ten Years Later

Reflections on LSU during Hurricane Katrina
Story • Carrie Grace Henderson
Design • Valencia Richardson
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On Saturday, Aug. 27, 2005 — two days before Hurricane
Katrina made landfall — LSU anounced classes would be canceled
Monday.
LSU Chancellor Sean O’Keefe, LSUPD, student affairs representatives and members of Student Governmenthad ridden out similar storms, like Hurricane Dennis a little more than a month before.
But when floodwaters took the Gulf Coast early Monday morning, it
became clear the storm was a force of its own.
Classes finally resumed the following Tuesday, 10 days after
the initial announcement.
This meeting was first of many that helped turn campus into
a small city. Resources came from every corner of the LSU community to treat trauma and special needs patients, house refugees and
volunteers and give Baton Rouge and New Orleans residents by-theminute updates.
Already designated a Special Needs Shelter by the Department of Health and Hospitals, LSU opened the Carl Maddox Field
House  three days before the storm as a refuge for medically dependent evacuees to find care and seek shelter.
The state Department of Social Services and the DHH began
working with early evacuees Friday, readying the field house for its
capacity of 250 during the height of the storm.
As marine helicopters landed in the Bernie Moore Track
Stadium carrying countless people wounded and traumatized, the
PMAC was commissioned as a 24-hour acute care center.
The PMAC designated 800 beds for a field hospital, which
would eventually serve approximately 6,000 patients.
Campus Volunteers
Baton Rouge was the closest city to New Orleans many
could reach in Katrina’s wake, and soon became a hub for volunteers
not only from Louisiana but across the country. As more people
crowded campus, LSU  made use of the willing workforce at its disposal — thousands of students holed up in residence halls, eager to
help their Crescent City neighbors.
Then-Student Government President Michelle Gieg said she
remembers wondering where all the “real adults” were as thousands
of outsiders descended on campus.
Gieg ran a call center out of the Reilly Center for Media and
Public Affairs. Typically used as a marketing research tool, it was
commissioned as a place for volunteers to call in and receive shift
assignments at the PMAC and field house.
“When you are talking about mapping an acute care facility,
what you don’t want is a hundred people showing up at 9 a.m. one
morning, and then have nobody show up at 2 a.m.,” Gieg said.
Between 20 and 30 students manned the call center from 7
a.m. to 10 p.m., scheduling around-the-clock volunteer shifts.
“We would schedule them for four to six-hour shifts,” Gieg said. “We
had to get something like a volunteer staff of 40 to 60 people 24 hours
a day.”
The call center answered nearly 7,000 callers, but not all
volunteers wanted to sign on for shifts.
Everyone who wanted to help, did their part no matter how
big or small. As more people came to campus the tiny pieces started
to move and work together.
The theatre department offered up curtains and rods to ensure patient privacy, Gieg said. Elementary education majors babysat
children who evacuated with or without their parents, said Scott
Sternberg, then-editor-in-chief of The Daily Reveille.
The School of Veterinary Medicine and the AgCenter transformed the John M. Parker Coliseum into an animal shelter housing
more than 2,000 animals for more than a month following the storm.
Other volunteers served food and assisted with basic medical care.

Gieg said there were good Samaritans headed to Baton
Rouge with truckloads of donated mattresses or doctors arriving at
the airport, who wanted to help with no idea where to go.
Student volunteers reunited owners with their pets, operated a shuttle from the school to the airport and found homes for 500 mattresses,
and people to fill them.
While residence halls, on-campus apartments and Greek
houses became temporary homes for family members and other evacuees, LSU opened its arms to more than the displaced.
Volunteers from across the U.S. needed a place to live.
LSU commissioned on-campus churches and reactivated two offline
residence halls to fill the need.
LSU Dining fed thousands for more than a week, while
LSUPD worked overtime ensuring the safety of permanent residents
and refugees.
The Students
Many of the displaced students from the University of New
Orleans, Tulane University and Loyola University New Orleans, ended up staying.
“They didn’t want to lose a whole semester of college, and
our registrar’s office worked around the clock to register hundreds of
students who were planning to attend,” said Assistant Vice President
for Communications Kristine Calongne Sanders, who worked as the
director of media relations during Katrina.
The University waived late fees, matched tuition prices and found
housing for displaced students, and it was those stories The Daily
Reveille began to focus on, Sternberg said.
“The main thing for us was covering the influx of people.
We had a real hyper-focus on the evacuees, the students from other
universities that came to LSU,” Sternberg said. “People from Tulane
are coming to LSU and registering for classes, but they don’t have any
room in the classes, so what are they going to do?”
LSU received widespread praise for efficiently mobilizing resources as floodwaters receded and evacuees left campus two weeks
later.
Sternberg, Gieg and Sanders said O’Keefe thrived in the
intensely stressful environment and kept steady control over LSU
during the storm.
“Everybody was just looking at their assets and seeing the
need and figuring out what they could offer,” said then-Governor
Kathleen Blanco.
Blanco called her daughter Nicole, who volunteered as a social worker for mentally distraught evacuees in the PMAC, a “direct
line” into LSU operations.
“I knew the PMAC operation was very big and going strong,
so I thought the LSU people did a really great job,” Blanco said.
Looking back, Gieg said she is proud of the way LSU responded to the crisis.
“I think in times like that you can either have open arms and
cut some of the red tape in a bureaucracy, or you don’t,” Gieg said.
“That’s not always the best business decision, to be honest, so I think
the university handled it very well.”
The November after Katrina, LSU Media Relations released
a book, “LSU in the Eye of the Storm: A University Model for Disaster
Relief,” detailing the day-by-day operations before, during and after
the storm.
Sanders said the storm defined LSU’s role in future natural
disasters. The university solidified agreements between state and
federal agencies, and the PMAC and field house are both designated
Special Needs Facilities.
“That service piece of our mission is part of being a flagship
university.” Sanders said. “That’s part of what we do.”
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The Inside Look
Photos from the 2006 Gumbo coverage of Katrina

Group of men come
together during
aftermath of Katrina.

Universities offered
on campus apartment
housing to families still
displaced over winter
break.
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Volunteers came together to
assemble care packages for
evacuees.

Parents stayed with
their students inside the
residential halls after the
flooding and destruction left many families
homeless.

Residents living in the
Baton Rouge River
Center.

Photos • Gumbo 2006
Design • Courtney Beesch
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Gubernatorial Debate
Candidates for governor face questions in student-led forum

Student moderators posed questions to three of the four Louisiana gubernatorial candidates Wednesday, September 2, addressing
issues related to education, infrastructure and the economy.
Republican Public Service Commissioner Scott Angelle,
Republican Lt. Gov. Jay Dardenne and Democrat State Rep. John Bel
Edwards squared off at the historic Columbia Theatre for the Performing Arts in downtown Hammond.
U.S. Sen. David Vitter, R-La., did not participate.
Student moderator Alexis Quackenbush kicked off the forum
by asking what each candidate would do to solve the $20 million budget deficit the Taylor Opportunity Program for Students faces.
Edwards addressed the TOPS shortfall by saying the “double digit increases” in tuition are what run up the costs of TOPS. The
program started as a $60 million program and ballooned to its current
$280 million budget over years of tuition increases, he said.
Dardenne and Angelle both said TOPS would remain a priority if they become governor.
“TOPS has been a wonderful way to give people an opportunity to move from the poor house to the school house,” Angelle said.
Dardenne said TOPS has been the most popular piece of
legislation in his lifetime, but he added that a TOPS cap is necessary
because of tuition increases.
All three candidates agreed the state needs both merit-based
scholarships, such as TOPS, as well as need-based programs, such as
the Louisiana Go Grant Program.
Angelle called K-12, TOPS and Go Grant funding his “number one priority.”
The candidates pointed to college graduates as a resource for
economic stability and job growth.
On job prospects for college graduates, Edwards said programs like dual enrollment and FastStart are important to create and

fill jobs, while Angelle and Dardenne highlighted government’s role in
creating an atmosphere conducive to private industries.
Dardenne said coastal development and natural gas have
created “unprecedented opportunities” for Louisiana residents.
“Education is a priority, and our young people will have jobs
right here in Louisiana,” Dardenne said.
Edwards said reductions in higher education funding “inhibit
people from graduating.”
Student moderator Aaron Johnson said of the 200,000 college-age residents of Louisiana, only 78,000 are registered to vote. He
asked the candidates what they would do to engage young people in
the political process.
“There’s so much apathy because for years, people have lost
confidence in their elected leaders to affect change,” Edwards said,
adding college students will vote for him because he will fund higher
education.
Angelle said his family will factor into his policy, and he
understands college-aged people because his children recently went to
college.
Before their closing statements, the candidates participated
in a “lightning round,” where they responded to questions with a oneword answer.
Angelle broke the one word rule when asked who he would
vote for today in the 2016 presidential election.
“Undecided,” Angelle said. “We don’t need another governor
talking about presidential politics.”
Edwards answered “not Bobby Jindal,” while Dardenne said
he was “undecided.”

Photo • Zoe Geauthreaux
Story • Sam Karlin
Design • Taylor Gonsoulin
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Gubernatorial candidates Scott Angelle (left), John Bel Edwards (middle) and Jay Dardenne (right) gather their notes after the ‘Student Gubernatorial
Forum: Their Future, Their Questions’ debate on Wednesday, Sept. 2, 2015, hosted by panelists from Southeastern Louisiana University and Northshore
Technical Community College at Columbia Theatre for the Performing Arts in Hammond.
Louisiana State Rep. and gubernatorial
candidate John Bel Edwards shakes hands
with Southeastern Louisiana University
president John L. Crain on Wednesday,
Sept. 2, 2015 after a forum hosted by panelists from SLU and Northshore Technical
Community College at Columbia Theatre
for the Performing Arts in Hammond.
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Jesus Talks
A familiar face to students reflects on his time
spent at Free Speech Alley
Following the sale of his engineering company nearly 10
years ago, Ivan Imes decided to dedicate his remaining years to the
Lord’s work — enjoying the perks of retirement from a metal fold-out
chair outside the Student Union.
The start of the 2015-2016 school year marked Imes’ 10th year
in Free Speech Plaza as the man commonly referred to as the “Jesus
Talks guy.”
Imes said he set out to make a difference and thought LSU’s
30,000-member community was the perfect place to do so.
When I had kids, I raised three boys without the Lord,” Imes
“
said. “That’s why I’m here — because I saw what I didn’t do and was
grieved about it.”
From a baptism behind the Chimes to a young woman’s
struggle with drug addiction, Imes said he has seen it all throughout
his decade on campus.
Toward the end of Imes’ third semester outside the Union,
he agreed to be interviewed for an elementary education student’s
English paper.
After learning of the interviewee’s cocaine addiction and resentment toward Christianity, Imes said he left her with the religious,
inspirational book “Bondage Breaker” as they parted ways following
the interview.
He said the book moved the student to kick her drug habit
and convert to Christianity. She even began working as a counselor at
a drug rehab center in Alexandria, Louisiana.
“I won’t give away her name, but it started with a K, and K
was the happiest, bubbliest person ever,” Imes said. “Almost without
exception, every time she would come by I would see the big smile.”
The majority of K’s classes were on the other side of campus,
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but she seemed to stop by whenever Imes was with a student who
needed his counsel most, he said.
“I saw God working,” Imes said. “God would send her across
campus on some unknown mission. The mission, unbeknownst to her,
was to help somebody fighting addiction.”
Before he came to LSU, Imes’ wife warned him Christian
counsel might not be welcome in Free Speech Plaza. She told him the
students would “eat him alive,” and offered to drive him to the hospital if he was ever injured on the job.
Imes said students have yet to harass him, but faculty members are not always receptive to his message.
“I’ve had some strange looks,” Imes said. “I’ve had two professors that essentially cursed me. You know anything that smells like
God, they obviously just hate it.”
But the group Imes said he’s had the most trouble with is an
organization from Mississippi called Consuming Fire.
“The little 4-year-old son of the pastor, first time he ever saw
me, came up to me pointed his finger right in my face and said, ‘You’re
going to hell,’” Imes said. “And I said, ‘Well, thank you son. I hope you
don’t join me.’”
When Imes first arrived on campus, the group made trips to
Free Speech Plaza three or four times a month, but he sees them only
two or three times a semester now.
He said he would advise students frustrated with Consuming
Fire’s preachings to “give them a break.”
They don’t understand love. They don’t understand forgive“
ness,” Imes said. “There are a lot of things in the Bible that they don’t
understand, or at least don’t live out.”

Ivan Imes, “Jesus Talk Guy,” sits outside the Student Union on Thursday, September 3, 2015, available to any students seeking advice
on God, faith and school.

Photo • Emily Brauner
Story • Kevin Miner
Designer • Marlie Lynch
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Versus McNeese
Lighting strikes out LSU-McNeese game.

After a three-hour, 46-minute weather delay, LSU and
McNeese State University agreed to cancel their respective opening games — an encounter that still cost LSU $500,000.
As all home teams do, LSU was scheduled to pay
McNeese its $500,000 for the game and will uphold its end of the
deal, even though there were only four minutes and 52 seconds of
play.
As the NCAA mandates, if lightning strikes within eight
miles of the stadium, play must be suspended for 30 minutes. The
clock restarts each time there is another strike.
On Saturday night, that clock never stopped restarting.
Meanwhile, players from both teams needed to stay fresh in the
locker room.
“They stretched and relaxed,” said LSU football coach
Les Miles. “First of all, we brought them in, and we went over
football. We went over football twice, maybe three times. We went
over the plays we needed to go over.”
LSU and McNeese competed for 11 total plays before
play was subdued. No stats from the game will be kept, counting
as a “no game” for both universities.
“We just felt that it was not in the best interest of our
players to go out and play this game,” said LSU Athletic Director
Joe Alleva. “I apologize, but we cannot control the weather, and
I’m sorry.”
Why not play on Sunday?
“[Sunday] is really not an option,” Alleva said. “McNeese had to go home. They didn’t have a hotel. It would be logistically almost impossible for our staff to get the stadium ready
to play.”
McNeese, which is located in Lake Charles, Louisiana,
traveled as a team on buses to LSU and planned to travel back
home directly after the game.
Vacant hotel rooms are hard to find in Baton Rouge on
any football gameday. It would have been difficult to pack an
entire team, staff and coaches into a hotel on such short notice.
Why not reschedule the game for later in the season?
If the game were to be rescheduled for later in the
season, it would have to be on open days for both of the teams,
which is nearly impossible to coordinate.
LSU had one bye week — the week before it faces Alabama. Miles wouldn’t give that date up, considering the extreme
focus that goes into preparing for the Crimson Tide.
McNeese, with one bye week not in line with LSU’s
schedule, didn’t want to force a game on any other date. If it did,
then it would lose preparation days for an in-conference opponent, which is the same predicament LSU faces with Alabama.
Sophomore quarterback Brandon Harris played a total
of five plays in Saturday’s affair, which isn’t what Miles hoped
for before diving into Southeastern Conference play the follow-

ing weekend. Harris and the Tigers headed to Mississippi State
University on Saturday, Sept. 12, and needed the reps from the
McNeese game, Miles said.
“This is his first start [this season],” Miles said. “I would
have loved to have had him have it, but that’s impossible. We
can’t go back.”
Harris went onto the field for his second-career start after
the Tigers lost the coin toss, receiving the opening kickoff. Offense
is on first.
In the first two plays, sophomore running back Leonard
Fournette was handed the ball from Harris. One, a toss dive to the
right side and the next a read-option to the left of the center out of
the shotgun formation. The two plays combined for 11 yards. First
down LSU.
On first and 10, Harris handed the ball off on an end
around to freshman Donte Jackson. Jackson, who received the
opening kickoff and is listed on the depth chart as the No. 2
cornerback behind junior Tre’Davious White, was involved with
the LSU offense early on, showing signs of what is to come this
season.
“He is a corner,” Miles said about Jackson. “He is a good
guy with the ball in his hands. He can be a receiver in some packages.”
Next up was Harris. On his first drop-back pass of the
season, he dumped the ball off to freshman running back Derrius
Guice. Guice was submitted four yards behind the line of scrimmage because of a missed block by freshman wide receiver Jazz
Ferguson, leading into a long third down for LSU.
LSU posted in shotgun formation once again. Harris
scanned the field and took one of the last options as he was forced
into an attempted deep ball to sophomore Malachi Dupre. The
McNeese pass rush closed in on Harris, who under threw Dupre
by a couple yards. Luckily for him, it didn’t result in an interception. LSU was forced into a fourth-and-long and had to punt.
Twelve minutes left in the first quarter.
“What we will take from this week is that we prepared,”
Miles said. “We kicked it off and had a couple of plays, and we
will correct those plays. I think our guys will enjoy the freshness
and the weekend off.”
The LSU athletic administration and football program
issued a statement saying they, as a group, will have more details
on “ticket refunds/other options” from the McNeese game by
Wednesday.
Miles couldn’t have been more appreciative for the support and effort the fans showed during the dreary evening.
“To the fans, thanks for coming,” Miles said. “Thanks for
being a part of this. We tried. We gave [playing this game] every
consideration that we could to be on the field and playing that
game.”

Story • Christian Boutwell
Design • Courtney Beesch
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Spectators clear out after the LSU vs. McNeese St. game was canceled due to
lightning in the area on Sept. 05, 2015, in Tiger Stadium.
Nick Martino, The Daily Reveille

LSU’s mascot Mike the Tiger walks along side the Golden Band from Tigerland
for the pregame show on Saturday Sept. 5, 2015, in Tiger Stadium.
Haskell Whittingon, The Daily Reveille
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Campaign Trails
Students get involved in gubernatoiral race
Four Louisiana gubernatorial candidates were all fighting
to gain support before the Oct. 24 election, particularly from students
at state-funded universities like LSU and University of Louisiana at
Lafayette. Several student interns identified on a personal level with
candidates, finding common ground in military backgrounds, Cajun
upbringings and ties to the LSU community.
LSU political science and history junior Robert Lancon was
in high school when a girl in his 4-H club told him about her father —
current gubernatorial candidate John Bel Edwards. He was a Democrat from Amite planning on running for political office.
Lancon, who was not a Democrat at the time, said he did
some online research and agreed with Edwards on many issues.
Lancon especially favored Edwards’ stance on the Affordable Care
Act and its provisions for disabled military veterans such as Lancon’s
father.
“Having easy, affordable access to health care is very
important to me because I’ve seen the struggles my dad has to go
through,” Lancon said. “John Bel has always fought to bring those
resources here.”
Lancon also discovered Edwards’ history with higher education policies, such as his fight for a balanced funding mix for higher
education that would include 50 percent state funding and 50 percent
tuition.
“When I sat down and thought about which candidate I
would support, I looked at the candidate who had fought the hardest
for higher education,” he said. “And no one really compares to John
Bel.”
UL-Lafayette public relations senior Dane Adams, a campaign intern for Republican Public Service Commissioner Scott Angelle, said he dealt with the effects of the Legislature’s cuts to higher
education firsthand as UL-Lafayette’s Student Government president
last year.
“It helped me see how important it is that we elect, support
or work with our political leaders,” Adams said.
He said his support for Angelle came after the candidate
spoke about Louisiana’s oil fields at the Cajundome in 2010. Adams

said Angelle’s interest in the oil industry — booming in Adams’
hometown of Lockport — impressed him.
He said Angelle’s conservative Cajun values of faith and
family reflected his own, and the candidate reminded Adams of his
grandfather, who helped raise him.
Adams said his grandfather told him leaders are meant to
serve, and what the state needed was a servant leader.
“That’s Scott,” Adams said. “He’s one of the humblest servant leaders I’ve ever experienced working with.”
Political science junior Myles Sonnier, an active SG member
and Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity member, was drawn to gubernatorial candidate and Republican Lt. Gov. Jay Dardenne, a former LSU SG
president and member of Sigma Chi Fraternity.
“He’s been around Baton Rouge his whole life,” Sonnier
said. “He still goes to the tailgates. He’s just a down to earth guy
about that kind of stuff.”
Sonnier said he heard Dardenne speak on the state Senate
floor several times and was impressed by his resume and his ability
to consolidate the number of positions in his lieutenant governor’s
office.
He said Dardenne made the several political offices he has
held over the years, including city councilman, state senator and
secretary of state, more efficient by reducing budgets for taxpayers.
“He’s been constantly doing more with less,” Sonnier said.
Lancon, Adams and Sonnier all said working on a campaign
offered them different perspectives on the governor’s race.
Adams said his work on Angelle’s campaign allowed him
to establish a friendly relationship with who he was voting for, while
Sonnier said he learned how much power is in voters’ hands.
The more politically involved a student is, Sonnier said, the
more likely he or she is to make a difference.
During the past legislative session, Lancon said he learned
how important it is for students to have a voice.
“We go to the flagship school of the state, so we depend on
public funding to help make us everything that we are, all the things
we love about LSU,” Lancon said.
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LSU political science and history junior Robert Lancon reviews visual
graphics on Wednesday, Sept. 9, 2015, as he interns for gubernatorial candidate John Bel Edwards’ campaign.
Zoe Geauthreaux, The Daily Reveille

LSU political science junior Myles Sonnier (left), field director, and LSU agriculture buisness senior Olivia Watkins, student intern, looking up potential
voters and answering their questions via email on Wednesday Sept. 9, 2015, at Jay Dardenne’s campaign headquarters on Perkins Road.
Haskell Whittington, The Daily Reveille

LSU finance junior Taylor Lee works as a student intern by making phone calls to
potential voters of Jay Dardenne’s campaign on Wednesday Sept. 9, 2015, at Jay
Dardenne’s campaign headquarters on Perkins Road.
Haskell Whittingon, The Daily Reveille
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LSU vs. Duke
Victory through Communication

Sophomore forward Jorian Baucom ascended to the
top of the NCAA charts with her nation-leading eighth goal of
the season to help LSU defeat No. 15 Duke University, 1-0, in its
Sunday afternoon nonconference match.
The Blue Devils (5-1-2, 0-0 Atlantic Coast Conference)
were coming off a win against Samford University on Friday
night, while LSU (5-1-2, 0-1 Southeastern Conference) was
tasked with avenging its 1-0 loss to the Blue Devils a year ago.
The Tigers also lost their SEC opener against the University of Alabama after conceding a golden goal in the 102nd
minute of play on Friday night.
The Blue Devils brought physicality intrinsic to ACC
play to the pitch early in the game, committing seven fouls in
the first half. The match became even more chippy in the second half as the teams combined for 23 fouls with two resulting
in a yellow card for each team.
The match got off to a slow start as Duke landed the
first half’s only shot on goal.
The Tigers were forced to play without their senior
leader, defender Alex Arlitt, who was assessed a red-card in the
team’s last game. Senior defender Gracie Campbell stepped in
to help the LSU back line, which relied on Arlitt’s communication all year.
The back line played well all game despite the loss of
Arlitt. It held the Blue Devils scoreless for only the second time
all season and LSU coach Brian Lee said he was pleased with
the way his team responded to the loss of Arlitt.
“I thought the whole team stepped up for Arlitt,” Lee
said. “She’s arguably our best player and has a huge impact
on the team. Her communication and leadership is probably
the biggest thing she brings to us. We asked everybody to step

up and do their part and cover for her while she was out. Our
communication was probably the best it’s been all year.”
LSU’s best chance to score came early in the first half
when Duke committed a hand-ball violation in the box resulting in a penalty kick for the Tigers. However, Baucom’s penalty
kick in the 13th minute went off the post.
Baucom got another shot to break the tie in the 74th
minute of play after she was tripped in the box by a Duke
defender. Baucom netted her team leading eighth goal of the
season on her second penalty kick attempt of the game to give
LSU a one goal lead.
The Tigers made a key move on defense to protect
their lead by moving junior forward Summer Clarke to the back
line. Duke moved junior defender Christina Gibbons to the
right wing in hopes of finding the equalizer. Lee said moving
Clarke to the backline was something that his team was ready
for.
“That’s always the plan all along,” Lee said. “Summer
is a fantastic attacking player but first and foremost she’s a
really good soccer player and a very good athlete. I feel like we
can put her anywhere and she’ll be fantastic.”
Gibbonsand the Blue Devils found the equalizer in the
79th minute but they were called offsides. The Tigers held on to
their lead late in the gamebehind a sprawled-out save by senior
goalkeeper Catalina Rubiano in the 89th minute. Rubiano dove
to her left to save Duke’s final shot of the game, sealing LSU’s
victory.
“We wanted this win so bad,” Rubiano said. “I put my
body behind it and did everything I could to get it.”
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(Left) LSU freshman forward Alex Thomas (9) kicks the ball
during the Tigers’ 1-0 victory against Duke University on Sunday, Sept. 13, 2015, in the LSU Soccer Stadium.

The LSU Women’s Soccer starting eleven huddle together before the Tigers’
1-0 victory against Duke University on Sunday, Sept. 13, 2015, in the LSU
Soccer Stadium.

LSU sophomore forward Debbie Hahn (31) faces off against Duke University freshman midfielder Kat McDonald (9) during the Tigers’ 1-0 victory
on Sunday, Sept. 13, 2015, in the LSU Soccer Stadium.
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Union Food Court
Vendor contracts at Student Union unpredictable

In fall 2013, Auntie Anne’s coming to campus was the
latest buzz. Fast forward two years, and the hot pretzel staple is
still nowhere to be seen in the LSU Student Union.
LSU Student Union Communications Coordinator
Heather Gulino said the deal fell through because of “red tape
and a lot of paperwork.”
“With University regulations and Auntie Anne’s regulations, the two were not able to move forward with an agreement
that benefited both parties,” Gulino said.
The Daily Reveille previously reported in October 2013
that then-Auxiliary Retail Development and Technology Services
Director Stephen Barr said Auntie Anne’s was set to open by the
start of the next school year.
Student Government Senator William Baumgardner
announced in November 2013 that two ICEE machines would also
be installed in the Union as soon as January 2014, with locations at
On-The-Geaux and Auntie Anne’s. The machines never arrived.
Although there is no room in the Student Union for new
restaurants, LSU is constantly looking for food vendor requests as
contracts come and go, Gulino said.
Jamba Juice’s departure from the Union is an example of
the unpredictability of vendors’ contracts, Gulino said.
“Nobody was expecting Jamba Juice to not re-sign their
contract and for Smoothie King to come in here,” Gulino said,
“But we’re happy that we got another smoothie vendor.”

Smoothie King opened in the Union on the first day of
school and is here to stay, Gulino said.
“It’s a local company,” Gulino said. “Jamba Juice is great,
but it’s a California company, and everybody was really excited to
get a local brand in here.”
Because of a lack of space in the Union, Gulino said LSU
is looking to create new, mobile food options, like bringing the
Smoothie King food truck to campus. But Gulino said she is not
making any promises.
“Again, lots of paperwork,” Gulino said. “Sometimes it
goes through, other times it doesn’t.”
The Union remained open to suggestions from students
on which companies to bring to campus, including establishments
outside the cuisine industry.
Administrators have even toyed with the idea of offering
optometry services in the Union and converting half of the LSU
Student Union Barbershop into a nail salon, Gulino said, but the
ideas never finalized.
For some students who spend a significant amount of
time in the Union, such as finance freshman Brady Parker, the
complex already had enough restaurants and student services.
“If I am not in class, I am here,” Parker said. “I actually
am pleased with what they have here. I really don’t see a need for
any other places.”

Students wait in line for French Quarter Café during the busy lunch hour Wednesday September 16, 2015.
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Smoothie King opened in the Student Union on the first day of school for the 2015 fall semester.

Students wait in line for Chick-N-Grill during the busy lunch hour Wednesday September 16, 2015.
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Harambee

LSU OMA celebrates diversity in annual event
The Office of Multicultural Affairs, Campus Life and the
African-American Cultural Center hosted its 26th annual Harambeé Thursday, Sept. 17, in the Student Union Theater, featuring
performances from several student groups and a keynote address
from LSU alumnae Maxine Crump -- the first African-American
woman at the university to live in a campus residential hall.
“It’s definitely a traditional program that the campus
anticipates every year,” said Director of Multicultural Affairs
Chaunda Mitchell. “It’s an opportunity for us to welcome our
new students to campus and hopefully connect to some of our
returning students while we give them an inspiring message and
performances from their peers.”
The Harambeé event has evolved since its debut on
campus 26 years ago.The Harambeé transitioned from a faculty
and staff networking social and separate student performances
into a celebration the entire LSU community can attend and enjoy,
Mitchell said.
Planning for the event began in early summer, Mitchell
said, as the Office of Multicultural Affairs worked with Campus
Life and the African-American Cultural Center to organize the
program.
The night opened up with a performance of “Lift Every
Voice and Sing” by the LSU Gospel Choir.
Elementary education sophomore Charlene Martin said
she felt proud to be performing in an event that has been around
for so long.
“I feel honored that we’re doing it,” Martin said.
Other performances included the Legacy Dance Crew,

the Capital City Capoeira Dancers and the Caribbean Student
Association.
The highlight of the evening was the keynote address
delivered by Crump.
Crump, the President and CEO of Dialogue on Race Louisiana, was one of the first African-American students admitted to
the university. Other firsts include being the first female radio DJ
in Baton Rouge and the first African-American female reporter for
WAFB-TV.
Crump said she hoped to bring a dose of reality to the
students through her address. She said she believes that students
now have a very glamorized view of those who helped desegregate LSU.
“I want to get across to them that these were students
just like them, who stepped into this treacherous arena, not knowing what to face,” Crump said. “[They] broke the color barrier for
them, and they need to not just sit back and enjoy it, but to engage
in the change themselves, because by far racism has not gone into
extinction yet.”  
The night ended in the Student Union Theater Reception Room and Lobby with the Harambeé Café, where attendees
socialized with performers and met members of other student
organizations.
“There’s a lot of welcome events, but then students need
to hear those positive messages throughout the semester, and so
I think that Harambeé is one small way to make that happen,”
Mitchell said.
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LSU International Student Association vice president Michael Panther Mayen tells his story on
Thursday, Sept. 17, 2015, during the 26th Annual Harambee at the LSU Student Union Theater.

The LSU Gospel Choir performs “Lift Every Voice and Sing” on Thursday, Sept. 17, 2015, during the 26th Annual Harambee at the LSU
Student Union Theater.

Baton Rouge Capoeira Dancers perform a routine to live hand drums on Thursday, Sept. 17, 2015, during the 26th Annual Harambee
at the LSU Student Union Theater.
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LSU’s UREC provide students with
fun activities, such
as rock climbing on
the portable wall, on
Wednesday, Sept. 16,
2015, on the Parade
Ground.

Photos • Nicholas Martino
Design • Courtney Beesch

Student takes their turn on the portable rock climbing wall provided by the University
Recreational Center (UREC) on the Parade Ground.
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LSU Kinesiology Freshman, Tommy Nguyen, runs through the obstacle course
provided by the UREC on Wednesday, Sept. 16, 2015, on the Parade Ground.

One of the activites included was frisbee golf, where
participants aim to throw the frisbee into the net.

LSU’s UREC provide students with fun activities and refreshments on Wednesday, Sept. 16, 2015, on the Parade Ground.

On the Geaux

UREC offers portable activities for students
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Little tiger fan sits on shoulders to get a better view of the fall fest activities.

The marching band from Tigerland and Tiger girls entertain a crowd at Fall Fest.
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Fall Fest

Annual event brings LSU community together
Fall Fest 2015 attracted large crowds of students, alumni,
parents and faculty Friday, October 2, to take a break from the busy
semester to enjoy a spin in a human hamster ball or sample a few
refreshments.
This year’s event kicked off with the traditional performance
of the Golden Band from Tigerland, LSU Cheerleaders and Tiger Girls.
Students lined up for a closer look and a chance to get into the pregameday spirit.
“When you hear the first four notes of the [pregame] song
it’s a sign for every tiger fan to immediately get excited and pumped
up. You’re ready to have a good time,” said sports administration
freshman Kyle Lachney.
The Fall Fest emcees, sociology senior MarQuetta “TeeQue”
Lanier, history and philosophy senior Michael Moore, mass
communication sophomore Bonnie Wells and human resource
management sophomore David Simmons, energized the crowd with
jokes, shoutouts and announcements while introducing Fall Fest
sponsors.
Raising Cane’s and Coca-Cola drew throngs of students to
the stage for a chance to catch purple and gold Cane’s t-shirts and
Share a Coke With a Tiger merchandise. Students went long to catch
Cane’s t-shirts shot over 100 feet from the stage.
The Fall Fest stage also hosted the student performers and
groups, including Kryptonite, Julep, Musical Theatre Club, Ryan
Zumo, Ahman Robinson, and Steven Kador, Public Display of A
Capella, Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity, Inc., Cyndie Wright, Zeta Phi Beta
Sorority, Inc.,, Cypress Wyman, and Legacy Dancers.
Students danced, sang along, and cheered for their peers
onstage during each of the performances.

There were 65 tables lined up on the Parade Ground
representing campus units and area businesses sponsoring the event.
Students had the chance to Dunk the Dean, have a photo op with LSU
Elvis, climb the UREC rock wall, win even more Cane’s merchandise,
run in giant hamster balls and touch animals from the LSU Museum of
Natural Science.
“It’s really great that LSU does this every year,” said
biological sciences sophomore Lia Cristadoro, “this year I feel there’s a
lot more going on and a lot more to look at and do. Now that there is
more to choose from, I want to stop by and the environment is really
fun.”
The College of Humanities and Social Sciences’ Dunk the
Dean gave students the chance to dunk HSS Dean Stacia “Stacy”
Haynie and Associate Dean Troy Blanchard. Both deans were dunked
over 30 times combined.
LSUPD’s Mobile Command vehicle hosted games of cornhole
with a twist, students wore alcohol impairment simulation goggles
and attempted to toss beanbags into the target. Onlookers laughed
along as the bean bags landed in the hands of LSUPD officers standing
far behind the cornholes more often than in the intended target.
“The cornhole game is part of the outreach activities that we
do throughout the university and different events. We’ve incorporated
the cornhole game and the drunk goggles to get people involved and
see how alcohol can affect your motor skills and perception,” said
LSUPD spokesperson Capt. Cory Lalonde.
Sponsor tables packed up as the LSU Ambassadors took the
stage to end the 21-year-old celebration with the singing of the Alma
Mater.

Students attend to Fall Fest on Friday, Oct. 02, 2015 in LSU Parade Grounds.
Photo • Javier Fernández
Story • Sarah Kent
Design • Courtney Beesch
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“I’ve missed three
games since 1995,
all because of women. But the third one
worked out. I married
her.”

“Do anything that
makes you happy and
makes a better life.”

40 Humans of LSU

“I think it’s definitely a good thing that we have Free
Speech Alley, but in this situation as a Christian, I
don’t think that this really represents me very well. I
think there are better ways this could be happening.
I’m not very happy about this situation, but in other
situations it’s a very good way, like with Dance Marathon. It’s a great way to get out there, get your club
known, and raise money for good causes.”
[in background: “YOU WILL GO TO HELL BECAUSE
YOU’LL NEVER SEE GOD. THE ONLY ALTERNATIVE IS
HELL FIRE.”]
“Yelling at people and telling them they’ll go to hell
isn’t the way. Love will bring people to Christ.”

“If I’m being totally
honest, the dream
is to be an English
teacher one day. ”
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Pink Out

Plammed Parenthood seeks to inform, educate
Planned Parenthood Generation Action participated in “Pink
Out Day” — a national event encouraging women’s health advocates
to demonstrate their solidarity with Planned Parenthood by wearing
pink—on Tuesday, September 29, 2015 in the Quad.
The campus event was organized by the Women and
Gender Studies for Graduates Organization. English doctoral student
Alexandra Torres, the vice president of WGSGO, said the event was
held to raise awareness and support.
“[We want] to make sure that people are aware of all the
different services, that it’s not really just about a safe abortion, it’s
more about the different health services that Planned Parenthood
does,” Torres said.
PPGA, formerly known as Voices of Planned Parenthood,
regained its status as a club this month.
While the club was present on campus for several years
before fading out roughly two years ago, this year its members plan to
immerse themselves in campus life once again.
“Our goal for this semester is to be even more involved than
in the past, and do as many events as possible,” said psychology
sophomore Eva Someillan-Toohey, PPGA events coordinator.
Having regained its charter, this year is a rebuilding year for
the group, mass communication junior Noah Bryant Ballard said.
“We’ve gained some valuable new members who are
passionate about what we do, passionate about educating people,
passionate about politics, and it really is a revival for the group,”
Ballard said.
Members of the club attended the Planned Parenthood
Generation Action Conference over the summer in Washington
D.C., where they attended seminars, networked with other PPGA
organizations from across the country and lobbied on Capitol Hill.
“It was interesting because we got the opportunity to talk
to people who were for [Planned Parenthood] and attempt to talk to
people who were against us,” Someillan-Toohey said.
Attending the conference was beneficial for the organization

Planned Parenthood Generation Action staged a
social-media driven event called “PinkOut” on
Tuesday, Sept. 29, 2015 in the Quad in order to
show support for Planned Parenthood.
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and its members, said psychology junior Sarah Guidry, PPGA
president.
“We came back here with all of this new knowledge and all
the tools to actually start organizing on campus for real,” Guidry said.
Ballard said the organization’s most popular and recognizable event is
“Free Condom Friday,” when the group sets up a table in Free Speech
Plaza and hands out condoms and information on sexual health,
education and safety.
The club also carries out “condom crawls,” in which
members visit Tigerland bars and hand out free condoms. During the
group’s most recent condom crawl, members handed out 600 condoms
in approximately 45 minutes, Someillan-Toohey said.
Two condom crawls are held each semester, typically around
a big event or holiday. The next one was on Halloween.
A major reason for passing out free condoms to students is
Louisiana’s consistent rankings at the tops of charts for STD and STI
rates, Someillan-Toohey said.
A 2013 study by the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention shows New Orleans ranked No. 8 on a list of the most
sexually diseased cities in the United States.
Louisiana also ranked No. 3 in the country in the number of
primary and secondary syphilis cases, according to the CDC study.
PPGA’s other events include sexual education workshops, trivia
nights and movie nights.
Guidry said she feels the club’s presence on campus is
important because of the lack of knowledge on sexual health.
“Growing up in southern Louisiana, it’s really hard, because
a lot of the times, people’s families don’t want to talk about sex at all,
or even just things that are reproductive health related,” Guidry said.
PPGA’s goal is to provide education on sexual health to students who
may not otherwise receive it.
“A lot of people come from places where they don’t get
comprehensive sex ed,” Someillan-Toohey said. “They don’t know a
lot of the things, so we want to help change that.”

Planned Parenthood Generation Action staged a social-media driven event called “PinkOut” on Tuesday, Sept. 29, 2015 in the Quad in order to show
support for Planned Parenthood.

Planned Parenthood Generation Action staged a social-media driven event
called “PinkOut” on Tuesday, Sept.
29, 2015 in the Quad in order to show
support for Planned Parenthood.
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Women’s Volleyball

LSU freshman Olivia Beyer (8)
defends a shot Sunday, Sept.
13, 2015, during the Tigers’ 3-1
loss to Miami in the PMAC.

LSU freshman Olivia Bayer (8) leads the defensive formation Sunday, Sept. 27,
2015, during the Tigers’ 3-0 victory over South Carolina in the PMAC.
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LSU senior Haley Smith (15) serves the ball Sunday, Sept. 13, 2015,
uring the Tigers’ 3-1 loss to Miami in the PMAC.
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LSU vs. South Carolina
Lsu spirit reveals itself before, during and after the game

LSU head coach Les Miles talks to South Carolina head coach Steve Spurrier after the Tigers’ 45-24 victory
against the University of South Carolina on Saturday, Oct. 10, 2015 in Tiger Stadium.
The Southeastern Conference, the league that draws the ire of
the college football world for supposed favoritism it receives from the
media and pollsters alike, is a community at heart.
From the outside looking in, all the repetitive hooting and
hollering from fans of “the best conference in the nation” may seem
overbearing and nonsensical. The reputation the SEC has conjured for
itself is based partly on championships from its member institutions
but also on the loyal followings that plan their weekends in the fall
around their favorite team.
The love for a team is often times overboard, but it is never
wavering. Sometimes, like Saturday in Baton Rouge, that love extends
to its conference counterparts when football becomes secondary —
rivalries or taunting chants are mostly thrown out the window.
When Tiger Stadium became a relocation destination for the
LSU versus University of South Carolina contest, football proved to be
only a part of life, but a part strong enough to bring more than school
pride.
“They sounded just like 100,000 to me,” said LSU coach Les
Miles when asked about Saturday’s crowd. “There was a very loyal
contingent that was in that stadium. They made a lot of noise. It was
very much like Tiger Stadium.”
Saturday’s spirited but noticeably smaller following for the
purple and gold, who made it to campus despite a non-scheduled
“home” game, watched their “away” Tigers defeat the pesky Gamecocks, 45-24.
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But what many members of the LSU community, who
couldn’t be more familiar with weather-related tragedies, did for
South Carolina flood victims was far more important.
Take South Carolina radiologic science junior Stormy Webber
and her boyfriend Stephen Boneparte — Columbia, South Carolina,
natives — said they traveled roughly 13 hours to Baton Rouge to support their Gamecocks.
They originally had tickets to the game at Williams-Brice
Stadium, but the “beautiful nature disaster,” as Webber sarcastically
joked, threw a wrench in that plan. Neither have experienced Baton Rouge, but Webber heads to her parents hometown of Monroe,
Louisiana, every Christmas. Boneparte waited a few years to see LSU
sophomore running back Leonard Fournette in action, so a trip deeper
South was worth it.
They took in the sights under the stately oaks of LSU’s campus on Friday and visited the live animal housed across the street from
the stadium. Wearing garnet and black as they walked around, they
were treated to shots at The Chimes on Highland Road. People went
out of their way to welcome them at gas stations.
In an “eye-opening” week, during which Boneparte lost a
friend when her car crashed into a pit and was flooded to the point
where she couldn’t get out, Baton Rouge residents’ generosity for the
people of Columbia and South Carolina were on full display.
“Y’all have done more for us than Clemson [University] has,
and it’s in the same state,” Boneparte said.

Fans show their support towards South Carolina during the Tigers’ 45-24 victory against the
University of South Carolina on Saturday, Oct. 10, 2015 in Tiger Stadium.
The sentiment was the same from three older South Carolina
fans, who all live outside the state. Terry Craft, a 65-year-old employee relations manager for BASF in Geismar, Louisiana, was joined by
Orlando residents Richard Morris, a 61-year-old doctor, and Butch
Hinson, a 64-year-old customer support manager for an electronics
company.
When Morris and Hinson saw the garnet and black at Craft’s
tent, they parked their vehicle and became acquainted quickly.
“When you meet a fellow Gamecock, you are automatic
friends,” Morris said.
Although none of the trio were directly affected by the rain
waters, they knew LSU fans would treat fellow Palmetto state residents and fans differently than they would for a normal SEC matchup.
“We’re used to running the gauntlet, if you know what I
mean,” Morris said. “Younger fans will get in your face and tell [you]
you’re, ‘Gator bait,’ and all that. I don’t expect much of that because
they’re sensitive to our situation back home.”
Four South Carolina freshmen, who are originally from
Greenville, South Carolina, and evacuated before the flooding worsened, arrived in Baton Rouge by way of New Orleans and purchased
$5 student tickets.
As they walked around Mike the Tiger’s cage, an LSU fan
approached them.
“We’ve been praying for you guys, praying for your home
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state” the LSU fan said. “We’ve been there. I lived in a camper for two
and half years after [Hurricanes] Rita and Katrina.”
When the fan approached, the four had only been there for
a couple of hours, but it wasn’t the first time someone in purple and
gold went out of their way to show kindness. It was their first SEC
road trip, too.
“Every tailgate we’ve walked past, people asked us if we
want anything,” said Mitchell Touchton, an international business
major from South Carolina. “Like something to drink, something to
eat. It’s been pretty cool.”
Inside the stadium, the Golden Band from Tigerland did its
best impression of the South Carolina band, the Mighty Sound of the
Southeast, performing the Gamecocks’ alma mater and fight song
before kickoff. The stadium even showed South Carolina’s hype video
and blared Darude’s “Sandstorm,” as South Carolina fans shook white
towels.
In the corner of the LSU student section, the Painted Posse
emblazoned the words “SEC United” across their torsos.
A community united, it was.
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(Left) Tonya Johnson dons
traditional clothes to show
support for the fight against
domestic violence during Take
Back The Night on Oct. 11,
2015, in front of the Memorial
Tower.
(Below)Signs with the
silohuettes and names of
domestic violence victims are
used in memoriam during Take
Back The Night on Oct. 11,
2015, in front of the Memorial
Tower.

Demonstrators march carrying signs with the silhouettes and names of domestic
violence victims during Take Back The Night on Oct. 11, 2015, in front of the
Memorial Tower.
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Demonstrators march with homemade signs and chants during Take Back The Night on Oct. 11, 2015, in front of the Memorial Tower.

Take Back the Night

29th Annual event raises awareness about sexual and domestic abuse
In April 2014, 42-year-old Tonya Johnson’s former classmate
lost both her son’s life and her own life to her husband after years of
domestic abuse.
Johnson, decked out in her Wild Tchoupitoulas Indian garb,
joined dozens of others rallying in front of Memorial Tower for the
29th annual Take Back the Night event which raises awareness about
domestic and sexual violence in hopes of putting an end to them.
She said she wanted to pay tribute to all the victims of domestic and sexual violence by showing them they are not alone in the
world.
“The thing I remember most at [her friend’s] funeral was my
other classmate getting up, struggling to find words, because he had
also dealt with domestic violence,” Johnson said. “You would have
never thought that was going on with him.”

This year also marks the first time LSU Student Government
played an imperative role in the event, as it coincided with the spring
2015 launch of SG’s “We’re Committed” campaign to end sexual violence.
SG “We’re Committed” student advocate and kinesiology
junior Camille Faircloth said the campaign partnered with the LSU
Women’s Center, Lighthouse Program, STAR and the Baton Rouge
Police Department to help sponsor Take Back the Night.
One in four women are sexually assaulted during their college years — an increase from the one in five statistic a few years ago,
Faircloth said.
She said SG hopes to extend the campaign to LSU’s athletic
programs and fraternity houses.
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Speaking Out

“Free Speech Alley” has a storied history, undergone many changes
While free speech zones at universities across the nation
have been dismantled, such as Texas Tech University’s “Free Speech
Gazebo”, LSU’s Free Speech Plaza is still going strong. Freedom of
expression is allowed anywhere on campus, but Auxiliary Services
Communications Coordinator Heather Gulino said she suggests organizations stay in Free Speech Plaza so the university can regulate the
area. “People can express themselves without worrying about being
physically hurt, whether it be the person that’s creating the opinion
or somebody who opposes the opinion,” Gulino said. “I think in free
speech alley, it kind of protects your right to do that.”
Prior to 2012, students were not allowed to distribute written
material outside Free Speech Plaza, according to the Foundation for
Individual Rights in Education. After a lawsuit filed by the Alliance
Defending Freedom on behalf of a student, Candler v. Jenkins, LSU
revised the policy to say that freedom of expression was no longer
restricted to Free Speech Plaza. Spectrum vice president of administration and biology senior Julianne Martin said they enjoy the opportunities for outreach Free Speech Plaza provides.
“I really like getting to meet people, because this is one of
the biggest ways that organizations are really putting themselves out
there,” Martin said. “A lot of people that you might not reach out to
just in passing get a chance to really see you.” Free Speech Plaza, more
commonly referred to as “Free Speech Alley,” was established in October 1964 during the Vietnam War to give students a place to talk, Gulino said. The Daily Reveille reported in 1967 that the area was closed
for a week and nearly permanently shut down because of repeated use
of obscenities and vulgar language.
During that time, Free Speech Plaza was open once or twice
a week from 12:30-2:30 p.m. and moderated mainly by students.
However, state legislation passed that year banning “communistic and
atheistic” speakers from coming to the Plaza, the Shreveport Times

reported in 1967. In an attempt to limit free expression, the LSU Union
Inter Exchange Committee changed the Plaza’s name to “The Alley: A
Student Forum,” the Baton Rouge State Times reported in 1971. The
name change was eventually rejected by Free Speech Plaza regulars
and resulted in moving the site from between the Union Bookstore
and Theater to the steps in front of the Student Union.
Following the move of Free Speech Plaza to the Student
Union steps, removal of the establishment was once again attempted
by the campus police, who said they were enforcing a policy preventing congregation on the steps, according to a 1979 copy of the Baton
Rouge State Times. Ivan Imes, also known as the “Jesus Talks” guy,
has been coming to Free Speech Plaza for nearly 10 years. While the
organizations have changed, Imes said the area’s general atmosphere
has remained the same.
“I can’t say there’s been a lot of change,” Imes said. “It’s
pretty much the same kind of thing.” Today, Free Speech Plaza is frequented by student organizations, which book tables for free. Groups
from outside LSU must pay a fee. Facility services sets up the number
of tables needed for each day, and organizations that have not booked
a space are asked to leave, Gulino said.
Psychology junior Sarah Guidry, president of Planned Parenthood Generation Action, said she enjoys serving the campus in a
positive way. “My favorite part [about Free Speech Plaza] would be
just being in service to LSU students,” Guidry said. “We serve a really
important purpose on campus, and it’s good to know we’ll be there
every single week so that people can depend on us.”
However, Guidry also said her least favorite part about Free
Speech Plaza is the ability of others to say inaccurate things. While
protecting free speech is important, Guidry said she finds the inaccuracy of some statements concerning.
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LSU students walk past different organizations set up on Thursday, Oct. 15, 2015 in Free Speech Alley.
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Students stack donated canned foods to form a replica of Tiger Stadium and Mike the
Tiger’s Habitat on the Parade Ground Wednesday, Oct. 21, 2015 during CANapalooza
in order to support the Greater Baton Rouge Food Bank. Emily Brauner, The Daily
Reveille
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Students playing with hula hoops at LSU Homecoming Week
field day event Wednesday October 21, 2015 on the parade
grounds. Karen Welsh, The Daily Reveille

Residence Hall Association hosts its annual Splatterbeat event to kick off Homecoming week on Monday, Oct. 19, 2015, at the Parade Ground. Nicholas Martino, The
Daily Reveille

Homecoming Week

Students participate in Canapalooza, Field Day and Splatterbeat

Residence Hall Association hosts its annual Splatterbeat event to kick off Homecoming week on Monday, Oct. 19, 2015, at the Parade Ground.
Nicholas Martino, The Daily Revielle
Students race while attached to bungee chords at
LSU Homecoming Week field day event Wednesday
October 21, 2015 on the parade grounds.
Karen Walsh, The Daily Reveille
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Homecoming Day
LSU celebrates with “Let it Roar” theme

2015 Homecoming Court. Senior Court: JoLena Broussard, Katie Hogan, Bianca Webb, Jacob Boudreaux, Justin Daws, Michael Panther Mayen. Junior
Court: Kat Latham, Joan Crockett Lyons, Curran Latas, Seth Madden. Sophomore Court: Madeleine Richard, Jared Bigler. First Year Court: Elizabeth
“Betsy” Braymer. LSU Campus Life

Design • Courtney Beesch
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Seniors Bianca
Webb and Michael
Panther Mayen after
being crowned LSU’s
Homecoming Queen
and King on Oct. 24,
2015 in Tiger Stadium. Steve Franz,
LSU Athletics

LSU cheerleaders make an entrance before the Tigers’ 4820 victory against Western Kentucky on Saturday, Oct.
24, 2015 in Tiger Stadium. Mary Roland, The Daily
Reveille

LSU players retrieve a fumble made by Western Kentucky during the Tigers’ 48- 20 victory against Western Kentucky on Saturday, Oct. 24,
2015 in Tiger Stadium. Mary Roland, The Daily Reveille
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Electric Movement
Self-balancing electric scooters take over campus
If you’re awake and not skipping class, chances are you’ve
seen a new form of transportation across campus. Whether it be PhunkeeDucks, IO Hawks, Oxboards, AirBoards, Monorovers or hundreds
of others, the self-balancing electric scooter has officially taken over
as the latest trend in transportation technology. Countless celebrities
have rocked them on Instagram and Twitter, and Jamie Foxx rode one
onto the “Tonight Show Starring Jimmy Fallon”.
Self-balancing electric scooters became especially popular
among athletes, originating with Cleveland Cavaliers sharpshooter J.R.
Smith. During this year’s NBA Finals, Smith rolled into Quicken Loans
Arena for Game 4 on a PhunkeeDuck and caught the entire Internet’s
attention. After losing the Finals in six games, Smith rolled out of
Quicken Loans Arena and off into the sunset for the summer offseason
on his scooter.
What Smith didn’t know was he would be starting a huge
sports trend. At LSU, athletes can be seen riding these boards around
the quad, near the Cox Communications Academic Center for Student-Athletes and other campus spots. Many non-athletes have them
too, albeit not actual PhunkeeDucks, as most students can’t afford the
hefty $1,500 price tag. These scooters can range anywhere from $300
to $1,800, depending on which brand you buy and where you buy it
from. But, no matter the price tag, students are willing to spend.
Biology freshman Deon Denson said purchasing one is worth it.
“I ride it almost every day, it’s really fun,” Denson said. Denson said he saw people riding them around campus and on YouTube
and thought it looked enjoyable, so he decided to buy one for $300.
It may look like fun, Denson said, but it takes plenty of practice to
become savvy with a self-balancing electric scooter. Denson is now a
whiz with his scooter, able to speedily spin around in circles and roam
over campus with ease. Onlookers stop and stare as they watch his impressive moves. “You just manipulate your feet, putting more force on
one foot to turn in different directions,” Denson said. “When you open
up the manual, it teaches you to lean your body forward to go forward
and backward to go backward.”
Though he does use it for transportation, Denson said he

mostly uses his self-balancing scooter for entertainment. “I do get it
from class to class using it, but I mostly just ride around campus trying to see how I can get better at it,” Denson said. “I can try and stand
on one foot using it now.” Self-balancing scooters are not all fun and
games on the terrain of LSU’s campus. There are many bumps, cracks,
dips and humps to watch out for. Denson said when he first began riding his, he got hurt several times falling off the scooter because of the
bumps around campus. He said he has since gotten used to the bumps
and doesn’t plan on getting rid of his scooter anytime soon. “I’m actually thinking of buying a different one that has bluetooth speakers on
it,” Denson said.
Kinesiology junior and gymnast Shonacee Oliva uses hers
more for transportation than anything else. Oliva said she saw the
scooter as a new, practical way to travel. A couple of her friends were
riding them around campus, and she said she decided to give one a
try. “I researched it myself, found it online for $300 and, honestly, it’s
something I think is worth spending my money on,” Oliva said. Oliva
must travel across campus frequently, and she said the scooter is a
more efficient way to get around and not be late to class or meetings.
Though Oliva said she’s never fallen off her scooter, she has
had to jump off many times. Sometimes the board will catch on a
big crack in the concrete that the wheels won’t hop up over it. After
the wheels get stuck, Oliva has to jump off as her board continues
attempting to roll. “The first day I took it on campus, I was really
scared,” Oliva said. “You can tell how uneven the sidewalks are with
all the cracks, but if you’re hesitant, it’s worse and you’ll have to jump
off because it spazzes out.”
That “spazzing out” happens to many owners when they hit
bumps and cracks. The scooter begins seizing and then stops working.
Oliva said once you get the feel of how to go over rough terrain, it’s
not a problem. She said she practiced at home, but there is no rough
terrain there, so it’s best to practice on campus. It took less than a week
for Oliva to learn how to use the scooter on campus, and she said she
recommends it for anyone thinking of purchasing their own. Oliva
said $300 may be a steep price, but it’s more efficient than walking,
and she enjoys the ride.
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Accounting sophomore Ebony Thomas’
self balancing scooter.

Buisness freshman Kendal Wambsgans playing around on her
self balancing scooter.

Marketing junior Silas DeJean, biology senior Kenneth Smith and international trade and
finance junior Garrett House riding to class on their self balancing scooters.
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A canned-foods donation box is set up on Monday, Nov. 9, 2015, in the lobby of Middleton Library.
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Library Food Drive

LSU Libraries collects food donations for LSU Food Pantry
LSU Libraries allowed students to use canned goods and
other non-perishable food items to pay off their library fines up to $20
from Nov. 4-25. Each item was worth $1 off any fines accrued during
November.
All donations went to the LSU Food Pantry, said Head of
Access Services Kelly Blessinger. Students brought the donations to
the Middleton Library circulation desk.
“The Food Pantry is relatively new, so we definitely want to
support that,” Blessinger said. “That’s directly benefitting LSU students.”
The Food Pantry operates through the Office of the Dean of
Students and has been used more than 300 times and affected more
than 500 community members since Aug. 22, 2014, according to the
LSU Student Advocacy and Accountability website.
Any student, full-time or part-time, enrolled in the current
regular semester can use the pantry. To use the pantry during the
summer or winter, a student must be registered for the next regular
semester, said Assistant Dean of Students Jennie Stewart. There is no
limit to how often a student can access the pantry.
“We’re grateful to have any campus or external partners do
food drives because our food pantry relies solely on donations,” Stew-

art said. “Any fundraising or food-raising is so vital to us being able to
provide food to hungry or food-insecure students.”
The program is an interdepartmental effort within the library
system, Blessinger said. A staff member from the budgetary side of
LSU Libraries developed the idea while participating in LSU’s LEAD...
Emerge leadership development program.
Blessinger said donations got off to a slow start, but she
thinks it will pick up after overdue notices are sent out. The overdue
notices reminded students of the food donation alternative.
She also said donations cannot be used for any fines accrued outside of
November, as they were sent to the Office of Bursar Operations.
“It’s out of our hands,” Blessinger said. “They handle it from
there. We can’t get into their system to edit any fines.”
Blessinger said the feedback from students is primarily positive. After the main LSU Twitter account tweeted information about
the program, she said several students replied that it was a good idea.
If the program is successful, Blessinger said the library system may look into doing similar events in the future.
“We’ll have to see how well this one goes,” Blessinger said.
“Then we can think about other relationships we could have, perhaps
with the [Greater] Baton Rouge Food Bank.”

Students picked up Food Pantry fliers from the table next to the canned-foods box in the Lobby of Middleton Library.
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LSU students hold a sign expressing LSU students’ support for the University of Missouri at the Memorial Tower Thursday, Nov. 12, 2015, in
solidarity with University of Missouri students protesting racial issues.
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LSU students gather at the Memorial Tower Thursday, Nov. 12, 2015, in solidarity with University of Missouri students protesting racial issues.

LSU Supports Mizzou
Students show support for the University of Missouri

More than 100 LSU students gathered for a prayer and
moment of silence at the Memorial Tower at noon Thursday, November 12, wearing black and gold to show solidarity with a fellow SEC school struggling with protests and tense race relations.
The University of Missouri community lashed out
against administrators in recent weeks following allegations of
racial slurs and threats from students, leading to the football team
boycotting the administration and the president and chancellor
resigning.
The LSU Black Leadership Council, composed of all
minority group leaders at LSU, organized the event on Twitter. It
lasted roughly 20 minutes and included a prayer, 45 seconds of
silence and short speeches from LSU NAACP President Cimajie
Best and two others encouraging the group to continue supporting Missouri students on Twitter.
While the majority of students attending the event were
black, a handful of white students showed up to pray, including
Student Government President Andrew Mahtook, holding a sign
reading, “LSU supports Mizzou.”
Some wore University of Missouri shirts and jackets, and
others had shirts reading, “I love my blackness and yours,” and

“We are Selma.” LSU NAACP instructed those on Twitter to wear
black and gold.
“I love my school, but LSU definitely has its problems,”
Best said. “As a minority student on campus, it’s very easy to feel
alone, that you don’t have anybody to necessarily have your best
interest at heart sometimes.”
The event aimed to support Missouri students and spark
other schools to do the same, Best said.
Mass communication senior Jonathan Brown said he sees
similar issues at LSU that sparked Missouri protests, and LSU
students must speak up.
“Not enough students are represented,” Brown said.
“Not enough students have their voices being heard. Not enough
students are aware that minority students are being mistreated
and neglected.”
Protests and movements like Missouri’s are 50 years in
the making, Brown said, as students are finally recognizing racial
injustices and mistreatment on campus. Brown said LSU needs
to be the “voice of reason” in Louisiana to support black students
speaking on these issues.
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Memorial Tower
Museum
Fundraising efforts to begin for military museum
Drawing on its rich military history, LSU began a fundraising campaign to turn its iconic Memorial Tower into a full-fledged military museum.
LSU President F. King Alexander announced the project at LSU
Salutes, an annual event established in 1998 by the LSU Board of Supervisors,
honoring both alumni and current student veterans.
The LSU community also recognized these individuals during the
halftime show of the LSU vs. University of Arkansas game.
The Memorial Tower was donated to LSU in 1926 by American Legion posts throughout the state as a memorial to Louisiana natives who fought
in WWI.
The names of each Louisiana veteran who died in service to their
country are inscribed on plaques inside the tower’s rotunda.
It is the current home of the Cadets of the Ole War Skule, an organization which preserves and promotes the contributions of LSU’s military
alumni and supports the LSU Corps of Cadets.
The Cadets of the Ole War Skule will run the museum after its establishment.
The LSU Military Excellence Fund Commission, co-chaired by
former LSU Board of Supervisors member Laura Leach and U.S. Air Force Lt.
Gen. Lee Levy, will spearhead the fundraising efforts.
“We have a responsibility to honor the military history and heritage
of LSU,” said Executive Director of the Cadets of the Old War Skule Randy
Gurie. “It is dignified, and it is great. We need to make sure that story is told,
and it will be told through the LSU Military Museum.”
The money raised also went toward moving the Veteran and Mil-

itary Student Services offices from their temporary home on third floor of
Hatcher Hall.
“We’ll have a little more room, and it won’t be a hodgepodge up in
the transient spacing in the third floor of Hatcher Hall,” VMSS Coordinator
Adam Jennings said. “It will be the same thing with a little more expanding
services and better location.”
After the commission raises the needed funds, VMSS will move
to Raphael Semmes Road between the Women’s Center and the African American Cultural Center near the Barnes and Noble.
The university established VMSS in February 2013 as a way to better
serve the military student population.
The new center will not only be a space for students, but active military and their friends and family, according to an LSU Media Relations press
release.
The expanded office will have places for individual and group studies sessions and computers and printers as well as a community for military
students.
The extensive redesign and renovation of the Memorial Tower and
the establishment of the Veterans Student Center will cost approximately $8
million, Gurie said.
“My hope is that when people walk in to see the museum that the
first word out of their mouth is wow,” Gurie said. “It is going to be a facility
that everybody connected with LSU will be pleased with.”
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LSU Memorial Tower on November 16, 2015.
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The Golden Girls
LSU Golden Girls march
down Victory Hill during
the Tigers’ 31-14 defeat
against The University of
Arkansas on Saturday, Nov.
14, 2015 in Tiger Stadium.

LSU Golden Girls march
down Victory Hill during
the Tigers’ 31-14 defeat
against The University
of Arkansas on Saturday,
Nov. 14, 2015 in Tiger
Stadium.
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LSU Golden Girls hold the American Flag in the halftime show during the
Tigers’ 31-14 defeat against The University of Arkansas on Saturday, Nov. 11,
2015 in Tiger Stadium.

LSU Golden Girls pose with Mike the Tiger after the halftime show during the
Tigers’ 31-14 defeat against The University of Arkansas on Saturday, Nov. 11,
2015 in Tiger Stadium.
(Above) LSU Golden Girls dance in the
halftime show during the Tigers’ 31-14
defeat against The University of Arkansas on Saturday, Nov. 11, 2015 in Tiger
Stadium.
(Left) LSU Golden Girls march down
Victory Hill during the Tigers’ 31-14
defeat against The University of Arkansas on Saturday, Nov. 14, 2015 in Tiger
Stadium.
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LSU Marketing freshman Maddie Dunbar created her own monogramming
business, Seaux Chic Monograms, to help personalize everyday items.
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Seaux Chic

Freshman creates business out of dorm room

What started off as an attempt to gain real-world marketing
experience turned into a business for marketing freshman Madeline
Dunbar.
Dunbar is the founder of Seaux Chic Monograms, a business
she launched in March that designs personalized vinyl monograms,
Greek decals, monogrammed flasks, monogrammed fruit-infuser
water bottles and monogrammed coffee mugs.  
Because she was unable to run the social media accounts for
the boutique where she was employed, Dunbar said she decided to
start her own business to test different social media marketing techniques and other business strategies.
“I just did it on a whim, really, just to get more experience,”
Dunbar said.
Dunbar said she designs and prepares her business inventory
from her dorm room, using a desk-sized vinyl cutting machine that
connects to her laptop.
Dunbar uses Etsy.com as her selling platform, which she said
gives her business nationwide reach.
“I’ve had people in California, I’ve had people in Florida,
I’ve had people in New Jersey,” Dunbar said. “It’s fun to get a broad
spectrum that way.”
Dunbar also makes sales around campus and in-person. The
business’ customer base expanded through social media platforms
such as Instagram and Facebook and through word-of-mouth. Many
of her customers are members of sororities.
Elementary education sophomore Elizabeth Culotta, who
owns about 10 monogrammed items, said she likes the practical purpose of monograms as well as the custom element it adds to posses-

sions.

“[It’s] for fun and to kind of know what’s yours. It’s a little
bit of personalization,” Culotta said. “Instead of having everything the
same as everybody else, it’s a way to stand out.”
Seaux Chic Monograms offers two-letter decals and three-letter decals in half inch sizes, starting from one and a half inches ranging
up to six inches. Prices for decals start at $1.50 and go up $.50 for every
half inch.
By selling just the decals, customers are able to personalize
anything with a monogram.
“People will order the decals from me and then buy whatever
they want to customize,” Dunbar said. “It just adds a little flair to it.”
Dunbar said that while the volume of orders she receives varies from
month to month, Seaux Chic Monograms has been successful so far.
Her dedication to the business’ success is what differentiates
Seaux Chic Monograms from other monogramming businesses, Dunbar said.
“What separates me, I think, from other monogrammers
would be the fact that I really did start it because it was a hobby to
me,” Dunbar said. “It’s something that I’m passionate about.”
She said she hopes to expand the business in terms of the
products offered, with the next step being the purchase of an embroidery machine.
Dunbar said the addition of an embroidery machine would
allow her to cover all monogramming bases.
“I’m excited to continue expanding and see where it takes
me,” Dunbar said.

LSU Marketing freshman Maddie Dunbar created her own monogramming business, Seaux Chic Monograms, to help personalize everyday items.
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A henna tattoo booth set up at the entrance of the center for family and students to get traditional henna tattoos at the Asian American Cultural
Showcase, presented by the Asian American Ambassadors on Friday Nov. 13, 2015, at the International Cultural Center at LSU.

LSU Asian American Ambassador secretary/graphic designer Rachel Flemming performs a modern Japanese dance
“Scissorhands” at the Asian American Cultural Showcase, presented by the Asian American Ambassadors on Friday Nov. 13,
2015, at the International Cultural Center at LSU.
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Show & Tell

LSU Asian American Cultural Showcase

A traditional Japanese fan dance performed by Thomas Nguyen, Darla Nguyen, secretary/graphic designer Rachel Flemming, and external vice president Dylan Pham at the Asian American Cultural Showcase, presented by the Asian American
Abassadors on Friday Nov. 13, 2015, at the International Cultural Center at LSU.
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Minjie Li

International student embraces LSU research
For Mass Communication PhD student Minjie Li research is
not just a means for finishing a thesis. It is preparation for the classes
he hopes to teach if he becomes a professor in the either United States
or his home country, China.
Li is from Hainan, an island in southern China, which locals
call the Hawaii of China. He said coming to Louisiana was a good
transition, because the weather was similar and the people were just as
laid back as the ones he left at home.
LSU is the only college Li has attended in the United States
since he finished his undergrad at a college in Beijing.
On his first day at LSU Li said he was required to go through
tests to prove his knowledge of English, after already taking numerous
tests in his own country to prove he was able to study internationally.
Li said looking back “it looks like nothing,” but that it was sometimes
frustrating.
Li said, “You feel like as an international student you have
to constantly prove yourself at a basic level. You feel like there’s other
things like your research or other things that you can contribute. There
are other things you can do. On the other hand they make you repeatedly do things that are very basic, but it doesn’t take a huge portion of
my time so I’m not concerned.”
As an international student, Li cannot get jobs off of campus
until he graduates and applies for OPT (Optional Practical Training).
However, because he is enrolled at LSU he can have on campus jobs
that help him prepare for his future teaching career.
Li is a graduate assistant at the LSU Manship School of Mass
Communication’s Media Effects Lab, or MEL. MEL is a program that
provides a pool of student participants for Manship faculty and students conducting research on various media effects. Most assessments
may be completed online, but more complex studies are conducted in
person to ensure students are only exposed to certain media content.
Li helps to manage and conduct the in-person studies,
sharpening his leadership skills for the classroom. Li is also engaged
with new technologies at MEL, which will help him prepare his future
students for today’s technology-based world.
For instance, eye tracking machines are used to research what
ads draw the most attention, and 360 degree monitors allow researchers to observe participants’ behavior.
Li said MEL even has equipment, called Biopac, which
measures physiological responses, such as heart rate and skin conductance, to different types of media, such as the physiological response
to a horror film.

Li said, “Let’s say when you watch a horror movie, right.
There are some people that will just look very calm throughout the
whole viewing process but they might just get scared at heart and they
just don’t show. The biopack allows you to measure that.”
In addition to coordinating the research facilities for other
researchers, Li also conducts his own research.
Li said when he started working for MEL his main interests
were media’s effects on psychology and explained one of his past
studies.
Li said, “One of my studies was focused on how Spotify and
its autosharing mechanism might influence people’s way of consuming and also sharing their music online. Now with auto-sharing people
might be concerned about how people perceive them on social media
because what they listen to is going to be pushed to their social network.”
In Spring 2016, Li taught a visual communication course in
the Manship School of Mass Communication while he continued earning his PhD. He was excited not only to share his research in media
psychology but to also give them real world examples of how visual
communication is used, because of the credentials MEL has allowed
him.
Li said, “I created the social media representation for the
Media Effects Lab. I also created the visual identity, including the
logos and the website. All the internet identity that the Media Effects
lab has now, I created it, so part of that experience gives me some kind
of credential.”
After graduation, Li hopes to be a professor in media psychology and gender studies, and is excited to be able to continue and
share his research while teaching.
Li’s interest in gender studies is due in part to his current
research on the effect of the media on the transgender community.
Li said, “I’m really interested in how transgender people are portrayed
in the mass media and also how transgenders use new technology to
negotiate their bodies and rights.”
Li hopes that subjectivity will decrease in the media, especially in reporting the transgender community.
Li said, “That’s why I am doing my research, because my
research is my activism. You apply the research method, you’ll learn
and you’ll integrate them with the subject that you’re really interested
in. Through your findings you will be able to understand what those
social minority groups are going through.”
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Investi“gators”

The newest research participants at the LSU AgCenter
The research participants at the LSU AgCenter Aquaculture Research Station are scaly, toothy and green. With nearly 300 alligators,
from hatchlings to five-footers, the Research Station is on the cutting
edge of alligator studies. Its most recent project, which dives into
the animals’ nutrient requirements, renewed its $150,000 Louisiana
Department of Wildlife and Fisheries grant last week to optimize
alligator growth while decreasing costs for farmers. “Alligator farmers, like most people in intensive aquaculture, spend a lot of money
on feed, and the feed is quite expensive,” said Robert Reigh, director
of the Research Station. According to Reigh, Alligators are typically harvested for their skins, which are used for small items such as
watchbands and wallets.
But there seems to be an increase in the market, with some larger
bags and purses selling for tens of thousands of dollars and an increase in the alligator meat market attributable to recent TV shows
such as “Swamp People,” Reigh said. A recent Research Station study
indicated alligators eat three to four percent of their body weight a
day, but researchers are now trying to determine if those nutrients
can come from high-protein plant products instead of other expensive materials. Fish meal, a common ingredient in commercial feed,
can be scarce and expensive, but replacing it with an ingredient such
as soybean meal could reduce cost and benefit farmers and produc-

ers, Reigh said. “We are not trying to say, ‘Here’s the best diet that
exists for an alligator.’ That’s not the goal of this,” Reigh said. “The
real goal is to demonstrate that these plant products can be used effectively in alligator diets because a lot of people up to this point in
time, don’t necessarily buy that.”
Researchers tested the alligators for 10 months, some with more
soybean meal, others with the commercial feed and still others
with a combination of the two. While those alligators fed strictly
test food had a lower average weight and size than those fed strictly commercial food, Reigh said the alligators fed a combination
of the two were not significantly different. “Having not done that
before, we were kind of happy with the way that turns out because it
looks like we got pretty close to the mark on our first try,” Reigh said.
“It’s not perfect, but it’s pretty close.”
Louisiana is the No. 1 alligator farming state with an estimated
$80 million industry, Reigh said, with Florida and Georgia “a distant
second and third.” The test subjects come from the Rockefeller Wildlife Refuge in Grand Chenier, Louisiana, and are released back there
after their trials are finished. “It’s good that the alligator community and the Department of Wildlife and Fisheries are supporting us
because you need funding,” Reigh said. “This is something of local
interest, local value.”

Ph.D. Professor Robert Reigh introduces his technolgical system behind the scenes of his aquatic research.
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(Above) Some of the research participants for the continuing research on aquatic animal nutrition.
(Left) Ph. D. Professor, Robert Reigh, was awarded a
grant to continue research on aquatic animal nutrition
on Tuesday, Dec. 01, 2015, at LSU AgCenter.
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New Heights

The “Yoga Pole Guy” piques interest of students online
The Instagram account @RobotDewd posts videos and photos
showcasing a man performing a mesmerizing mix of elegant yoga poses and extreme pole dancing — and the man behind it may be closer
than anyone thinks.
“Yoga Pole Guy” is actually French senior Joseph Ables. He
started posting videos of his yoga in early 2013 after recovering from
body image struggles. He’s steadily grown a fan base that finds his
videos breathtaking and inspiring.
“I don’t feel like a lot of LSU people follow me but I am flattered that people are starting to recognize me for my yoga,” said.
His account has followers from all over the world but he only
started achieving local fame in the last few months. Ables attributes a
lot of his passion to his physicaly active childhood.
“Growing up in Louisiana in the early ‘90s, we didn’t have a
lot of technology,” he said. “I would always be outside, playing in the

woods. I guess I’ve always been drawn to that.”
A lifetime love of the outdoors isn’t the only reason Ables
dedicates himself to his yoga. He said his health plays a large part in
his motivation.
“I’m a recovered anorexic,” Ables said. “I’ve suffered from an
eating disorder for as long as I can remember, but I didn’t start losing
weight until 2012 and I have been recovered for a year now.”
With cardio exercise hurting rather than helping his recovery,
he needed to search for an alternative.
Ables said he found beauty in the various yoga poses he observed. He started practicing different techniques and built up his skill
over time.
He has been practicing “yoga pole” since July, developing it
toward perfection.
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French studies, senior Joseph Albes practices a routine on the pole Monday, Jan. 18, 2016 in his apartment.
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Innovation Park
LSU Center nurtures young entrepreneurs

LSU’s Office of Research and Economic Development houses
the Louisiana Business and Technology Center Innovation Park, a
200-plus-acre research park that includes a five-business incubator
system and offers innovators the opportunity to perfect their craft
before reaching clientele.
In 1988, Charles D’Agostino, a small business owner and
entrepreneur, signed an 18-month contract to construct the offcampus research park for community and university researchers
and entrepreneurs to nurse their homespun products for the outside
marketplace.
The LSU Innovation Park raised $18 million in capital and
approximately $4.3 million in revenue in 2015.
The Emerge Center, spanning 3 acres of the park, employs
50 full time and 70 student interns for autism research and speech
training.
D’Agostino continues to serve as executive director for both
the LBTC and LSU Innovation Park while maintaining his private
enterprises. He said his original intent was to go back to his other
businesses after starting the research park and incubators.
“It’s been so much fun, I’ve come in every day for 27 years,”
he said.
The LSU business incubators include the Louisiana Emerging
Technology Center, the Pennington BioTech Initiative, the LSU Student
Incubator, the LSU AgCenter food incubator and ProtoStripes, the
park’s prototyping lab.
The incubators seek to commercialize LSU research by
bringing ideas from labs to the market and creating funding grants
and licensing/royalty revenue for LSU, according to documents
provided by D’Agostino.
“Our job is to really help these individuals form the business
that they want to, and if not, find an existing company that will license
that technology and take it to the marketplace,” D’Agostino said.
Associated Terminals, a cargo handling and logistics
company, reserves office space in the LBTC incubator to develop an
automated simulator for the shipping industry.

Curtis Blank, who is working on the project, said shipping
companies only use operators about 20 percent of the time. He said the
simulator would allow users to control cranes on the river by simply
maneuvering a steering wheel and touching a screen.
“We hope we can send a crane overseas and operate it from
the office,” Blank said.
D’Agostino said the company will likely boast 100 employees
within a couple of years.
Tucked in the park’s student incubator, marketing graduate
student Ben Nguyen operates Cyber Fision, a website and mobile
application development company that services private businesses
and nonprofit organizations.
Nguyen designed D’Agostino’s pasta manufacturing
company’s website before moving his workspace to the incubator one
year ago. Since the website’s facelift, D’Agostino said, internet sales
have tripled.
For startups and small businesses, Nguyen said keeping
the overhead cost low is crucial. He said the LBTC provides the ideal
forum for his startup.
“Right here we have the opportunity to connect with a lot of
different businesses in the South,” Nguyen said. “Business in general
is about relationships and connections, knowing the right people.”
D’Agostino said LBTC’s application process includes an
extensive interview, mapping out a business plan and developing
funding strategies to make the pitch a reality. Incubator residents
are required to meet for checkups every three months to ensure they
remain on target.
Though the number of annual applicants is sandwiched
between 50 and 60, D’Agostino said they only accept around 12 on
average.
He said the ultimate success of a business idea depends on
the individual behind the dream.
“If you’re starting a company, we look for your passion,”
D’Agostino said.
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A 3-D printer is used to create a variety of items in the LBTC ProtoStripes Center.

A simulator for the shipping industry is one of several items being worked on Wednesday, Jan. 13, 2016, in the LBTC
Business Incubator at LSU Innovation Park.
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Well-known staircase at the French House receives much-needed renovations by the LSU Honor College on Friday, Jan. 15, 2016.

LSU Honor College comes close to finishing renovations on Friday, Jan.
15, 2016 at the French House.
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LSU Honor College comes finishes renovations on Friday, Jan. 15, 2016 at the
French House

Nouvelle Maison

Historic building a pioneer for modern higher education
Roger Hadfield Ogden Honors College administrative coordinator Treneice Baker spent a good part of her morning on Thursday,
Jan. 14, 2016 killing ants. This nuisance has become routine in her cozy
office in the basement of Johnston Hall, where she and most of the
Honors College staff are temporarily working before they move back
to their home in the nearly renovated historic French House the first
week of February 2016. “I’m going to be beating people away because
everyone’s going to want to teach in that building,” said Honors
College Dean Jonathan Earle. Before he took the job as dean, Earle
predicted implementing renovations for the French House would be a
challenge.
The $5 million interior renovation is thanks to capital outlay
funds allocated in early 2014 by former Gov. Bobby Jindal. “Everyone
has got a difficult budget situation. No one wants to pay more taxes,”
Earle said. “But, at LSU, there’s just such tremendous upside to this
institution, to this city, to this state. It’s exciting.” This year-long feat
is cheap compared to the neighboring Laville Honors House’s $40
million renovation in 2012. But the changes are drastic.
Honors student and mass communication junior Joanie
Lyons took classes in the French House her freshman and sophomore
year. Even as a freshman, she said, construction was already taking
place in the building, which has been without renovations since 1981.
“I used to always hear about how people loved studying in the French
House, and I’m really looking forward to having the opportunity to do
that,” she said. She said the newly renovated building is much more
inviting, and she expects students to frequent it more than before.
“It’s going to be really exciting to have a facility that’s all
up-to-date,” Lyons said. She is especially excited for the new building
features which are compliant with the Americans with Disabilities
Act. Five ADA-compliant chairlifts have been added throughout the
French House, so those with disabilities have full access. “There’s a lot
that’s still going on,” Earle said about renovations. “It’s still an active
construction site, unfortunately.” The French House will not be fully
completed until next month, though classes are already open in the
building during limited hours for the Spring semester.
Prior to the renovations, Earle said the French House’s
classrooms were oddly proportioned and small, and the college was
forced to “cobble together” furniture and audiovisual equipment. The
original building, Earle said, was not secure at night and once housed.
Regardless of intruders, he said, the interior layout was like a rabbit
warren. Earle said the new design was inspired by old universities in
England, such as Oxford, which house state-of-the-art classrooms in
beautiful shells of old buildings. The trick, he said, was to maintain the
historic beauty while modernizing college classrooms and offices.
Old features kept from the original building include spiral
staircases and flooring on the second and third levels. The rosette
design patterns to cover the glass walls of the third floor offices are
the same as the designs on the original doors of the French House.
This fusion also includes the building’s original grand salon, a formal,
French-style living room with a fireplace, the salon’s original 19th-century chandelier and gilded walls. It is now also a modern place to have
a large gathering, with a new acoustic ceiling for concerts and speak-

ers. Honors College academic advisor Michael Legendre said there
are now top-notch classrooms and audiovisual equipment, carefully
picked Herman Miller furniture and a row of advising offices on the
renovated third floor.
The Honors College hosts most of its classes in seminar
rooms with twenty or so students. Before then, Earle said classes were
held by just moving chairs into a circle. The new classrooms, which
have tables “shaped like boats,” seat 20 people comfortably, allowing
them to all face one another. Professors can lecture from the podium
or sit down at the table and be part of the conversation. The design
was based on a question: “How do we make a room from scratch that
works for what we’re doing in our honors classes?” Earle said, along
with digital signs and TV screens, the French House never had a
formal reception area with a “real person,” and the new addition will
make things easier to find for people unfamiliar with campus or the
building.
“Imagine if you’re a prospective student with your parents
for the first time,” Earlesaid. “When you walk in, there will immediately be a friendly face offering assistance. It’s a huge difference than
what it was before, which was walking down a dark hall.” Honors
College coordinator of academic advising and enrollment management Jeremy Joiner said he predicts the new interior will be brighter,
as the new glass walls on the third floor shedding more light than
the original, smaller windows. Renovations converted the building’s
kitchen and dining hall, which once served residents of the co-ed
dorm, into student restrooms and spacious closets making the building strictly classrooms and offices.
Tipton Associates is behind the French House renovations.
Earle said the head architect, whose son is a graduate of the Honors
College, expressed enthusiasm for the project because the Honors College has meant a lot to his family. Earle, who is in his fourth semester
as dean, said he is excited for his staff, which is spread out through the
Johnston Hall basement and Laville Hall, to all be together again. Legendre, who worked in the French House for about five months before
moving to Johnston Hall, said the problem with the French House was
the lack of a functional, cohesive design.
He said the most exciting part of the move to the French
House is being closer to the honors students and easier to find so that
they can better help students. “It’s like that old pair of shoes that you
know needs to be replaced or you know needs some work on it, but
it’s hard to part with it,” said Joiner, who has been working at the
Honors College for a little over 11 years. “But seeing this new building, seeing this new pair of shoes, I’m really excited to be back.”
Despite recent funding issues for state higher education, Earle said there was still a lot of push for roughly 10 to 12 years to better
the Honors College and the French House. “I think we’re on our way
to being a real showcase for honors education. Not just in Louisiana
but in the SEC, in the South, in the country,” Earle said. “We have a
showcase – a palace – of honors education at the center of our campus
here at LSU.” The French House’s official Ribbon Cutting Celebration
was held on Thursday, Jan. 28, 2016.
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(Above) A wet floor sign inside Himes Hall.
(Right) Janitors are required to place
caution signs like these to avoid the Tiger
community from accidentally slipping.
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Tough As Nails

Custodial staff work hard to maintain campus
With a student body of 31,527 comes a steady accumulation
of wear and tear on campus, from spills to litter to graffiti. Building
Services’ 245 custodial staff are responsible for cleaning 6 million
square feet of classrooms, offices and restrooms outside the sports and
residential areas.
Intensity of the workload required to maintain clean and safe
conditions varies widely throughout the academic year.
“Fall is one of the busiest times for us just because of the
amount of students we have on campus and all the activities we have
going on,” said Building Services assistant director Stacy Whitfield.
Demand for custodial work is highest near final exam
week, surpassing even the first days of the semester as classes begin,
Whitfield said. Crowds gather far above typical levels in Middleton
Library, which offers expanded seating and additional open floors to
help meet the requirement for additional study areas during finals
week.
How often buildings require cleaning varies according to usage and public access hours. Middleton Library requires the most attention among the academic areas cleaned by Building Services due to
constant student presence when open 24 hours a day, and single-use
structures like Dodson Auditorium require minimal upkeep, Whitfield
said.
Pens, pencils and paper scraps left behind constitute much
of the trash cleaned from floors in student areas, while paperclips and
staples dominate offices and faculty areas.
Despite the workload, the custodial staff stays on top of
cleaning campus, said animal science sophomore Haley Rupp.
“I’d say for the restrooms and all the classroom buildings [the
custodial staff] do very well,” Rupp said.
The most costly and challenging damage to repair is graffiti,

particularly etchings and other more destructive forms that cannot be
scrubbed away and can necessitate replacement of the entire surface.
“If it’s scratched into stainless steel there’s no cleaning that,”
Whitfield said. “If it’s on a wall…then the whole wall may have to be
repainted.”
However, Whitfield said most of the graffiti they encounter
appears to be from non-LSU student sources, such as the messages
cheering on athletic teams of other universities found after football
games.
“‘Another university was here,’ ‘another organization was
here,’ ‘beat LSU’ ... for the most part, it’s somebody coming onto
campus that wants to express themselves,” Whitfield said. “I really
feel like the campus as a whole…everybody’s kind of playing the same
role of ‘this is our campus, let’s keep it clean.’” Rupp said as a student
she has encountered little graffiti beyond occasional writing on bathroom stalls.
In the residential areas of campus, 151 supervisors and
custodial staff are responsible for upkeep. Unlike most other facilities
on campus, student housing is continuously occupied, said Housing
Operations associate director Celena Trahan. Areas such as showers
and kitchens require frequent detailed cleaning and disinfection.
Skateboards and roller skates are among the most common
sources of trouble and can cause to the floor finish that can’t be buffed
away said Trahan.
“We often have to strip the finish off of the floor and reapply
multiple coats of floor finish to restore the original shine,” Trahan said.
Cooperation between students and custodial staff is important in keeping the campus clean, Whitfield said.
“If you see something, say something,” he said. “Unless
somebody reports that [problem], it may be a while before we know.”
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West Chimes

Historic off-campus neighborhood popular student area
Since he opened Highland Coffees in 1989, Clarke Cadzow said
customers would come in, look around with amazement and connect his
shop to memories of LSU.
The nostalgia inspired him to spend 15 years thoroughly
researching the history of the North Gates and the past few weeks
pondering its uncertain future.
Highland Coffees is one of the business locations on West Chimes
Street piquing the interest of investors looking to purchase the block of
property for “mixed-use redevelopment,” according to the Baton Rouge
Business Report, rumored to be “a combination of student housing, parking
and retail.”
Because Cadzow does not own the property, he was not contacted
by the investors. But he said he is “very familiar” with the issue.
He said he worries the investors will buy the property and sell it
for a higher value in six months, as was the case with The Standard at Baton
Rouge, now known as University House. Though Landmark Properties
paid $50.6 million for the land purchase, construction and renovations, the
student apartment complex sold for $108.6 million within three months.
The recreational historian went to work in the early 2000s,
contacting people across the country for photographs, documents and
stories. He even made a map of the neighborhood’s businesses over the past
100 years.
According to the North Gate Merchants Association website,
nearly 450 businesses have set up shop in the neighborhood, which

developed in the early 1920s. In addition to theaters, restaurants and
drugstores, the area has been home to a horse riding stable, a roller skating
rink and a bowling alley.
Cadzow said the area. formerly known as “Tiger Town”, is the
second-oldest commercial district in Baton Rouge. It was the hub of campus
activity until the early ‘80s  before undergoing
development, he said.
Though she does not like the idea of removing businesses,
petroleum engineering freshman Brooke Wade said she thinks the area
should be redeveloped if it is the best location for housing.
“LSU needs to address the lack of parking spots and student
housing,” she said.
On the other hand, psychology and English freshman Rebecca
Wallace said she regularly goes to Highland Coffees to relax, study and
read.
“I feel really at home there,” she said.
With four historic commercial districts, Cadzow said  the
community should preserve North Gates’ century-old legacy for future
generations of Tigers to enjoy.
“If that neighborhood were to be torn down and another
student apartment complex were to be put there, that would really hurt its
uniqueness,” Cadzow said. “I think it would be the loss of an asset to LSU
and Baton Rouge.”

Highland Coffees on West Chimes Street opened in 1989 by owner Clark Cadzow.
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Euto[pia Hair Salon is one of the many businesses located at West Chimes.

Investors are interested in purchasing the entire Northgate block and redeveloping it into a mixed-use platform
on Sunday, January 24, 2016, at West Chimes St.
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Presidential Visit

President Obama visits Baton Rouge for first time in office

President Barack Obama speaks to the audience at Mckinley
High School in Baton Rouge on Thursday, January 14, 2016.
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Freshman Forward, Ben Simmons, sits in the audience during President Barack Obama’s
speech to the public on Thursday, January 14, 2016 at Mckinley High School in Baton Rouge.

Students and fans gather outside to see President Barack Obama addresses the public on Thursday, January 14,
2016 at Mckinley High School in Baton Rouge.

Coastal Environmental Science Sophomore, Imani Maxberry offered a question to President Barack Obama during
his speech to the public on Thursday, January 14, 2016 at Mckinley High School in Baton Rouge.
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Wireless keyboards are used with the computers and large screens Tuesday, Jan. 26, 2016, in the Social Media Analysis and Creation (SMAC) Lab located in
Hodges Hall.

Creation Station

SMAC lab serves as social media research hub

With moveable TVs on the walls, a touch screen control table
and cushions for seating, sitting in the the Manship School of Mass
Communication’s new Social Media Analysis and Creation Lab feels
like sitting in a classroom from the future. .
The SMAC Lab gives students and faculty a place to track
and create social media content using Harvard University’s Crimson
Hexagon Software. Director of the Manship Digital Media Initiative
and mass communication associate professor Lance Porter experimented with different softwares before choosing Crimson Hexagon.
“It allows you to measure levels of social media conversation,
identify content that’s trending and also do some sentiment analysis,”
Porter said. “It’s better than any other platform I’ve experimented
with.”
Porter said the SMAC Lab was the last item on a list of ten
goals to improve the Manship School’s digital offerings. A Digital Me-
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dia Initiative committee formed the list after doing extensive research
and visiting sites all over the United States to see what other schools
were doing.
“[We were] talking to people about what do you think the
future holds and what should we do to prepare our students for it,”
Porter said.
While brands like Gatorade and American Red Cross have
social media analysis centers, the University is one of the only colleges
to house a social media analysis and creation lab.
Porter said students and faculty have experimented in the
lab. One student used the SMAC Lab to analyze the Black Lives Matter
movement on social media.
The software tracked the frequency with which people were
talking about the movement and common words used in association
with it which were displayed in a word cloud. The software can even

Mass Communication Associate
Professor and Digital Media
Initiative Director Dr. Lance
Porter Monday, Jan. 25, 2016,
in the Social Media Analysis and
Creation (SMAC) Lab located in
Hodges Hall.

Lamar postdoctoral fellow in
the Manship School of Mass
Communication Paige Jarreau is
teaching her Digital Storytelling
class Tuesday, Jan. 26, 2016, in
the Social Media Analysis and
Creation (SMAC) Lab located in
Hodges Hall.

measure whether the conversations about the movement were positive, negative or neutral.
Among many other features, the software can also track the
location of conversation and data changes within certain areas. Porter
said the software can even be programmed to recognize patterns and
learn to categorize certain trends.
Other studies conducted in the lab include an analysis of the
2015 Louisiana gubernatorial election and the Iran nuclear deal. One
professor used Crimson Hexagon to analyze people’s reactions to the
deaths of certain TV characters.
Some classes, such as Digital Storytelling, are being conducted in the lab because of their strong focus on social media. In the
future, Porter said he hopes the Manship School will be able to offer a
few courses related to social media in the SMAC Lab so students can
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receive some sort of social media certification after completing the
series of classes.
“If you’re interested in social media and you’re here at LSU,
you should come here to build stuff or do research,” Porter said.
“That’s what we hope to accomplish.”
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LSU all-around freshman Sarah Finnegan performs a bars routine during the Tigers’ 196.575-195.100 victory
against Kentucky for the Pink & Blue Meet on Friday, Jan. 22, 2016 in the PMAC.

The LSU gymnastics team cheers on all-around junior Ashleigh Gnat as she performs a floor routine during the
Tigers’ 196.575-195.100 victory against Kentucky for the Pink & Blue Meet on Friday, Jan. 22, 2016 in the PMAC.
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To the Top

LSU gymnastics reaches new heights

LSU junior all-arounder Ashleigh Gnat performs her floor rutine where she earned a perfect 10.0 during the Tigers’ 197.825197.125 victory against Auburn on Friday, Feb. 19, 2016 in the PMAC.
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“We still want to make
sure that we pound
that information
into their heads,
so when that time
comes and they’re
in that situation, they
can make the right
choice.”

“If TOPS does get taken away, I will have to
transfer to a community college next year
to finish my nursing.”

92 Humans of LSU

“I think everybody’s first reaction [to the possibility of
losing TOPS] is ‘How am I going to pay for college?’
I think, well, we’re getting paid to go to college,
right? TOPS is funding most kids in Louisiana. There’s
definitely going to be a decrease in enrollment. Like
I said, you’re coming here because you earned a
free attempt at college, maybe that’s the only reason
why. I wouldn’t be at LSU if it weren’t for TOPS;
I’d probably be at Alabama. Realistically, I’d still be
studying food science, but, yeah, I wouldn’t be here. I
think that’s the general consensus.”

#spottedatLSU:
LSU Student
Government with
free king cake in
the quad.
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Loving Louisiana
Exhibit celebrates Mardi Gras and jazz funerals

With Mardi Gras holiday right around the corner, Louisiana’s
Old State Capitol opens its photography exhibit, Loving Louisiana:
Celebrating the Cultures and Traditions of South Louisiana, to bring
attention to the state’s rich history. The event will continue through
March.
The exhibition, which opened Jan. 19 and ran until March 20,
features 44 photos from artists Renae Friedley and Michael Styborski.
The images depict popular Louisiana culture and tradition.
While the program ran for three months, it was only be open
on specific days of each month. The exhibit was available in January
from the 26th to the 31st from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. It reopened on the following days: Feb. 2-7, 9-14, 16-21, 23-28 and March 1-6, 8-13 and 15-20.
Friedley has been a photographer since 1972. She’s shown
her photography in several exhibits throughout the United States, including the Louisiana State Archives and the Hermann-Grima House
in the New Orleans French Quarter. The two featured photographers
have been friends for about 20 years.
Styborski published a book of photography in 2008, “the lower ninth: K+36,” which documented the destruction and rebuilding of
New Orleans after Hurricane Katrina. His photography has also been
featured in the HBO series Treme and in Styb, his own magazine.
“I met Ms. Friedley a couple of years ago and knew that she
was working on documenting a number of cultural traditions that
were still practiced today in south Louisiana and represented the earliest group of people that inhabited the state,” said museum curator for
the Old State Capitol Lauren Davis.
Eight different groups are represented in the exhibit: Native
American, Spanish, French, African Americans, Germans, Acadians,
Irish and Italians.

“These were the groups that were here and whosettled Louisiana before the end of the 19th century and the groups that, I feel, had
the most influence on Louisiana’s culture,” Friedley said.
The Old State Capitol, a landmark in Louisiana history, likes
to include exhibitions that celebrate the culture of the state. The photos
are framed and include a brief introduction on the eight cultural
groups represented, Davis said.
The photos show the effect of Louisiana culture on music,
festivals, local cuisine and architecture. There is also a book including
over 100 photographs that goes along with the exhibit, Friedley said.
Bringing the two photographers together saw two different
lenses on the subject on southern Louisiana culture. Friedley believes
even though she and Styborski have differing styles, the photos will
compliment each other.
“The book tells the history of the different groups, and the
photographs show their influence on the things we do today, such as
Mardi Gras, Crawfish Festival and Jazz Funerals,” Friedley said.
Friedley, who has lived in Colorado, Florida, Oklahoma and
Georgia, said she is happiest here in Louisiana and couldn’t picture
herself anywhere else. She is enamored by the Pelican State, especially
by its people, culture, traditions and scenic beauty.
“The book is dedicated to the state of Louisiana and all of the
wonderful people in it,” Friedley said.
She spent over four years researching for the Loving Louisiana exhibit, but still feels as if she has only just touched the surface.
Friedley said there is so much more for her to learn, and she will
continue photographing and researching Louisiana culture and its
influences.
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(Left) Vibrantly decorated sculptures make up the state capitol on Wednesday to keep Louisiana cultures alive.
(Below Left) Celebrating the cultures and traditions of south
Louisiana, the Baton Rouge old state capitol hosts an art
gallery of pictures by Louisiana artists around the state on
Wednesday Jan. 27, 2016, in downtown Baton Rouge.
(Below) A very cultured work of art hanging among many
others in Louisiana’s old state capitol, which hosts an art
gallery to celebrate different traditions.

Visitors admire various works of art Wednesday in Louisiana’s old state capitol to celebrate Mardi Gras and Jazz Funerals.
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Associate Professors Lori Martin in the Department of Sociology and Kenneth Fasching-Varner in the School of Education are named editors of Adademic
Journal Taboo on Tuesday, Jan. 26, 2016 at Peabody Hall.
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Taboo

Professors named editors-in-chief of academic journal
Sociology professor Lori Martin and School of Education
professor Kenneth Fasching-Varner aren’t afraid to court the controversial. In fact, it’s their job. Martin and Varner have assumed the roles
of co-editors in chief of Taboo: The Journal of Culture and Education.
The online academic journal is published biannually and features five
to seven academic articles in addition to an editorial column and book
review section. Founding editors Joe Kincheloe and Shirley Steinberg
established the journal to spark conversations around socio-cultural topics traditionally overlooked in academics. “They were both
post-modern thinkers whose work pushed the envelope and tried to
challenge people to think more profoundly about complex issues in a
critical way,” Varner said.
Martin and Varner said they hope to continue the journal’s
boundary pushing tradition while bringing it to broader audiences. An
important aspect of working as scholar-activists is bridging the gap
between the academic sphere and society at large, Martin said. “We
want every reader of the journal, no matter what their academic background is or their particular orientations around scholarship, to read
each piece and say that’s interesting,” Varner said. The online-only
style allows Taboo to extend beyond the limited academic circles that
traditional print journals are often limited to, Martin said.
The flexibility of online publishing allows Taboo to experiment with interactive audio and video features to make the journal a
living publication, Martin said. It also allows the journal to encourage
dialogue across editions. “We don’t want it to just be a set of dictates
or mandates or monologues, but we’d like to see it be a discourse and
relationship between the readers and authors and editors,” Varner
said. Under Martin and Varner, the journal will also extend access to

undergraduate and graduate students by providing space for their
contributions in each edition.
Undergraduate and graduate scholarship is rarely recognized
in journals, but inter-generational dialogue adds depth to the subject
matter, he said. Incorporating the journal into the University’s student
and academic culture is essential to Martin and Varner’s mission. LSU
Libraries has already reached out to work as a partner for the journal’s
publication and outreach, Varner said. The editors are considering
hosting a Taboo sponsored conference on campus or in the surrounding Baton Rouge area to create opportunities for local scholars to share
research. Another goal is to incorporate journal articles into critical
courses and host teach-ins to analyze the works and promote campus
discussion, Martin said.
“I think the message ever since I’ve been at LSU is about
preparing ethical, prepared, responsible leaders that can tackle the big
issues that face this community,” Varner said. “The journal is a natural
link to what a flagship institution like LSU is committed to.”
Martin and Varner’s transition as co-editors in chief has been
smooth thus far. Preparations for their first edition are underway and
in April they have been invited to host a meet-the-editors session at
the American Educational Research Association’s annual meeting
in Washington D.C. Both Martin and Varner said they look forward
to editing the journal and will stay as long as they can produce high
quality, relevant work that pushes the boundaries of accepted academic thought.
“Our goal is to facilitate the propagation of work that has the
potential to bring about meaningful change on a number of levels,”
Martin said.
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Front of LIGO Science Education Center in Livigston, Louisiana.

Proven Theory

LIGO Confirms Existence of Gravitational Waves

In honor of the centennial anniversary of Albert Einstein’s
general theory of relativity, members of the National Science Foundation and Advanced Laser Interferometer Gravitational-Wave Observatory (LIGO) in Livingston announced Thursday, Feb. 12, 2016, the
detection of gravitational waves arriving at Earth, thereby confirming
the existence of gravitational waves as predicted in the famed scientist’s 1916 theory.
LIGO, an experiment co-founder Kip Thorne called a
“half-century quest,” signifies two identical detectors strategically
placed in Hanford, Washington, and Livingston, Louisiana. The detectors record vibrations in space time for everyone to hear. David Reitze,
LIGO executive director at the California Institute of Technology, said
as time progressed, the frequency increased.
“This is the first time the universe has spoken to us through
gravitational waves,” Reitze said.
According to a video from the presentation, gravitational waves, or “dynamical perturbations in the fabric of space time,”
stretch space in one direction and compress it in the other. These
waves are produced by two colliding black holes, Reitze said.
As the small black holes spin around one another, they slowly morph
into one larger hole, thus creating a binary black hole merger.
He said the burst of gravitational waves, which stretch each detector
by approximately 1/1000 the diameter of a proton, travel 1.3 billion
years until they reach Earth.
NSF director France Cordova said her organization’s 1992
funding of LIGO marked the largest investment NSF made. She said
her organization has funded trailblazers since the mid-1970s.
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“Opening a new observational window would allow us to see our universe and some of the most violent phenomena within it in an entirely
new way,” Cordova said.
Gabriela Gonzalez, LIGO scientific collaboration spokesperson from the University, said the A-shaped detectors, spanning 4
kilometers on each arm, starting showing promising signals Sept. 14,
2015, from the Livingston location when it measured distortions from
the gravitational waves.
Just seven milliseconds later, Gonzalez said the same pattern
was seen in Hanford.
While she said the coincidence was “remarkable,” Gonzalez
also said the waveforms fall within the human hearing range.
“That’s the chirp we’ve been looking for,” she said.
Rainer Weiss, LIGO co-founder from the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, said the discovery would not have been possible had it
not been for Einstein’s finding of strains in space 100 years ago.
Until Sept. 14, Thorne said humans had never seen “the ocean roiled
in a storm with crashing waves.” He said the discovery prompts new
searches for gravitational waves in supernovae and cosmic streams, to
name a few.
Over the next decade or two, Thorne said LIGO will have
four gravitational wave windows open for the universe. Reitze said the
groundbreaking discovery paves the way for new technologies and
possibilities.
“What’s really exciting is what comes next,” Reitze said.

Photo • Jim Zietz, LSU Strategic Communications
Story • Caitie Burkes
Design • Courtney Beesch

LSU’s College of Science Gabriela Gonzalez and Livingston Louisiana Dean
Cynthia Peterson looking at the Laser Interferometer Gravitational-Wave
Observatory technology.

Laser Interferometer Gravitational-Wave Observatory in Livingston Louisiana.
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Battling Budget Cuts
Students speak out for higher education funding

(Above) The Manship News Service, comprised of LSU students at the Manship
School of Mass Communication and partners from the Gannett Company, cover the
state budget crisis and cuts to higher education during the 2016 Special Legislative
Session that commenced on Feb. 14, 2016.
(Left) State higher education leaders offer testimony at the State Capitol about the
implications of budget cuts to higher education during the 2016 Special Legislative
Session that commenced on Feb. 14, 2016.

From The Daily Reveille Editorial Board on Feb. 14, 2016:
Fellow students, we commend you for paying attention to
our state and school’s budget woes. But don’t breathe a sigh of relief
yet.
The Louisiana Office of Student Financial Assistance only
has enough money to fund 80 percent of your TOPS scholarships this
semester. The government promised you and your family won’t have
to fork over the remaining 20 percent, so schools will have to absorb
those costs.
But don’t think that means those costs won’t fall on you
elsewhere. A university that relies on your tuition for 75 percent of its
operating costs cannot afford to pay your fees, too.
For those of you who think the battle is over because the state
has reinstated your TOPS, remember that next year’s shortfall is even
bigger than what we are facing today. Think about those who have
dreamed of staying home and attending an in-state university. Whether they choose to stay home for financial reasons or academic reasons,
their futures hang in the balance.
No matter what happens during the special legislative session, higher education already lost this first battle. Institutions have to
find ways to cover TOPS’ $28 million shortfall, meaning the flagship
campus will have to find space in an already-crippled budget from
years of past reductions to sustain your financial aid.
If our elected officials appropriate money to fund higher
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education next year, they aren’t guaranteeing the state’s popular
merit-based aid for all who qualify next year. If nothing changes,
Louisiana will only have enough money to fund 25 percent of TOPS
next year. If you scored below a 28 on the ACT, say goodbye to TOPS
if nothing changes.
Fifty-three percent of LSU students are TOPS-eligible, which
is the highest percentage of students receiving the scholarship per university. This is not just about whether you can afford to go to school,
but whether the school can afford to offer entire programs. The new
restrictions will hit the University harder than any other state school.
Students no longer covered will have to find other resources to fund
their education, and the inevitable tuition and fee increases will push
mid and low-income students out of our school.
As it stands, universities across the state will have to suspend
classes mid-semester if nothing changes, meaning students won’t be
able to graduate or will drop below full-time status. They’ll have to
lay off a significant portion of staff and faculty, meaning the unemployment rate in communities will skyrocket and further cripple our
economy. We’ll have a 75 percent reduction in the number of students
prepared for high-wage, high demand jobs, according to WWL-TV.
Say goodbye to your creative writing elective or your favorite
untenured professor. Our library may not have computers next year,
and we probably won’t have the money to sustain Middleton’s 24/5
policy. Good luck finding a place to study for finals.

The 2016 Special Legislative Session commences to address potential state budget cuts to higher education and other areas on Feb. 14, 2016.
Funding for higher education means more than
whether or not you’ll have TOPS next year. Catastrophic budget cuts
to higher education affect the entire state.
Back when the state’s budget shortfall was expected to be
around $750 million, the LSU System was asked to prepare for a
potential cut of $65 million. But now our state is short roughly $940
million. The LSU System almost certainly has to cut more than $65
million if nothing changes, and the flagship campus almost certainly
cannot afford additional reductions.
Your teachers would be suddenly unemployed. Our maintenance workers and faculty would have to go elsewhere for work. The
teachers that do stay would suddenly be responsible for double the
workload while their salaries would be lower than surrounding states.
Graduating is no excuse for complacency, and no one is safe
from the budget cuts. Even if these cuts don’t affect your ability to pay
for school or affect your current program, think about your friends
and family who might not be able to afford higher education. Think
about whether their academic major will sustain the budget woes.
Keep raising awareness on social media. Share articles on
Facebook. Educate your friends and families on our budget woes, but
you should also do more. Channel your social media posts into activism and take action. We can’t sit back while the ambiguous future of
our University remains precarious.
The LSU Black Leadership Council and Save Our Schools

in Louisiana are asking students from universities across the state to
march and rally at the State Capitol Friday, Feb. 19 at 11:30 am. Save
Our Schools in Louisiana is also planning another large event Feb.
24. Show the legislatures you care about your school. Invite all your
friends and family to march alongside you.
Contact your state legislatures and the governor. Express
your concerns to them, and let them know that you’ll stand for your
school when they make the life-altering decision for the University,
students and all faculty and staff.
Tell your legislators to set aside their differences to save our
state. Right now, we’re not Democrats or Republicans. We’re Louisianans who need to come together to make the tough decisions to save
our state.
If you don’t take away anything else, remember these three
numbers: the state’s facing a $940 million shortfall for the current fiscal
year. Best-case scenario, the legislature cuts higher education by $70
million. Worst-case scenario, they cut us by $204 million. We won’t
come out ahead, but at least we can get out alive.
Photo • Emily Brauner
Story • The Daily Reveille Editorial Board
Design • Marlie Lynch
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Where’s the funds?
Students advocate for higher education funding

LSU’s 2015 Homecoming Queen Bianca Webb speaks to students during a walkout protest of higher education cuts Thursday, Feb. 18, at the Memorial Tower.
Tia Banerjee, The Daily Reveille
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College students from various universities across Louisiana marching to protest
potential cuts to higher education funding at Capitol Park on Feb. 19, 2016.
Catherine Seddon, The Daily Reveille

College students from various universities across Louisiana marching to
protest potential cuts to higher education funding at Capitol Park on Feb.
19, 2016. Catherine Seddon, The Daily Reveille

LSU political science, international studies and Spanish sophomore, Ethan Guerra, speaking at a rally
protesting cuts to higher education funding on the steps of the State Capitol Building on Feb. 19, 2016.
Catherine Seddon, The Daily Reveille

Design • Taylor Gonsoulin
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LSU assistant professor Edward Benoit shares a collection of solider-owned mementos on Tuesday, Feb. 23, 2016, in his office at Coates Hall.

Mementos displayed by LSU assistant professor Edward Benoit on Tuesday, Feb. 23, 2016, for his virtual footlocker for soldiers.
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Preserving Memories
Passion for military history meets archival training

Edward Benoit III, assistant professor of archival studies, is
combining a passion for his family’s military background with his
archival training to preserve the memories of modern military men
and women.
In December, Benoit launched the first phase of his multiyear endeavor, the Virtual Footlocker Project, an application free to
veterans and active-duty service members. The application functions
similarly to a physical footlocker, encapsulating the digital memories
of military men and women, Benoit said.
The fleeting nature of digital communications lead Benoit
to realize a developing critical gap in the records of service members
from 2005 to 2015. Personal records and accounts previously held in
letters, journals and photographs are being lost in the digital space, he
said.
“We really have a problem now,” Benoit said. “Yes, there are
still letters being written, and yes there are still photographs being
taken, but we’ve moved into such a digital world now. That on one
hand is amazing. But they’re relying on these third-party companies to
maintain their materials.”
Key information can be lost when third-party companies are
consolidated or go out of business. Archivists and historians refer to
this gap in information as the digital dark ages, Benoit said.
Benoit’s cross-platform, open-source online application
provides soldiers and veterans with the tools for maintaining personal
records in a centralized location. Before the application is developed,
Benoit has to research the most effective methods for preserving these
memories, he said.
Benoit is using a Qualtrics survey to collect data on the
materials and outlets service members are accessing to preserve
documentation and communicate. The final application will be
modeled after the data that best meets the veterans’ and active duty
members’ needs, he said.

The survey collects both qualitative and quantitative data
through free answer sections and multiple choice questions. Each
survey includes as many as 150 questions to provide the most robust
feedback possible, Benoit said.
Benoit is promoting the project through a personal website
and heavy social media presence. He is also reaching out to Student
Veterans of America and national veterans service organizations to
assist in distributing the survey, he said.
Preserving these memories is important to provide nuance
and depth to the description of history, Benoit said.
Carol Barry, interim director for the School of Library and
Information Science, said having diverse information to reference is
key to understanding history.
“When we look back and try to understand our past, we
obviously need something to base that understanding on,” Barry said.
“I think it’s important to include not only the kind of official reporting
of what happened at that time, but the perspectives of the individuals,
like the soldier who was dealing with that situation. I think we need
multiple points of view.”
Benoit has collected about 10 percent of the project’s
necessary data, he said. The goal is to receive 1,000 survey responses to
provide the most accurate feedback and draw from a credible sample
pool.
The current feedback has already impacted Benoit’s view of
the project, he said.
“Having discussions with current active-duty military
members and hearing what’s important to them has really started to
change my perspective,” Benoit said. “I know that I’m onto something
that can really benefit. Just to have the sense that what you’re doing
is helping people, is something that a lot of archivists, and academics,
don’t get to see immediately. To be able to see something that may
have a more immediate impact is so fulfilling.”

Photo • Zoe Geauthreaux
Story • Katie Gagliano
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What’s a little rain?
Storm floods campus, students and faculty splash on

LSU’s campus remains empty due to school cancellation from severe weather warnings on Tuesday Feb. 23, 2016, on LSU’s campus. Haskell Whittingon,
The Daily Reveille

Construction sites on LSU’s campus become giant mud puddles as excessive
amounts of rain move across the Gulf Coast on Tuesday, Feb. 23, 2016. Haskell
Whittingon, The Daily Reveille
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UREC construction proceeds through the severe weather, however all UREC facilities remain closed for the safety of faculty and staff. Haskell Whittingon,
The Daily Reveille

Design • Marlie Lynch
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Party Gras Mambo
The classic Louisiana tradition has history

Flashing body parts for beads is a common sight during
certain Mardi Gras parades or a walk down Bourbon Street, but it isn’t
anything new. Sociology professor Wesley Shrum said flashing for
beads is something more than just drunken behavior — it is a method
of celebration he calls “ritual disrobement,” or the negotiated exchange of nudity for beads during Mardi Gras celebrations.
Shrum says this tradition began in the mid-1970s with nudists in New Orleans who wanted to share their method of celebration
with others. The nudists exposed themselves on balconies during
parades to catch and throw beads.
It caught on, and by 1980, ritual disrobement developed into
the form practiced by men and women today. “This is interestingly
not drunken behavior … the ritual is more structured than that,”
Shrum said. “There are certain kinds of things that are okay to do, and
there are certain kinds of possibilities, and you get to innovate within
those possibilities.” While ritual disrobement is still common in New
Orleans today, some Cajun Country traditions are practiced.
English professor Carolyn Ware said Mardi Gras runs, or
Courir de Mardi Gras, are among the most unique and oldest Mardi
Gras traditions. Mardi Gras runs are part of a Cajun tradition that
includes a group of “runners,” or masked men and women, who
dress in elaborate, brightly colored costumes, topped with a distinctive capuchon, or tall, pointy hat. The runners stop at houses in the
community and give a performance, such as a traditional French song,
a dance or pranks. They end the performance by asking for something
to include in a community gumbo.
Ware said has the practice roots in Europe, when Acadians from France and Canada probably brought it to Louisiana. The
Acadians likely used it as a fun way to share food with the community
during times of scarcity.
The Mardi Gras runs are a rare occurrence these days, but
one rooted in hundreds of years of Cajun tradition in southwest Louisiana.

“It’s a way of building a sense of community,” Ware said. “I
think they do it today because it’s an important part of their identity as
a Cajun or Creole.”
Though some of the traditions have dwindled over time,
some have just taken a different shape. Anthropology professor Helen
Regis said she loves Mardi Gras because people revive old traditions
to make something new.
		
Baby Doll marching groups represent one of the
many old Mardi Gras traditions that have been reinvented today.
These marching groups are a classic feature in a growing list of alternative New Orleans parades. Baby Dolls are groups of women who
mask, or parade in costume, in handmade babydoll-style dresses covered in ruffles and lace. They often hold items like feathered umbrellas
or baby bottles to add to the costume.
The Baby Dolls dance and march through New Orleans
neighborhoods such as the Tremé alongside other groups. They often
cross paths with other alternative parades such as the Mardi Gras
Indians and the skeletons. “The Baby Dolls symbolize life,” Regis said.
This marching group has had a place in Mardi Gras culture for at least
one hundred years. Many families pass the tradition down through
generations, but now a leader of a group can ask you to join. Regis was
asked to be a Baby Doll in 2004 and 2005 by a group leader.
“Now anyone can go, it doesn’t take a special virtue or you
don’t have to know the right people to be a part of it,” she said. While
popularity decreased after the 1960s, what Regis calls a “Baby Doll Revival” took place in the years after Hurricane Katrina. The popularity
of the groups grew, and now several Baby Doll groups dance through
the streets during Mardi Gras once again. “I love Mardi Gras because I
love to see how people take the tradition and then they reinvent it for
this time and place,” Regis said. “So it becomes something new while
at the same time it’s connected to the past.”

Associate Professor of folklore and English, Carolyn Ware, displays her extensive collection of traditional Mardi Gras masks on Tuesday, February 02, 2016 at
Allen Hall.
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(Above) Associate Professor of folklore and English,
Carolyn Ware, presents a single facemask piece from
her extensive collection of traditional Mardi Gras
masks on Tuesday, February 02, 2016 at Allen Hall.
(Left) Dr. Ware props up a doll on her desk from her
collection of traditional Mardi Gras masks on Tuesday,
February 02, 2016 at Allen Hall.
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CHAARG

Organization seeks to redefine health & fitness
The dreaded elliptical.
This is one of the few options marketed to women trying to
join the fitness world. The isolation and repetitiveness of this cardio
machine can be both intimidating and disheartening, and the last thing
anyone needs when trying to get in shape is demotivation.
As of Fall 2015, however, a few LSU girls – 194 of them, to
be exact – have found a cure to the elliptical problem. That cure is
CHAARG, or Changing Health Attitudes + Action to Recreate Girls.
The national organization brought a chapter to LSU three semesters
ago, thanks to LSU’s first CHAARG ambassador, Morgan Simpson.
Since then, the organization has changed quite a few girls’ views on
what fitness can be, and has changed some of their lives in the process.
Five of those girls found themselves on the Executive Team of
the LSU chapter and have in turn found themselves mentally recreated. Elizabeth Selden, CHAARG’s secretary, explained what this
female-oriented fitness group does for girls
“By empowering each other, we’re not only helping each other
physically with fitness, it’s more of a mental aspect. It doesn’t just
change your outside; it changes your mindset.”
She added that the emotional encouragement within the
supportive group of women is one of its best aspects, saying, “The best
thing about it, regardless of fitness, is that it is a community of people
that actually are concerned with another.”
Every girl agreed that the support and positivity of having
other women encouraging them, complimenting them, and offering
emotional comfort has been one of the greatest factors in releasing
them from their personal trials and insecurities.
CHAARG’s current ambassador Nadeen Al-ali, for example,
said she developed an eating disorder after being surrounded by critical family members and friends in high school. When she got braces,
she began to abstain from solid foods at the recommendation of her
dentist, but she continued to avoid solid food for two years until she
lost unhealthy amounts of weight.
“I remember visiting the Philippines,” she said, “and my
grandmother, who’s like 80-something, who doesn’t remember my
name, sits down and says ‘I know you, you are not healthy, this is not
acceptable. You’re so pretty, and now you’re just skin and bones. This
is not acceptable; you should be eating healthy. I’ll cook you something.’ ”
Alali says the interaction brought her to tears, and when her
own mother tried to convince her to start eating more, she realized
she needed to eat and began the path to recovery. However, things
changed after she graduated high school.
“When I arrived to college, all that was lost,” said Alali.
“I went into this deep, dark hole. I had no friends. I started gaining
weight, and when I started gaining weight, the whole thing came back
to me where I was that chubby kid again and everyone was poking

fun at me. I had no one to connect to, and I had no one there to support me and be my backbone through the journey.”
Unable to place herself mentally and emotionally in her
workouts and falling off the bandwagon over and over, Alali at
last found the confidence and support she needed with the girls in
CHAARG.
“When I found CHAARG, I found the support of women,”
she said. “I found out that other girls have hair issues, too, and that
other girls have weight issues, too. I found out I’m not alone in this
journey.”
Amanda Mayhall, an event coordinator for CHAARG, added
on to that with an inspiring note about her own mental shift: “Now, I
want to gain more weight,” she said. “Now, I’m excited. I want to keep
gaining weight, I want to keep getting stronger, and I want to keep
gaining momentum. I’m proud to want to gain weight. I’m proud of
the mental change of ‘I want to be stronger’ instead of ‘I want to be
thinner.’ ”
Bettina Bausa, CHAARG’s Vice President of Media, added
that she’s stopped comparing herself to other girls: “I’m more comfortable with myself,” she said. “It doesn’t matter how much weight I lose
or gain, I know that it isn’t permanent and that I’m constantly a work
in progress. I’ve learned to accept myself.”
These positive life changes are not just due to physical
self-betterment, although that is indeed a factor. The connection and
the emotional bond between these girls is stronger than your average
fitness club or even your average friend group. They support each other unconditionally, and it makes their lives healthier and their minds
and bodies stronger.
“Through CHAARG, I’ve learned that I’m not alone,” said
Olivia Polk, CHAARG’s Vice President of Membership. “I have people
that are in it with me. In college, and at LSU especially, health and
fitness can get very lonely. So, it’s very nice to not be by yourself when
you feel that way.”
“I learned how strong I was,” added Selden. “CHAARG
helped me find my identity more, and with the support that I got
through everyone, I’ve been able to appreciate myself, and to be able
to know who I am.”
And this happiness and confidence tends to feed off of itself,
making the CHAARG girls that much happier and more supportive,
both for themselves and for others.
“Your happiness and your positive energy rub off on people,
and that’s an amazing capability you can have,” said Alali. Her happiness and positivity are definitely contagious, and she displays them
proudly.
“I’m happy the way I am. I am special, and I am unique, and that’s
what makes me happy every day.”
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Dream Sequences

Shakespeare’s “A Midsummer Night’s Dream” premiere
Theatre-goers have the opportunity to disappear into the
woods this week, to the lively and dreamlike fantasy world of William
Shakespeare’s “A Midsummer Night’s Dream.” “A Midsummer
Night’s Dream” is premiering March 8 as a production of the LSU Lab
Theatre. The show is running until March 13 in the Music and Dramatic Arts Building Studio Theatre. All performances run at 7:30 p.m.,
with an additional 2 p.m. performance March 13. Tickets are $10.
“Midsummer” was theatre senior Erin Sheets’ second show
directing in her undergraduate career. Sheets said learning Shakespeare is a process that’s never really complete.
“You can spend your entire life studying Shakespeare and
never really have a full grasp of it,” she said. “So it’s really important
that you start your experience and relationship with Shakespeare as
early as humanly possible.”
While rehearsals have been underway for little over a month,
pre-production of the show has been in process for a year. Sheets
worked with Mallory Osigian, the show’s dramaturg, to cut the
script over the summer. Osigian cut the three hour script down to a
75-minute running time, while maintaining the script’s integrity with
rhyming and iambic pentameter. The director and the cast recognize
the challenges in producing Shakespeare’s work, primarily with the
language barrier. “
Clarity becomes really important because we have to realize
that our audience won’t be as well-versed in it,” Sheets said. Sheets
said that “Midsummer” is one of Shakespeare’s lighter, more approachable works.“What we want people to take from it is remembering what it was like to be stupidly in love when you’re young and the
ridiculousness of it, but also having an appreciation for the innocence
and purity of that,” Sheets said.
Sheets wants to create a lasting impression of Shakespeare
on students and change their perspective of the English playwright, as
most think of his work as boring and incomprehensible. “I think the
thing about creating a compelling piece of theatre is having something
that people can listen to and identify with,” Sheets said.
Theatre sophomore Meg Grey plays Titania, the queen of the
fairies and the royalty of the realm. “She represents a freedom of spirit
that a lot of people don’t possess any longer,” Grey said. “She’s a force
to be reckoned with, a wild tsunami of power and womanhood.” Grey
has been in Shakespearean productions before, and cited the powerful
language as a double-edged sword; the dialogue is so strong that it
helps to remember it. Grey said, “I really think he writes about the
epitome of human experience. He knows how to get to the heart of
what really matters.”
Grey said acting out Shakespeare is so difficult not only
because of memorization and tricky lines, but also because of the
connections the actors have to make to survive, and implementing
meaning into their actions. “When he writes, he writes in the rhythm
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of a heartbeat. That’s what iambic pentameter is,” Grey said. “So his
characters are always living, always in the moment, always surviving
by what they say.” Watching the ensemble grow together has been one
of the best parts about the production for Grey. “We all are a group of
peers creating a wonderful piece of art, and it’s been an awesome experience,” she said. Grey said she hopes to instill a love of Shakespeare
within the audience, and for them to be more lenient with themselves.
In “Midsummer,” the characters are able to live life to the fullest once
they go out into the woods, she said. She wants the audience to have
fun with it and “to go out into the magic of the woods every once in
awhile,” Grey said.
English and theatre junior Caitlin Brimer plays the infamous Puck, a mischievous fairy who sets most of the plot in motion.
“What’s a misconception is that you can just build your character by
yourself,” Brimer said. “When you’re in an ensemble part you have to
play off the other people to find the connection and then build your
own personality with them.” Brimer said the cast was open to trying
new things and taking positive suggestions from one another. They’re
constantly working together to improve the production and increase
the learning experience. Their acting had to be especially expressive
to make up for the language disparity. “More so than learning the language and memorizing it is being able to translate it for the audience,”
she said.
Like Grey, Brimer hopes to give attendees a new outlook on
Shakespeare’s writing. “I want them to have fun,” she said. “I think
that’s what the show is all about. I want the audience to feel that
Shakespeare can be fun and can be understandable and relatable.”
All of the cast plays two or more characters, except for Puck.
For example theatre and psychology freshman Joe Carleton has three
roles in the play, his main character being Lysander, a young Athenian. Carleton wanted students to gain something from seeing the
play, especially if they’re there as part of a mandatory class assignment.
“I hope people who come here for a class take it as a positive
experience,” Carleton said. “That’s our biggest goal because we know
our audience and we hope that we can change their mind a little bit
about Shakespeare and about going to see plays in general.” Carleton
elaborated on the relevance of “Midsummer” to University life today.
“Our whole production is set on love, and what’s the difference between love and lust, and that’s a very prominent theme in college life,”
Carleton said.
Sheets said that the cast is a mix of experience levels, and
that the production has been a learning experience for all involved.
“They’ve all worked really well together to educate each other and
help each other grow. They’re all so invested and so involved and
they’ve all worked so hard,” Sheets said. “I think that especially going
into opening night, we’re going to be in a really good place.”

(Above Left) Several cast members of “A Midsummer Night’s
Dream” rehearse Sunday, March 6, 2016, in the Music and
Dramatic Arts building’s Studio Theatre.
(Above Right) Theatre and English junior Caitlin Brimer, who
plays the role of Puck, and theatre freshman Jeremiah Turner,
who plays the roles of Oberon and Hippolyta, rehearse Sunday,
March 6, 2016, for “A Midsummer Night’s Dream” in the
Music and Dramatic Arts building’s Studio Theatre.
(Left) Theatre and Psychology freshman Joe Carleton, who
plays the roles of Lysander, Peaseblossom and Snug, and theatre
and mass communication sophomore Alex Abney, who plays the
roles of Hermia, Mustardseed and Starveling, rehearse Sunday,
March 6, 2016, for “A Midsummer Night’s Dream” in the
Music and Dramatic Arts building’s Studio Theatre.

Theatre sophomore Meg
Grey, who plays the roles of
Titania and Theseus, rehearses
Sunday, March 6, 2016, for “A
Midsummer Night’s Dream”
in the Music and Dramatic Arts building’s Studio
Theatre.
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TEDxLSU
Annual event asks “Why?”

Participants socialize and interact with speakers and various exhibits among the TEDx event on Saturday, March 05, 2016, at the Union Theater.
In a lineup composed of musicians, scientists and even a
nun, several University alumni and employees stood out on the Union
Theater stage for this year’s TEDxLSU event.
Ginger Guttner, director of public relations for the School
of Veterinary Medicine, explained to the sold-out audience why she
pretends to be a tiger on the Internet.
For the past six years, Guttner has given a voice to Mike the
Tiger. Assuming the personality of the beloved mascot, Guttner injects
humor into the vet school’s social media accounts.
Following “a trifecta of bad Facebook posts” written about
Mike, Guttner decided to speak on his behalf when a sick child asked
Mike a question on the social media platform. At first, she said her
greatest obstacles were knowing what to say and how to say it.
“I don’t know if he’s excited that the football team beat Flori-
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da or if he thinks Nick Saban is the devil,” Guttner said.
Her first post as Mike included a picture of the tiger, with
the caption: “Do these stripes make me look fat?” After a tremendous
response from the University community, Guttner said she realized
“it’s okay to be a little silly” when it comes to social media branding.
She said so many people felt like they grew up with Mike or
one of his predecessors, and she felt honored to be his voice.
“I am proud to be a Tiger,” Guttner said.
Fellow Tiger Amanda Staiano, a College of Human Sciences
and Education graduate, studies childhood obesity at Pennington
Biomedical Research Center. With 5.3 million people dying each year
because “they aren’t active enough,” she said today’s children are
expected to have lower life expectancies than their parents.
In a world dominated by technology, she said children are

High school, college, and professional artist collaborate to create live paintings of the
TEDxLSU talks on Saturday, March 05, 2016, at the Union Theater.

Participants socialize and interact with speakers and various
exhibits among the TEDx event on Saturday, March 05, 2016, at
the Union Theater.
Art of the App is an interactive media art show on display
during TEDxLSU on Saturday, March 05, 2016, at the
Union Art Gallery.

not as inclined to move, thus increasing their chances of gainingweight. Combining 21st century technology with exercise regimes,
Staiano looks to exergames like Wii Fit as the future of combatting
obesity in children.
Some video game consoles encourage “active play,” she said,
allowing children to reach their necessary daily level of physical intensity.
“Rather than blame those screens ... let’s play to a child’s
interests and join them on their virtual playing field,” Staiano said.
After implementing a series of experiments with exercise
games, she discovered children who played tennis with a video game
console burned more calories when they played against another gamer. However, the video gamers burned the most calories when they
played on teams with other children.

Staiano concluded parents should promote exercise through
a teamwork environment, making the most of the video games their
children are already playing. However, she said fitness requires consistency and routine.
“We cannot afford to become complacent,” she said. “We can
and we must do better for our children.” said, allowing children to
reach their necessary daily level of physical intensity.
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Starting Anew

Providing Veterans with Enterpreneurial Skills
Ashley Horton’s service dog Bailey is more than a
companion, she’s the inspiration behind Horton’s fledgling business
venture.
Horton, a participant in the University’s Entrepreneurship
Bootcamp for Veterans with Disabilities, is a retired Marine Corps field
radio operator who served across the United States and in Fallujah,
Iraq from 2004 to 2011. Now, with the help of the EBV program,
Horton is turning her love of animals into a career.
In July 2015, Hortonsuddenly lost her job. Devastated she
couldn’t find employment, Horton began operating a pet care service
to support herself in the meantime. As requests for her services took
off, Horton realized operating a business dedicated to training service
animals would be more fulfilling than a corporate career.
“Working with them makes me feel like I can fly,” she said.
“It’s the most fulfilling part of my life.”
A staff member from a veterans non-profit group Horton
volunteers for referred her to the program in the past, but it wasn’t
the right time. With a business plan in mind, Horton realized the EBV
program was a viable option to help her reach the next step in her life,
she said.
Everything began to fall into place after applying for the
program, Horton said.
“I got the call December 4,” she said. “I was in the middle
of Hobby Lobby, and I had to try everything not to scream. I was so
excited.”
Being able to complete this journey with Bailey by her side
has been important. As a student at a university in North Carolina,
Horton felt uncomfortable having a service dog because the focus was
on success rather than access, Horton said.
That hasn’t been the case with the EBV program, she said.
“It’s focused on learning and catering to the veteran’s needs,
good, bad and different, and not just what they think it should be from
an outside view,” Horton said. “They actually want it to work.”
Robin Kistler, the director for the University’s EBV program,
said the program focuses on giving back to veterans in a way that can
make a difference in their lives.

The national program, led by Syracuse University, aims to
decrease the risks post-9/11 veterans take by educating them about the
challenges and opportunities of business ownership, Kistler said.
In addition to the standard curriculum, the University
program invites guest entrepreneurs to speak to the veterans and
dispense business advice. The weeklong program culminates in a pitch
presentation to a board of local entrepreneurs, she said.
Jason Wise, a retired Army counter-intelligence and special
forces operative, said he wishes programs like this one were available
at every university in the country.
“Although there’s benefits for veterans there’s not a lot of
opportunities and there’s even fewer educational opportunities,”
Wise said. “I just think it’s important that if we’re going to expect
these young men and women to put their life on the line, we as a
community and we as a society owe it to those veterans to take care of
them and present them with opportunities.”
Entrepreneurship is a natural fit for many veterans, Kistler
said. Veterans possess the training, discipline, problem-solving skills
and persistence necessary for success. The program helps them apply
the skills they’ve learned through military experience in a new way,
she said.
In turn, many of the veterans plan to use their business plans
to help others, she said.
Wise said he plans to open a professional investigation,
competitive intelligence and security consulting firm focused on legal
and corporate investigations. The business’s five-year plan involves
hiring additional investigators, so Wise can offer pro-bono services
to the families of missing children and human trafficking victims, he
said.
For Wise, helping the oppressed and those unable to help
themselves has been a motivating factor throughout his life and
inspired him to entered the armed forces and become a Green Beret.
Kistler said the veterans’ sense of patriotism didn’t end with
their service.
“They’re still leaders,” Kistler said. “They were leaders in the
Middle East, and now they’re leaders here.”
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(Left) Marine Ashley Horton attends the Entrepreneurship Bootcamp for Veterans with
Disabilities offered by LSU’s Stephenson Entrepreneurship Institue on Wednesday, March
2, 2016 in the Business Education Complex.
(Below) The Entrepreneurship Bootcamp for Veterans with Disabilities offered by LSU’s
Stephenson Entrepreneurship Institue convenses on Wednesday, March 2, 2016 in the Business Education Complex.

Veterans attend the Entrepreneurship Bootcamp for Veterans with Disabilities offered by LSU’s Stephenson
Entrepreneurship Institue on Wednesday, March 2, 2016 in the Business Education Complex.
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One for All

Women’s Center, LGBTQ Project, host trans-inclusive feminism panel
Students and graduates reminded the University community
Monday, March 14, that feminism should not only represent people
who identify strictly as female. Six panelists, alumni and undergraduates, and about 30 attendees congregated in the Women’s Center for
the Trans-Inclusive Feminism Panel, which focused on several issues,
including the need for increased inclusivity within the University.
“Right now, they make [transgender] people jump through hoops ... to
do anything on this campus,” biology senior Jem Martin said.
The Women’s Center and the LGBTQ Project hosted the
event, which featured student panelists from Spectrum and Qroma.
Topics discussed ranged from Caitlyn Jenner, the need for housing
for homeless transgender youth of color in Baton Rouge, the need for
more genderless bathrooms from LSU Residential Life, growing up
transgender and being a person of color in the queer community.
“I shouldn’t have to be at a panel on trans-inclusive feminism
today because this should be the norm,” said alumnus and panelist
Peter Jenkins. “But we’re here and we’re fighting this.”
Anthropology freshman and panelist Jay Curtis said they
feel heavily excluded from the feminist community as a non-binary
transgender man. “Everybody should just be who they are, and there
should be no limit or boundary to it,” Curtis said.
“When people define feminism, they should think outside of
the binary,” panelist and former University student Lee Fleming said.

As someone who identifies as non-binary, Fleming said they do not
feel included by feminism or womanism movements.
As the conversation turned toward university inclusivity,
graduate student and the Women’s Center’s Women’s History Month
coordinator Tiffany Shierling said more support from University administrators is necessary, and students should be more supportive and
less “hateful.” 		
Qroma adviser and panelist Ricardo Horne said he thinks the
University is far ahead of other Southern institutions in gender-inclusivity. But Shierling said she has witnessed students say rude things
about transgender and gay people, which she attributes to Southern
culture.
“I definitely see LSU as an ‘old boys’ club,” Fleming said.
“And the only people who benefit from [that] is the old boys.”
Fleming gave an example of a professor who took points off
an essay for using they/them pronouns in a singular way. When Jenkins was a student living in Laville, they said transgender people were
not safe to use non-trans-conscientious bathrooms on campus. This is
one of the reasons why Jenkins said they have no respect for administration. When University administration say they respect transgender
people or are doing things to help their community, Jenkins said,
“they’re lying.”
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Panelists speak about the importance of trans-inclusion within the feminist movement and scholarship on Monday, March 14, 2016, at the Women’s Center.

(Above) President of Qroma, Megan Gilliam, speaks about
the importance of trans-inclusion within the feminist
movement and scholarship on Monday, March 14, 2016, at
the Women's Center.
(Left) Spectrum’s Vice President of Administration, Jem
Martin, speaks about the importance of trans-inclusion
within the feminist movement and scholarship on Monday,
March 14, 2016, at the Women’s Center.
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Newly elected LSU student government presidential candidate, Zach Faircloth, and vice presidential candidate, Lindsey Landry, of the Forward 2016 campaign celebrate the
election results on March 9, 2016 in the Live Oak Lounge.
LSU student government presidential candidate, Zach Faircloth, and vice presidential candidate, Lindsey Landry, of
the Forward 2016 campaign anticipate the election results
on March 9, 2016 in the Live Oak Lounge.
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Moving Forward
SG elections see Faircloth-Landry victory

University students decided to move “Forward” on Wednesday, March 9, 2016, as presidential candidate Zack Faircloth and vice
presidential candidate Lindsey Landry won the 2016 spring Student
Government election with almost 60 percent of the 9,670 votes.
Amid erupting cheers from “Forward” supporters, commissioner of elections Jacob Scott announced the results Wednesday at the
Live Oak Lounge in the Student Union.
The “Forward” campaign also snagged nine University
College presidential spots. Presidential candidates from the “Restart”
campaign claimed victory for the Manship School of Mass Communication, the College of Music and Dramatic Arts and the School of
Veterinary Medicine. Because there were no candidates for either
president or vice president for the Paul M. Hebert Law Center, those
seats remained open.
The College of Humanities and Social Sciences had a runoff
Monday, March 14, between Christian Ledet from “Forward” and
Amelia Fertitta from “Restart” for its presidential seat.
This election season featured over 200 candidates, including
students from the Law Center — a first in SG election history. The
election had a record-breaking voter turnout with more than 10,000
students casting ballots.
“Restart” vice presidential candidate Louis Gremillion said
although he is disappointed with the loss, he is optimistic for the
future of SG.
“Students decided to move ‘Forward,’ so that’s what we’re
going to do,” he said. “We’re going to hold Zack and Lindsey accountable ... and we hope we can be instrumental in the work they accomplish.”

“Restart” campaign manager Wesley Gore said he believed
his ticket accomplished a lot during the election season and was proud
of Gremillion and presidential candidate Kendra Davis.
“I think that we showed a lot of problems that, systemically,
are wrong with Student Government ... and I think, at the end of the
day, we had really great initiatives that hopefully will be able to live
on somehow,” Gore said.
Faircloth and Landry said they plan to hit the ground running with their new administration, starting with campaigning for the
candidates in the runoff elections. Landry said their main goal for the
immediate future is getting their candidates elected. Active campaigning for runoff elections began Thursday, March 10, 2016.
The “Forward” campaign ran on initiatives they promised
could be implemented immediately after they took office, such as redesigning the LSU app, making Scantrons more accessible on campus
and establishing an SG presence at the state Capitol, and Faircloth said
that’s what he and Landry plan to do.
“It’s time to make our initiatives a reality ... and start meeting
with administrators,” Faircloth said. “There were a lot of great ideas,
but they were spread across campus. Now we’ve consolidated them
into one great ticket.”
Faircloth and Landry both agree their campaign’s biggest
accomplishment was connecting students through their ticket and say
they hope to continue to reach out to students during their administration.
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Dribble, Pass, Swoosh
LSU Women’s Basketball

LSU junior guard Jasmine Rhodes (10) attempts to shoot a basket Thursday, Jan.
21, 2016, during the Lady Tigers’ 48-44 loss against Arkansas in the PMAC.
Greta Jines, The Daily Reveille
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LSU junior guard Rina Hill (13)
dribbles the ball down the court
on Sunday, Feb. 21, 2016 during
the Lady Tigers’ 57-56 victory
against Tennessee in the PMAC.
Emily Brauner, The Daily
Reveille

LSU junior forward Alexis Hyder (20) pushes towards the goal on Sunday,
Feb. 21, 2016 during the Lady Tigers’ 57-56 victory against Tennessee in the
PMAC. Emily Brauner, The Daily Reveille

LSU senior forward Akilah Bethel (3) blocks her opponent Thursday, Jan. 21,
2016, during the Lady Tigers’ 48-44 loss against Arkansas in the PMAC.
Greta Jines, The Daily Reveille
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Work hard, play harder
LSU Men’s Basketball leaves it all on the court

LSU freshman forward Ben Simmons (25) tries to clear the ball away from
the Florida defense after a failed shot attempt during the LSU 96-91 victory
against the Florida Gators on Saturday Feb. 27, 2016, in the PMAC.
Haskell Whittington, The Daily Reveille

LSU freshman guard Brandon Sampson (0) makes an alley-oop during the
Tigers’ 80-71 victory against Missouri on Tuesday, March 1, 2016 in the
PMAC. Javier Fernandez, The Daily Reveille

LSU junior guard Tim Quarterman (55) waits for the play to begin by the Tigers bench during the LSU 96-91 victory against the Florida Gators
on Saturday Feb. 27, 2016, in the PMAC. Haskell Whittington, The Daily Reveille
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LSU sophomore Craig Victor II (32) dribbles the ball during the Tigers’ 76-69 defeat against Alabama on Wednesday, Feb. 17, 2016 in the PMAC.
Javier Fernandez, The Daily Reveille
LSU senior guard Josh Gray (5)
celebrates with the students after the
Tigers’ 76-71 victory against Texas
A&M on Saturday, Feb. 13, 2016 in
the PMAC.
Javier Ferandez, The Daily Reveille
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Junior, Joana Vale Costa,
returns the ball against
Ole Miss on Friday,
March 11, 2016 at the
LSU Tennis Complex.
Nicholas Martino,
The Daily Reveille

LSU Junior Abby Owens playing a singles match during LSU’s
5-2 victory against the Arizona Wildcats on Friday, Feb. 26, 2016
at the LSU Tennis Complex.
Wingate Jones, The Daily Reveille
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LSU Senior Ella Taylor
playing a singles match during
LSU’s 5-2 victory against the
Arizona Wildcats on Friday,
Feb. 26, 2016 at the LSU
Tennis Complex
Wingate Jones, The Daily
Reveille

Grand Slam
LSU Women’s Tennis in action
Design • Courtney Beesch

Junior, Skylar Holloway, serves the ball
against Ole Miss on Friday, March 11, 2016
at the LSU Tennis Complex.
Nicholas Martino, The Daily Reveille

LSU Senior Ella Taylor playing a singles match during LSU’s 5-2 victory against the Arizona Wildcats on Friday, Feb. 26, 2016 at the LSU Tennis Complex.
Wingate Jones, The Daily Reveille
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Hey, Batter Batter

The purple and gold of LSU Baseball dominates the field

LSU senior pitcher John Valek III (27) pitches the ball on Saturday, March 5, 2016, during the Tigers’ 15-1 win against Fordham at Alex Box Stadium.
Zoe Geauxthreaux, The Daily Reveille
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LSU freshman infielder O’Neal Lochridge (9) runs between first and second
base on Saturday, March 5, 2016, during the Tigers’ 15-1 win against Fordham at Alex Box Stadium. Zoe Geauxthreaux, The Daily Reveille

LSU Sophmore Catcher Bryce Jordan (25) sliding to third base during the
Tiger’s 12-4 victory against The University of Cincinnati on Sunday, Feb.
21, 2016 at the Alex Box Stadium. Wingate Jones, The Daily Reveille

LSU Junior Infielder Bryce Adams (4) being congratulated by his team after his grand slam during the Tiger’s 12-4 victory against The University of Cincinnati on Sunday, Feb. 21, 2016 at the Alex Box Stadium. Wingate Jones, The Daily Reveille
LSU Sophmore Infielder Greg Deichmann (7) sliding to home plate
during LSU’s 5-4 loss against
Sacramento State on Saturday,
Feb. 27, 2016 at Alex Box Stadium. Wingate Jones, The Daily
Reveille
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LSU sophmore infielder Bryce Jordan (25) defends first base during LSU’s 7-5 victory against the University of Alabama on Sunday, March 20, 2016 at AlexBox Stadium

LSU junior infielder Kramer Robertson (3) runs to first base during LSU’s 9-4 victory
against the University of New Orleans on Wednesday, March 16, 2016
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LSU junior infielder Cole Freeman (22) hugs junior infielder
Kramer Robertson (3) during LSU’s 7-5 victory against the
University of Alabama on Sunday, March 20, 2016 at Alex Box
Stadium

Tiger
Baseball
Strikes and Stripes

LSU sophmore infielder Bryce Jordan (25) celebrates his home run with sophmore infielder Greg
Deichmann (7) during LSU’s 9-4 victory against the University of New Orleans on Wednesday,
March 16, 2016

LSU junior outfielder Jake Fraley (8) bats during LSU’s 6-3 win against Louisiana Tech on Tuesday, March 8, 2016 at Alex Box Stadium
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LSU junior pitcher Baylee Corbello (19) pitches during the Tigers’ 9-1 victory against Illinois State on Saturday, Feb. 27, 2016 in Tiger Park.
Emily Brauner, The Daily Reveille

LSU junior infielder Constance Quinn (5) high-fives her teammates during game one of the Tigers’ 4-0 victory against Longwood University
on Tuesday, Mar. 1, 2016 in Tiger Park. Javier Fernández, The Daily Reveille
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LSU freshman utility Elyse Thornhill (9) hits the ball during the Tigers’ 8-0 victory against ULM on Tuesday, Mar. 1, 2016 in Tiger Park. Javier
Fernández, The Daily Reveille

LSU freshman pitcher Sydney Smith (12) catches the ball during the Tigers’ 8-0
victory against ULM on Tuesday, Mar. 1, 2016 in Tiger Park. Javier Fernández,
The Daily Reveille

LSU senior infielder Sandra Simmons (3) catches the ball at first
during the Tigers’ 9-1 victory against Illinois State on Saturday, Feb. 27, 2016 in Tiger Park. Emily Brauner, The Daily
Reveille

Strikeout
LSU Women’s Softball
Design • Courtney Beesch
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LSU Junior Swimmer Brandon Goldman swims in the Individual Medly in a LSU defeat on Saturday, Jan. 23, 2016 at the Natatorium.

(Above) LSU Freshman Swimmer Tennyson Henry prepares to
swim in the 200 Backstroke in an LSU defeat on Saturday, Jan. 23,
2016 at the Natatoriumquistio
(Right) LSU Senior Swimmer Jessica James races ahead in the 200
Freestyle in a LSU defeat against Texas A&M on Saturday, Jan. 23,
2016 at the Natatorium
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LSU Junior Swimmer Devin McCaffrey races ahead in the 4 x 100 Freestyle
relay in an LSU defeat on Saturday, Jan. 23, 2016 in a LSU defeat against Texas
A&M on Saturday, Jan. 23, 2016 at the Natatorium.
LSU Senior Diver Allie Alter dives for a LSU defeat against Texas A&M on
Saturday, Jan. 23, 2016 at the Natatorium.

Water Works
LSU Swimming and Diving
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LSU Sophmore
Gabor Csonka
playing a singles
match during
LSU’s 4-3 victory
against the University of North
Florida on Friday,
Feb. 26, 2016 at
the LSU Tennis
Complex.

LSU sophmore Gabor Csonka and senior Andrew Korinek play a doubles match during LSU’s defeat against the
University of Alabama on Friday, March 18, 2016 at the LSU Tennis Facility.
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The Baseline
LSU Men’s Tennis

LSU junior Justin Butsch returns the ballduring LSU’s defeat against the University of Alabama on Friday, March
18, 2016 at the LSU Tennis Facility.
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Tailgate Town Hall
LSU students challenge proposed tailgate changes

The Student Union’s Capital Chamber was filled to to the
brim late afternoon on Wednesday, April 3, 2016, students again
seized the opportunity to voice their concerns regarding the proposed
tailgating regulations shared Tuesday.
After Tuesday’s town hall meeting, regulation committee
members allowed more students to contribute to the discussion by
holding a second town hall meeting. An assortment of involved
students came armed and ready, noting “logistical issues” with the
proposals.
Backtracking to the first night’s discussion, committee
member and outgoing Student Government president Andrew
Mahtook reiterated the drafted options were simply suggestions and
not the final word.
“There’s an extremely viable option that none of these
options will even see the light of day,” Mahtook said.
Committee members had previously allowed students to
electronically record their thoughts on a Campus Labs Respond app.
Campus Life’s assistant director for leadership and involvement Kathy
Jones, a committee member who led both discussions, said Tuesday’s
1,343 survey response count jumped to 2,700 on Wednesday.
While some students spurred social media conversations
using the Twitter hashtag #TailgateTownHall, others voiced different
takes on the situation at hand, launching a series of talks that overran
the allotted time.
Though Interfraternity Council President and committee
member Will Fisher conceded allowing students to spend the night on

the Parade Ground “open[s] up a Pandora’s box of issues,” he said the
committee should not let the actions of the few govern the future of
the many.
Describing the committee’s rationale for the proposal, Fisher
said the University saw three hospital transports last football season
because of overconsumption of communal alcohol.
“I don’t think this is about student health,” a law student said
from the crowd. “I think this is about money.”
Another student pulled out the LSUPD crime log,
questioning a claim made on television by Dean of Students Mari
Fuentes-Martin regarding the average number of students sent to
the emergency room. According to the student, the highest recorded
number was 31 despite Fuentes-Martin’s claim it was 50.
Committee members said they were unsure about the fact
disparity but would look into it.
When asked which students belonged to a student
organization, everyone in the room raised their hands. From
wakeboarding club members to sorority and fraternity members, the
BYOB policy mentioned in Option 3 gained the most traction.
Along with the unanimity of the crowd, a former fraternity
president said he believed Option 3 to be the most realistic solution,
albeit with a slew of revisions. He expressed concerns of losing the
distinctive tailgating culture.
“This is starting to look a lot like what Ole Miss does,”
he said.
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A committee from the LSU Dean of Students’ office held a meeting on Wednesday, April 3, 2016, for students to voice their opinions on possible changes to the
University’s tailgating policies.
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Closing the Gap
LSU works to ensure black student success

The University was recognized by Education Trust, a national
non-profit advocacy organization, as one of 53 universities in the
country that work to narrow the graduation gap between black and
white students in its recently released report, “Rising Tide II: Do Black
Students Benefit as Grad Rates Increase?.”
In 2013, the graduation rate for all students was 65.8 percent, while the graduation rate for black students was 57.9 percent,
according to Vice Provost for Diversity and Chief Diversity Officer
Dereck Rovaris. The graduation rate for African-American students
has increased 9.5 percent since 2003, narrowing the gap between black
students and white students by 2.3 percent.
One way the University ensures that African-American students are successful is by supporting them before being admitted into
the institution, Rovaris said.
“As high school juniors — some programs even earlier than
that — we support them as they apply through the application process
with funding and advising on choosing majors and all that,” Rovaris
said. “Then we have all kinds of programs once they get here.”
Programs that support African-American students before
being admitted to the University include SPRINGFEST Recruitment
Weekend, which brings high school students in to show them the campus, and Summer Scholars, which brings in high performing minority
students the summer before their first year to expose them to learning
strategies and college coursework, said Saundra McGuire, director
emerita of the Center for Academic Success.
One reason the gap exists is because black students typically
go to schools that may not provide the same experiences and preparation for college as their peers, McGuire said. The programs provided
by the University for when those students arrive can help shrink that
learning gap.
“A number of programs have been put in place over the past
10, 15 years or even longer, that have allowed African-American stu-

dents the opportunity to make up the gap in the preparation they may
have had before LSU,” McGuire said.
Some of those programs include those offered to all students,
such as programs put on by First Year Experience and the Center of
Academic Success, specialized programming, such as the Genesis Tutoring, a program offered through the Office of Multicultural Affairs,
and cultural programming such as Harambeé.
The programming and services offers support to students
both academically and in terms of extra-curricular activities, Rovaris
said. The Office of Strategic Initiatives has launched plans to contribute to this success and to focus on providing support and a nurturing
environment for minority students.
Another way the University ensures the success of black
students is by increasing the number of underrepresented people that
are recruited and admitted into the institution, Rovaris said. Those
admitted are high-performing students.
“There’s this notion sometimes that when you increase
diversity, that you’re somehow lowering standards, but we simultaneously increased our diversity last year and the year before, and we also
increased our overall ACT score,” Rovaris said. “I think part of our
success is bringing in good students as well.”
Through the introduction of new programming and the continuation of support already in place, the gap will continue to shrink,
McGuire said. While these programs would be more successful if they
had more funding, McGuire said she knows that would be difficult
with the state’s budget situation.
“I know that it’s difficult because the University is very financially strapped because of the situation that the state is in,” McGuire
said. “But if there were resources to fund those programs that have
demonstrated that they close the gap, then if they were supported
adequate support, I could certainly see a day where the gap is closed.”
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LSU was recognized by Education Trust for it’s rise in graduation rates among African American students.
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Healthy Treats

Graduate student creates recipe for gluten-free muffin
Food sciences graduate student Amber Jack has created a
sugar-free, gluten-free banana muffin — not that you could tell by the
taste. The treat boasts all the taste and texture people have come to
expect from their muffins.
A gluten-free diet is beneficial for people with Celiac Disease,
which is prevalent in the United States, Jack said. Celiac Disease has
been linked to diabetes, which is why she strove to create a muffin that
was both gluten- and sugar-free.
Another motivating factor was the rise in popularity of
gluten-free products, as well as her own lifestyle. Jack said she tries
to maintain a gluten-free diet and used that knowledge, as well as the
research and studies of others, to start her project.
“I did a little bit of both. I mixed my knowledge plus their
knowledge,” Jack said. In North America alone, 3 to 4 million people
are diagnosed with Celiac Disease, said Witoon Prinyawiwatkul, food
science professor and Jack’s faculty adviser.
The rise in the popularity of gluten-free diets in the United
States is one of the reasons gluten-free product research is important,
he said.
“It’s a hot topic we should consider,” Prinyawiwatkul said.
“The market for gluten-free product is huge.”
After going through 20 formulations and three different types
of muffins, Jack found a recipe for a gluten-free muffin that tastes similar to a regular muffin.
Getting the batter to rise can be difficult without gluten,

Prinyawiwatkul said, which is why the experiment required so many
trials. To get there, Jack experimented with different flour mixtures, as
different kinds of flour produce different textures. She created muffins
that contained all sugar, half sugar and half Stevia, a sugar substitute,
and all Stevia.
Even though she went through many trials, Jack said she
found the process enjoyable.
“I’m actually passionate about this, and I do gluten-free in
my own life, so it was actually fun,” Jack said. “For somebody else,
maybe it would have been frustrating, but it was a fun challenge and
adventure for me.”
She initially used her classmates to test the muffins when
she began the project, but Jack later used the LSU AgCenter Sensory
Analysis Center to test the various formulations. The different muffins
were tested by 128 people. The analysis center helped determine if the
muffin’s taste was acceptable and whether or not the product would
be purchased if made commercially available, Prinyawiwatkul said.
The LSU AgCenter is currently working on reaching out to
companies to sell the recipe. Now that the experiment has finished,
Jack said she plans on researching gluten-free products even further.
With research like this and the rising popularity of gluten-free diets, Jack said she hopes gluten-free products will be offered
in more than just specialty stores, making the products cheaper and
more accessible.
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LSU food science graduate student
Amber Jack has created a recipe
for sugar-free and gluten-free
banana muffins that still have the
great taste of a regular banana
muffin on Tuesday April 5, 2016,
in the Animal and Food Science
building.

LSU food science graduate student
Amber Jack begins her recipe for
sugar-free and gluten-free banana
muffins Tuesday April 5, 2016,
in the Animal and Food Science
building.
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Volunteers and LSU ag students help out during AgMagic by running the booths and handling the wildlife on Wednesday April
13, 2016, in the LSU Ag Center.

Volunteers and LSU ag students help out during AgMagic by running the booths and handling the wildlife on Wednesday
April 13, 2016, in the LSU Ag Center.
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World of Wonder
AG Magic event connects people to farm life

From looking at different types of crops and digging
up worms to petting baby alligators, piglets and calves, the LSU
AgCenter’s AgMagic gives participants a taste of all that the field of
agriculture has to offer.
AgMagic takes tour groups through seven portals: Louisiana
4-H, “World of Wonder,” “Farming the Waters,” “Plant Products,”
“Bugs Rule!,” “Animals Produce For You” and “Farm Gate to Dinner
Plate.” These seven portals show event-goers the different aspects of
the wide field of agriculture, from forestry and wildlife and bugs to
working with livestock and growing fresh produce.
“The whole thing is very exciting to them, and I think
they realize that the agriculture is very broad,” Frances Gould,
AgMagic coordinator and AgCenter communications and public
relations director, said. “It’s not just cotton and rice and sugarcane.
[Agriculture] affects every part of their life.”
Every year, AgMagic has 8,000-10,000 visitors. The week-long
event hosts school groups for five days and then is open to the public
for two days. School children, ranging from preschoolers to teens in
junior high, visit AgMagic with their school groups. The groups come
mostly from a nine-parish perimeter around Baton Rouge, but some
groups come from as far as St. Charles Parish and Lafayette, Gould
said.
Animal sciences assistant professor Shannon Cruzen said
seeing the livestock often makes the children excited, sometimes too
excited, but serves as a good learning experience.
“A lot of the kids here, they’re urban kids only, they’ve never
been exposed to any of this, so realizing where their food comes from
is really important,” Cruzen said.

Ashley Boyle, first grade teacher at Tanglewood Elementary
School, said that the event is often memorable for the children.
“They hear about cows and goats and crawfish and dirt, but
they often don’t get to see it,” Boyle said. “I mean them walking into
the room and seeing the huge cow, it’s like a huge impact. They’re
definitely going to remember it.”
AgMagic is a free event that offers a great interactive
experience that children love, Gould said, which brings schools back
year after year to expose students to agriculture.
Because the event is free, the funding comes from the state
and sponsors, and the event is run by volunteers, Gould said. In 2015,
nearly 500 volunteers, ranging from high schoolers to retirees, donated
1633 hours of their time to help make the event happen, Veronica Del
Bianco, volunteer and leadership development specialist, said.
All the exhibits are stocked and run by members of the LSU
community, with the exception of a few livestock animals, Gould
said. Entomology professor Rodrigo Diaz, who helps run the bug
exhibit and displays Madagascar hissing cockroaches, a scorpion
and a tarantula for event-goers to see, said that while the children
are typically afraid of the bugs at first, they love it once someone
comes forward to hold or touch one. Diaz said he finds that AgMagic
provides a good opportunity to show children the different aspects of
agriculture.
“This [is] nice exposure to diversity in the broad sense of
agriculture, and they are just fascinated,” Diaz said. “The more colors
and movement, the more attractive to them.”
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Operatic

Groovin’ on the Grounds 2016

(Above) Ship of Fools before Groovin’ on Friday, April 08, 2016 at the PMAC.
(Right) Santigold headlines and gives a great performance at Groovin’ on Friday,
April 08, 2016 at the PMAC.

Battle of the Bands winners, Ship of Fools, performs at Groovin’ on Friday, April
08, 2016 at the PMAC.
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(Above) Danny Brown performs at Groovin’ on Friday, April 08, 2016 at the PMAC.
(Left) Santigold headlines and gives a great performance at Groovin’ on Friday, April 08,
2016 at the PMAC.
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Dare to Discover

Third annual Discover Day, retired Col. Al Worden keynote speaker
The University’s third annual Discover Day brought together
119 undergraduates and one astronaut to celebrate undergraduate
research and the achievements of University students. Retired Col. Al
Worden, an Apollo 15 astronaut and the Discover Day keynote speaker, said supporting education and research is key to humankind’s success in the future. “Humankind needs to be saved, but we don’t have
the tools, we don’t have the attitude and we don’t have the philosophy
to really do what needs to be done today,” Worden said. “It’s going to
take a lot of research to get us where we need to be. Research is critical
to our welfare in the future. If we give up on research we’re dead,
we’re dead in the water.”
Encouraging interest in research opportunities and supporting undergraduate researchers through workshops, financial support
and job matching is the mission of LSU Discover, said coordinator
Sarah Ferstel. Discover Day is the culmination of these efforts. Discover Day provides student researchers with the opportunity to practice
presenting their work to the public, with the added benefit of exposing non-student researchers to the value of undergraduate research,
Ferstel said. The event also gives undergraduates the opportunity to
celebrate their achievements, she said.
“We want them to be excited about their work and to be
proud, and to also recognize that LSU values what they do,” Ferstel said. Shelby Stewart, a psychology and criminology junior, said
research is a pillar of the University experience and it is important for
students to engage in research early in their undergraduate careers.
Stewart said research experiences can help guide students in
the process of discovering academic interests and future career paths,
or provide valuable experience for graduate school. Stewart and psychology and sociology junior Katherine Davis each conducted research
using data on e-cigarette usage and behaviors among college-aged
problematic drinkers. Seeing peers conducting research can be the
inspirational push many students need to consider pursuing research,
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Davis said.
Another benefit of research is the tenacity it inspires in students. Students involved in the LSU Discover program said individual
research allows them to overcome failure in a way not possible in the
classroom, Ferstel said. “In class when you fail that’s it,” Ferstel said.
“You fail a test or you fail a problem. But in research that’s not it.
You keep working at it until you figure it out. You learn how to work
through failure until you find the answer.” Being able to problem
solve and overcome failure was critical in Worden’s time as an astronaut. “Like in any research or test program, what happens is the thing
that bites you in the you-know-what is something you never thought
about,” Worden said.
Senior Emily Oakman, a natural resources and ecology
management major, said learning to utilize critical thinking skills is
the heart of research. Turning indistinguishable results into a conclusion that she could communicate and share with others to benefit the
community was the most rewarding aspect of her research experience,
Oakman said. Oakman conducted her research on the post-Katrina
soil-salinity of Bayou Sauvage National Wildlife Refuge in Lacombe,
Louisiana. Flood waters after the hurricane increased the salinity of
the soil and affected the growth of hardwood species of trees, impacting the habitat of the refuge.
Results from the study showed salinity levels are lowest
along the ridge of the refuge’s levee and the findings are providing
key information for the successful replanting of hardwood species in
the area. The findings are being incorporated into the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service’s management plans for the refuge and could have a
practical impact on the area, Oakman said. Many of her Discover Day
peers produced equally impactful and interesting work, she said. “It’s
awesome the findings that we’re coming up with as undergrads, this
young,” Oakman said. “We can solve problems, real problems, that are
very important.”

Psychology and sociology junior Katherine Davis explains her display titled
“E-Cigarette Use in College Students with Problematic Drinking Behaviors:
Validating the Electronic-Cigarette Attitudes Questionnaire,” Thursday, April
7, 2016 during LSU Discover Day in the LSU Student Union Royal Cotillion
Ballroom.

Those in attendance visit the different displays Thursday, April 7, 2016
during LSU Discover Day in the LSU Student Union Royal Cotillion Ballroom.

Colonel Al Worden, an Apollo 15 astronaut, gave a keynote address Thursday, April 7, 2016 as part of LSU Discover Day in Nicholson Hall.

Biological sciences senior Katherine Eagan explains her display titled “Play
Streets for Safe Play,” Thursday, April 7, 2016 during LSU Discover Day in
the LSU Student Union Royal Cotillion Ballroom.
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LSU’s Lighthouse Program group stands in front of Tiger Stadium to show
strength in the face of the quantity of game-day related sexual crimes.

Tackling a Crisis

LSU’s Lighthouse Program brings attention to the correlation of
sexual crimes on game days
Of the 12 rapes reported to LSUPD since 2010, all but one
occurred on LSU gamedays and gameday weekends, according to an
investigation by The Daily Reveille.
The LSUPD daily crime log for the past six years shows that
seven of the 12 reported rapes allegedly occurred on the day or weekend of an LSU football game, two on LSU basketball gamedays and
one on the day of an LSU baseball game. All of those games were at
home, except for one football game and one basketball game.
The University’s Lighthouse Program, which accepts reports
from survivors who may not have reported to LSUPD, has seen
increased reports of rape following home football games, said Seirra
Fowler, LSU Student Health Center Wellness and Health Promotion
assistant director.
Football gamedays create an environment dangerously
conducive to sexual assault, said kinesiology junior Camille Faircloth,
a student advocate for “We’re Committed,” a Student Government
initiative aimed at combatting sexual assault on campus.
“There’s alcohol present, there’s a huge number of people,
there’s so many distractions, it’s at night,” Faircloth said. “It’s during
those prime times when sexual assaults occur.”
Texas A&M University researcher Jason Lindo found that
college gamedays correlate with increased reports of rape. A December report by Lindo and his colleagues suggests that Division I football
gamedays are marked by 28 percent more reports of rape among 17- to
24-year-old victims.
Lindo’s research concluded that football games mark 253-770
additional rapes per year across all 128 Division IA football schools
— a category that includes LSU, University of Louisiana at Lafayette,
University of Louisiana at Monroe and Louisiana Tech University.
The research also showed reports of rape increased by 41 percent during college home games and increased by 15 percent during
away games. Reported rapes increased marginally when a team unexpectedly beat a higher-ranked opponent.
LSUPD spokesperson Capt. Marshall Walters said football
games are busy days for the department because, “you’re bringing
in 100,000 extra people” and bracing for more alcohol-related crime
incidents.
In response to a request for comment from LSU President
F. King Alexander, University spokesperson Ernie Ballard said in
an email, “The university, including LSU Police, the Student Health
Center, and other departments, strive to make the gameday experience
as safe as possible. LSU Police, along with public safety partners such
as state and city police, specifically target alcohol-related crimes on

football game days, along with the many other efforts to police the
game-day campus population … [We] want people to understand that
our university and community have no tolerance for [sexual assault].”
Vice Chancellor and Director of Athletics Joe Alleva did not
respond to a request for comment.
LSUPD spokesperson Lt. Kevin Scott attributes the increase
in reported rapes on gamedays to greater alcohol consumption.
“I see no reason for this to be shocking data ... It’s an energetic weekend,” he said. “Certainly, people are going to be more active.”
Scott said he sees an increase in every category of offense on
football gamedays — not just sexual assault — and not all reports of
rape to LSUPD guarantee a rape actually occurred.
Scott said he suspects national research identifying sexual
assault as underreported is factual, but said he is not sure about the
commonly cited statistic alleging one in five female college students
experience sexual assault at some point during their college career.
“If you surveyed 100 girls, or 1,000 female students on LSU’s
campus, will you really see one in five that say they’ve been sexually
assaulted, if they’re really being honest?” Scott said. “Is that accurate?
I mean, look at the numbers.”
Scott said he is skeptical of whether it is accurate to “rubberstamp” a national statistic on every individual community, and the
number of sexual assault reports received by LSUPD do not support
the “one in five” statistic.
But college women report completed or attempted rape to
law enforcement less than five percent of the time, according to a
report from the National Institute of Justice and the Bureau of Justice
Statistics.
Faircloth said LSUPD officers may have a skewed perspective
because they see the issue through the lens of received reports rather
than as female college students do — firsthand.
She said she expects more survivors are going to the Lighthouse Program and the LSU Women’s Center for help than to LSUPD.
The Campus Climate Survey, a recently completed community-wide study, aims to “assess the knowledge, perceptions and behaviors of [LSU] students, faculty and staff regarding sexual misconduct,”
according a December 2015 update to the University’s Title IX Policy.
Faircloth believes the study will reveal that the University
most closely aligns with a one-in-four ratio of sexual assault among
college women, which she considers the national average.
“We’re on a campus of 30,000 people,” she said. “A lot can get
lost behind that 30,000.”
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Early Engineers

LSU Engineering students inspire youth to love STEM
Hundreds of curious children and families filled the hallways
of the Louisiana Art and Science Museum during its third annual
Engineering Day on Saturday, April 2, 2016.
The event featured 24 stations with displays ranging from
3-D printers that produced bracelets in real time to ExxonMobil’s solar
powered miniature race cars. The variety of exhibits promoted curiosity and exploration as kids stared wide-eyed at cancer testing demonstrations and asked questions about bridge building.
Sheree Westerhaus, LASM’s Engineering Day coordinator,
said the museum started the event in 2014 to explore the connection
between art and science through engineering and design. Though the
event is targeted at children, an appreciation of science and engineering is not limited by age, she said.
“Parents and grandparents with these children really have
as much fun at it as anyone else,” Westerhaus said. “And that’s what
museums want to inspire — lifelong learning.”
Inspiring a love of STEM subjects at an early age is crucial,
Westerhaus said, because it helps children see that science and engineering are fun, not frightening, and it surrounds them every day.
University students were key in bringing a fun spirit to the
event and engaging the children, Westerhaus said.
Of the 24 groups presenting, nine were either directly from
the University or connected to it, and dozens of University students
manned exhibits and served as guides throughout the day.
“It’s priceless to watch the LSU students engaging with our
visitors and inspiring them,” she said.
Physics junior Irene Vargas-Salazar said exposing children to
the fun side of science helps dispel potential prejudices surrounding
who goes into STEM fields and what they do. Many children assume
physics is limited to solving mathematical equations, but making the
activities relatable helps open their eyes and spark interest, she said.
After getting them interested in science and engineering,
the volunteers encouraged attendees to consider a future in STEM for
themselves.
Computer science sophomore Leslie Morgan said breaking
down their sense of limitations, especially girls’,  is one of her personal
missions. The TigerRacing Formula SAE team member said events like
Engineering Day show children that their dreams are achievable.
“Events like this really draw a lot of different kids in from a
lot of different socioeconomic backgrounds,” Morgan said. “It’s really
great for kids to see events like this because not only do they not know
that it exists, but they don’t know that it’s so easy to become involved
in this.”
Many children think racing is limited to wealthy men with
sports cars and don’t realize becoming involved is as simple as
attending the University and joining the TigerRacing  team, she said.
Allowing them to get in the car, ask questions and interact with team
members shows them that anything is possible.
Aside from encouraging personal potential, the event also
explored engineering’s potential as a diverse and creative field.
Andrew Pfalz, a second year Ph.D. student in the Univer-
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sity’s Experimental Music and Digital Media program, said his field
explores new and different ways to create music through technology.
While engineering is a largely analytical field, Pfalz said, it’s also a
creative endeavor.
“It’s especially important for them to realize that just because
they’re in a STEM field doesn’t mean they can’t be creative,” Pfalz said.

Jake, 11, participates in a physics demonstration presented by the LSU Society of Physics Students Saturday, April 2, 2016, during Engineering Day at
the Louisiana Art & Science Museum.
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(Above) Chemical engineering sophomore Colleen Atkins explains the LSU College
of Engineering: Chemical Engineering activity Dr. Adam Melvin’s Counting Cancer Project Saturday, April 2, 2016, during Engineering Day at the Louisiana Art &
Science Museum.
(Left) Corinne, 5, plays with the LSU School of Music: Experimental Music &
Digital Media activity Engineering with Sound Saturday, April 2, 2016, during
Engineering Day at the Louisiana Art & Science Museum.

Visitors of all ages participate in Engineering Day activities Saturday, April 2, 2016, at the Louisiana Art & Science Museum.
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Kuku for Buku

Festival goers enjoy the first day of Buku Music + Art Project on Friday, Mar. 11, 2016 at Mardi Gras World in New Orleans.

Crystal Castles perform during the first day of Buku Music + Art Project on
Friday, Mar. 11, 2016 in the Ball Room in Mardi Gras World, New Orleans.
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Illenium performs during the first day of Buku Music + Art Project on
Friday, Mar. 11, 2016 in the VIP s.s. Buku in Mardi Gras World, New
Orleans.
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Festival goers enjoy the first day of Buku Music + Art Project
on Friday, Mar. 11, 2016 at Mardi Gras World in New Orleans.

Festival goers walk through the funky entrance on the first day of Buku Music + Art Project on Friday, Mar. 11, 2016 at Mardi Gras World in New Orleans.

A music artist thanks New Orleans on the first day of Buku Music + Art Project on Friday, Mar. 11, 2016 at Mardi Gras World.
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Madison Childers and 4 year old J.V. flies their kites during the 12th Annual Kite Fest
Louisiane on Saturday, April 2, 2016 at the West Baton Rogue Soccer Complex.

5 year old Kylee gets her face
painted by a clown during the
12th Annual Kite Fest Louisiane
on Saturday, April 2, 2016 at
the West Baton Rogue Soccer
Complex.
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Flyin’ High
LSU’s Kite Festival

(Left) 6 year old Tyler flies his kite during the 12th Annual Kite
Fest Louisiane on Saturday, April 2, 2016 at the West Baton Rogue
Soccer Complex.
(Below) A giant octupus kite flies over the field during the 12th
Annual Kite Fest Louisiane on Saturday, April 2, 2016 at the West
Baton Rogue Soccer Complex.
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International Fusion
Art, music, and dance cultural showcase

The International Student Association hosted music, dance
and fashion performances from a multitude of cultures at International
Fusion on Sunday night, April 3, 2016. The event held in the Student
Union Theatre opened with a reception in which tables displayed
clothing, art and traditions from around the world. Students from
Nepal, Oman, Sri Lanka and many other countries answered questions
and taught attendees about their respective homelands. “It’s a representation of the melting pot of LSU ... an annual event that’s bringing
us all together,” said Kenyan management graduate student Habiba
Alambo.
The Sri Lankans and other tables offered to translate names
into their languages and presented attendees with calligraphy of the
results. “We [Sri Lankans] have very little population here,” chemistry graduate student Jeewan Ranasinghe said. “This is a good chance
to provide people with our culture, our dances, our letters; so many
things.” Others wanted to also dispel misinformation about their home
countries. Electrical engineering graduate student Hamed Shamkhali
said he hoped information on traditional calligraphy, handmade jewelry, and literature would help counter negative portrayals of Iranian
people in the media.
“We try to show that we’re coming from a rich culture,”

Shamkhali said. “We are very friendly, we are very peaceful.” After
the reception, International Fusion moved into the Student Union
Theater for cultural performances from around the world. The show
commenced with the audience being greeted in a variety of languages.
Presentations included magic tricks, Bengali dancing, Chinese Yue
opera and Costa Rican violin solos. “It is a very good opportunity for
people from all over the world to get familiar with other’s countries
and cultures,” said Shamkhali.
Bands like The Oligarchs and Chai And Coffee made of
players from a variety of countries combined musical influences from
diverse backgrounds in their music. The festivities briefly halted for
representatives of the LSU Alumni Association to take the stage and
announce the recipients of the 2016 International Student Scholarships. The group presented four awards to eligible undergraduate and
graduate students, two for men and two for women. After the performances ended, audience members, performers and organizers alike
were invited to meet at the International Cultural Center for a dinner
featuring a variety of dishes from around the world. “The world is
beautiful, it is a diverse place, and that’s what I want them to know,”
Alambo said.

The International Student Association presents Yue Opera: Peacocks Travelling Apart during
the 6th annual International Fusion on Sunday, April 3, 2016 at the LSU Student Union.
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The International Student Association present The Oligarchs during the 6th
annual International Fusion on Sunday, April 3, 2016 at the LSU Student
Union.

The International Student Association presents a contemporary Indian dance
during the 6th annual International Fusion on Sunday, April 3, 2016 at the
LSU Student Union.

The International Student Association presents Caribbean Dance during
the 6th annual International Fusion on Sunday, April 3, 2016 at the LSU
Student Union.
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Grieving Ceremony

5,000-year-old Indian Mounds marked as perfect spot for the
15th annual ceremony
Rumored to have been an ancient ritual space, licensed clinical social worker and graduate adjunct faculty member Sherry Smelley
thought the 5,000-year-old Indian Mounds would mark the perfect
spot for her 15th annual Honoring and Remembering Ceremony on
Monday. When Smelley started teaching her graduate-level grief and
bereavement class at the University, the country had just suffered
the 9/11 attacks. To honor all military personnel, first responders and
loved ones who lost their lives or risk their lives every day, Smelley
helped her first class organize a University ritual to honor their
sacrifice. She said rituals are “universal” because they have been an
integral part of societies across the globe throughout history.
“It seems to bring people together as a community ... there’s
this symbolic connection to the persons that have been lost,” Smelley
said. Besides the Indian Mounds, other aspects of the ceremony held
cultural significance as well. The LSU ROTC participated in both a
presentation and exit of colors as a way to recognize men and women
in the military. A reading of Alfred, Lord Tennyson’s poem “Charge
of the Light Brigade” and a guitar rendition of the Dixie Chicks’ song
“Travelin’ Soldier” followed. Organizers illustrated the feeling of loss
through the poem “Our Little Candle” and James Taylor song “Fire
and Rain.”
Next, attendees commemorated the lives of those they had
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lost with a reading of Mary Elizabeth Frye’s “Do Not Stand At My
Grave and Weep,” followed by a performance of Jeff Buckley’s “Hallelujah.” To wrap up the ritual, a bagpiper played the “Scottish WalkAway,” a Scottish tradition in which the bagpiper continues playing
melodies as he walks away from a funeral until he is out of sight. The
bagpiper symbolizes the spirit of the deceased person, gone but not
forgotten. Social work graduate student Alex Hazlaris said the class
began working on the ceremony the first day of the semester. Through
Smelley’s class, she said she has learned how to handle grief in a
healthy way.
“There’s no quick fix for loss,” Hazlaris said. “It’s just a part
of life and something we have to deal with.” Though most students
enrolled in the class learn how to provide comfort to their future clients, Hazlaris said it has also been beneficial for the students’ personal
lives. Grief is different for everybody, she said. Though people grapple
with loss in various ways, Smelley said grief is overall “an expression
of love.” Mass communication freshman Adrienne Falgout attended
the ceremony to remember two of her childhood friends who passed
away. Though she did not bring a memento, she said she thought it
would be nice to participate in a peaceful ritual honoring them. “I
meant to bring some flowers,” Falgout said. “They remind me of life,
and it’s nice to think about life when people die.”

Sherry Smelley’s graduate social work class celebrates a ceremony to honor and remember military personnel, first responders, and loved ones who have passed away on Monday, Apr. 25, 2016 in the Indian Mounds at LSU.

Sherry Smelley’s graduate
social work class releases
balloons that symbolized
military personnel, first responders, and loved ones who
have passed away on Monday,
Apr. 25, 2016 in the Indian
Mounds at LSU.

The bagpipes were played to honor and remember military personnel, first
responders, and loved ones who have passed away on Monday, Apr. 25, 2016
in the Indian Mounds at LSU.
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The LSU ROTC stand at attention to honor and remember military personnel, first responders, and loved ones who have passed away on Monday, Apr.
25, 2016 in the Indian Mounds at LSU.
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Ready to Rock

Posters display reseach and scientific communication
The Department of Geology and Geophysics is ready to rock.
The department began its annual Rockstar Poster
Competition, a forum for student research and scientific
communication on Thursday, April 21, 2016. Fourteen undergraduates
and 21 graduate students are participating in this year’s competition.
Geology professor Barbara Dutrow, the event’s co-organizer,
said the competition allows students to experience a broad range
of interests, from theoretical studies to field-based research. The
open forum provides the perfect setting for communication and
collaboration across interests, she said.
“We get so siloed in what we do that we often don’t know
what our next door neighbors are doing, and this provides an outreach
opportunity,” Dutrow said.
Geology junior Jessica Villers said the competition is the
perfect opportunity to network with peers and professors who can
provide valuable research critiques. Questioning peers and receiving
tips from fellow researchers is the best way to fully understand
research and grow as a researcher, she said.
Co-organizer and geology professor Darrell Henry said the
collaborative learning environment can often benefit students just as
much as formal learning in the classroom.
“It’s not only what we do for them, it’s what they do for each
other,” Henry said. “The students learn probably as much from each
other as they learn from us.”
Dutrow said working in a collaborative work environment or
engaging in a collaborative space is important for today’s workforce.
Being able to collaborate while also having ownership of a project is an
important facet of research students learn while preparing for events
like the Rockstar Poster Competition, she said.

Having ownership of research and being able to apply
classroom skills to a real-world setting also inspires a strong work
ethic, Villers said.
Geology senior Megan Borel agreed.
“As an undergraduate, it helps you to stay motivated,”
Borel said. “For me, I was such a better student once I started to do
undergraduate research because it was something that I could actually
apply geology to.”
Dutrow said an important aspect of applying geological
concepts in real-world settings is accepting that a clear cut answer
often does not exist.
“There’s often, in science, no black and white answers,”
Dutrow said. “There’s a large area of gray, like probabilities, and that’s
sometimes difficult for students to learn because you teach them a
concept and it’s this or that.”
Conducting research helps students develop the critical
thinking skills necessary to address these gray areas, Henry said.
Geology professor and co-organizer Peter Doran said critical
thinking skills and learning to communicate research findings is
crucial for future job success. Presenting their research findings
within the department allows students to practice the scientific jargon
and presentation format they would experience in a professional
conference setting, he said.
Henry said the competition’s student-centric nature also
offers a low-pressure environment for students to practice presenting
their research findings. Four judges from the college and outside
departments will judge the students on their visuals, presentation and
quality of communication.
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The LSU Department of Geology and Geophysics host the Rockstar Poster Competition in Howell-Russel Hall on
Thursday April 21, 2016, on LSU campus.

The LSU Department of Geology and Geophysics professors Dr. Barbara Dutrow (right), Dr. Darrell Henry (center),
and Dr. Peter Doran (left) go through the poster entries for the Rockstar Poster Competition in Howell-Russel Hall
on Thursday April 21, 2016, on LSU campus.
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(Right) LSU Agriculture College Council President,
Adam Barrilleaux, Agriculture College Council Senator, Ariel Bergeron, and Agricultural College Council Member-at-large, Braxton Hartshorn, hand out
snacks to students as part of Student Government’s
Finals Fuel program on April 26, 2016 in the Tureaud
Courtyard.
(Below) The LSU College of Agriculture hands out
snacks to students as part of Student Government’s
Finals Fuel program on April 26, 2016 in the Tureaud
Courtyard.
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Fueling for Finals

LSU Agriculture College helps prepare students for finals week

LSU Agriculture College Council Senator, Ariel Bergeron, and Agricultural College Council Member-at-large, Braxton Hartshorn, hand out snacks to students as part of Student Government’s Finals Fuel program on April 26, 2016 in the Tureaud Courtyard.
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Starving the Beast
Documentary gives A closer look at “on-going power
struggle” in higher ed

The Journalism Building’s Holliday Forum welcomed political strategist James Carville, film professor-turned-director Steve
Mims and LSU President F. King Alexander for a nighttime screening
of Mims’ “Starving the Beast” documentary on Monday night, April
18, 2016. According to its press kit summary, “Starving the Beast”
takes a closer look at the “on-going power struggle” between politically-driven market forces and public universities which plagues college
campuses nationwide. The film also follows the “philosophical shift”
of public universities from a societal good to a value proposition,
examining cases at the University of Wisconsin, University of Virginia,
University of North Carolina, University of Texas and Texas A&M,
along with LSU.
After a Texas Board of Regents scandal made its way to his
UT-Austin campus, Mims got to work on the three-and-a-half-year
filmmaking process that would become “Starving the Beast.” When
one of the Regents members was almost impeached, Mims said he
delved into the story, which led him to an education reform movement sweeping the nation. Working backwards, he said he discovered
privatization of public education started making waves in Texas in
2008. “A lot of the reform ideas they had were antithetical to the ideas
of a university,” Mims said. Alexander said national public universities average $29,000 per student, whereas private universities nearly
double with a $60,000 investment per student. He said new policies
offer an “escape clause” to public state legislators vying for reelection.
Manship Chair in Journalism Bob Mann, who was featured
in the documentary, said the narrative focuses on two primary issues

— the ripple effect caused by the defunding of higher education and
the diminishing the purpose of universities. By cutting university
budgets, he said state governments can cause instructional quality to
decline, which in turn leads to more cuts. “You’re creating an environment that is guaranteed to fail, and then you’re punishing them for the
failure that you helped create,” Mann said. Additionally, Mann said
the guiding principles of historic institutions of higher learning — to
foster a community of educated citizens and promote a higher level
of thinking — have been morphed into a free marketplace model. In a
question-and-answer session following the screening, Carville told a
packed room he viewed the commodification of public higher education as borderline “criminal.”
“We are taking money from young people and giving it to
campaign donors,” Carville said. “What we’re seeing is, at a minimum,
a massive act of immorality.” In a new reality where STEM programs
claim the most dollars, Mann said the arts and humanities ought not
only to be tolerated, but celebrated. If the humanities program leaves a
place like LSU, he said it is no longer a flagship university. Mims said
he hopes “Starving the Beast” provides viewers with a greater awareness and deeper understanding of the issues public higher education
faces today. Comparing the dilemma to a 12-step program, Mims
said the first step the public must make is admitting there is a problem. Framing the narrative, Carville said the public needs to reclaim
state-funded universities or else bear the consequences.“You could
have the Koch brothers draw up your curriculum for you,” Carville
said in the documentary. “They’d be happy to do it, no problem.”

Dean Jerry Ceppos addresses the crowd before the showing of director Steve Mims’ Starving the
Beast: The Battle to Disrupt and Reform America’s Public Universities on Monday, April 18, 2016 in
Manship’s Holliday Forum.
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Political Strategist James Carville speaks during a panel after the showing of director Steve Mims’ Starving the Beast: The
Battle to Disrupt and Reform America’s Public Universities on Monday, April 18, 2016 in Manship’s Holliday Forum.

President F. King Alexander speaks during a panel after the showing of
director Steve Mims’ Starving the Beast: The Battle to Disrupt and Reform
America’s Public Universities on Monday, April 18, 2016 in Manship’s Holliday Forum.

Manship Chair in Journalism Bob Mann addresses the crowd before the
showing of director Steve Mims’ Starving the Beast: The Battle to Disrupt
and Reform America’s Public Universities on Monday, April 18, 2016 in
Manship’s Holliday Forum.

Photo • Emily Brauner
Story • Caitie Burkes
Design • Taylor Gonsoulin
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Art City

Rising talents from Baton Rouge

Local game developer Godric Johnson of Jetstreame has created a new
dystopian visual novel game called “Cyberpunk Cassanova” which was
showcased at the Spring 2016 edition of Pop! Smart Show.

Local game developer Godric Johnson of Jetstreame has created a new dystopian visual novel game called “Cyberpunk Cassanova” which was showcased at
the Spring 2016 edition of Pop! Smart Show.
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Local game developer Godric Johnson of Jetstreame has created a new dystopian visual novel game called “Cyberpunk Cassanova” which was showcased at
the Spring 2016 edition of Pop! Smart Show.

Doe Paoro, an indie-pop singer, performs Wednesday, January 20, 2016 at KLSU.
Photo • Anjana Nair
Design • Courtney Beesch
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Locals
Rising bands from Louisiana

Shaunzy performed at an underground concert on
Saturday, March 5, 2016 at The Spanish Moon.
Wingate Jones, The Daily Reveille
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Shaunzy performed at an underground concert on Saturday, March 5, 2016 at
The Spanish Moon. Wingate Jones, The Daily Reveille

Sam Craft of Sweet Crude performs Friday, April 22, 2016 at Gasa Gasa in New Orleans.
Greta Jines, The Daily Reveille

(Above) Alexis Marceaux of Sweet Crude performed Friday, April 22,
2016 at Gasa Gasa in New Orleans. Greta Jines, The Daily Reveille
(Left) Sam Craft of Sweet Crude performs Friday, April 22, 2016 at Gasa
Gasa in New Orleans. Greta Jines, The Daily Reveille

Design • Courtney Beesch
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(Above): Cast members perform “The White Bicycle” which will be
running on April 20-24 in the Hopkins Black Box Theater.
(Right) Communication Studies Doctoral candidate, Nicole Costantini, is the director of “The White Bicycle” running on April
20-24th at the Hopkins Black Box Theater.

Photo • Nicholas Martino
Design • Marlie Lynch
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White Bicycle
The White Bicycle is performed in the Hopkins Black Box Theater
Cast members perform “The White Bicycle” which will be running on
April 20-24 in the Hopkins Black Box Theater.
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Stronger

Gabrielle Union addresses sexual assault,
self-confidence in presentation
Actress and social activist Gabrielle Union came to the University not as a character, but her genuine self on Wednesday, April
26, 2016. A Q&A-style speech was hosted in the Pete Maravich Assembly Center by the Gamma Zeta chapter of Delta Gamma Fraternity
with Union as the key speaker. This served as part of their Lectureship
in Values and Ethics national program. The lectureship was the fourth
done by Delta Gamma at the University, with others in 2008, 2011
and 2013. The Delta Gamma Foundation gives grants to 19 campuses
around the country to fund the program, which was established by
Dr. Paul Martin and Dorothy “Dotty” Garrett Martin to encourage the
discussion of values and ethics in an open forum.
Chad Sabadie, a University alumnus and anchor for WVLA
Local 33 News in Baton Rouge moderated the presentation. “Gabrielle
Union is well-known for having overcome adversity and is seen as a
role model to young women everywhere,” Delta Gamma director of
public relations Marissa Torres said. “As a campus community, we
had some very serious conversations recently regarding sexual assault
and we saw this as a way to bring national recognition to a conversation already happening on our campus and within the Greek community.”
Union shared her story of sexual assault when she was raped
at 19 years old, during a robbery at her part-time summer job. She said
after her experience is when she became an activist for sexual assault
survivors and women’s health. “If you have information you know
could potentially change, or alter or inspire … if I have a rope that
I could toss out and save somebody, and I choose not to, I’m a bad
person,” Union said. “My journey is now part of my DNA and I just
want to share that with you guys.” She said she was very aware of her
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victimhood following the incident, and still is. Union said every day
she gets closer to taking back her voice and her power. She encouraged community support of sexual assault survivors.
“Give a damn before it happens to you,” Union said. “You
don’t need to be the victim or have it happen to someone in your family or one of your friends for you to care about sexual assault.” Union
discussed the necessity of self-love and staying true to oneself. Union
said her parents told her as a child that she had to be bigger, badder
and better just to be considered equal. This led to intense insecurities
and lack of confidence throughout her life, but now, she no longer
feels the need for validation from anyone.
“I can say now, at 43, after doing a lot of work on myself, I
am finally embracing my authentic, genuine self, and that self is a decent human being,” Union said. With a bachelor’s degree in sociology
from the University of California at Los Angeles, Union said she never
envisioned the path her career would take post graduation. After
Sabadie and Union’s interview, the floor was opened to the crowd for
questions. Attendees asked questions pertaining to Union’s success
as an African-American woman and how the attitude toward sexual
assault should change.
Union is also an ambassador for the Young Survival Coalition
and Susan G. Komen, as well as holding sexual violence awareness
discussions at the Rape Treatment Center at UCLA. “Lectureship is
a great way of making a scary subject like sexual assault less intimidating by opening a dialogue that pushes to break the stigma and
empower community members,” Torres said. “One of the many values
Delta Gamma was founded on was hope and hope is what I want
people to get.”

Actress and advocate Gabrielle Union speaks Tuesday, April 26, 2016 during
the Delta Gamma Lectureship in Values and Ethics in the PMAC.

Actress and advocate Gabrielle Union is presented with LSU gear Tuesday,
April 26, 2016 during the Delta Gamma Lectureship in Values and Ethics in
the PMAC.

Those in attendance ask actress and advocate Gabrielle Union questions
Tuesday, April 26, 2016 during the Delta Gamma Lectureship in Values and
Ethics in the PMAC.

Photo • Greta Jines
Story • Lauren Heffker
Design • Taylor Gonsoulin
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The 2016 Living Expo featured various off-campus housing options for students on March 2, 2016.
Courtesy of the Office of Student Media Marketing and Advertising
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Photo • Haskell Whittington
Design • Marlie Lynch
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The LSU Musical Theatre club rehearses their production titled “Singo de Mayo”
on Tuesday April 26, 2016, in the Music and Dramatic Arts building on LSU
campus.

Singo de Mayo

LSU Musical Theatre prepares for a festive production
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TigerRacing

LSU racing league competes in an international competition

Courtesy of TigerRacing
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Courtesy of TigerRacing

LSU TigerRacing is moving from parking lot trial runs to the
big leagues.
In May 2016, TigerRacing FormulaSAE team competed
against 119 collegiate teams at the FormulaSAE international competition in Brooklyn, Michigan, the largest of its kind in the world.
Mechanical engineering junior Eric Murrell, the team’s
powertrain chief engineer, said the team had been preparing for this
moment since May 2015. The preparation work began shortly after the
completion of the 2015 competition, when the team gathered to assess
the shortcomings of the 2015 car and plan changes for the upcoming
year’s car, he said.
The team decided to adjust the car’s weight bias rearward
and altered the style of the car’s rear differential, changing how the car
handles and the way it drives, he said. Murrell, one of the team’s competition drivers, said the changes made the car both faster and easier
to operate.
Mechanical engineering sophomore Van Le, the team’s
engine internals subsystem lead, said another important change was
redesigning the car’s transmission. Le altered the car’s transmission
from a motorcycle style arrangement to a car set-up, making it easier
for the drivers to quickly shift gears during competition.
Another of Le’s duties involved assessing the viability of
engine parts and ensuring the car’s engine was in peak operating condition.
“One goal for the team that we really stressed last year and
this year was reliability,” Le said. “At competition, it’s really critical
that you don’t run into any issues during competition, and having
engine issues is really the worst thing that could happen because it’s
very vital for the car to run.”
Another point of focus was being able to successfully communicate the car’s design to an audience, Le said. The first part of the

competition, the static event, involved justifying the car’s design to
judges in both engineering and business presentations.
The car is judged on its adherence to competition rules,
overall design quality and cost efficiency. The engineering portion
is followed by a business presentation, in which the team emulates
a company and competes in a “Shark Tank” style business pitch to a
panel of judges, Le said.
From there, the team moves on to the most challenging portion: the dynamic events. Le said the events — endurance, acceleration, skidpad and autocross — are a challenge for many teams. If a
portion of a car’s design is flawed, this is where the team will struggle
the most.
Though the team hoped to compete well against the other
collegians, Murrell said the competition is less about podium standing
and more about how the car stacks up compared to previous years’
performances.
“We really don’t worry about the place so much as the point
score increasing because the point score more accurately reflects that
our knowledge in the car increased,” Murrell said.
In 2016 the team set a goal to increase its overall score to 650
out of 1,000, up from the previous year’s score of 572, he said. If the
point increase also boosted the team’s scoreboard standing, that’s just
an added bonus, Murrell said.
The team’s focus on growth and improvement isn’t limited
to its competition score. Le said the team grew from 21 to 31 active
members in the 2016 school year, and hopes to continue attracting
passionate students.
“Before it was really a small group of friends who recruited
some people,” Le said. “We’re going to try to expand that to be more
immersive with the student body, be more inclusive to other majors
beside engineering and build our administrative side.”

Story • Katie Gagkiano
Design • Marlie Lynch
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The 2016 crawfish season in Louisiana saw particularly large crawfish and high demand.
Emily Brauner, The Daily Reveille
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Venture Challenge

(Above) History and political
science senior Aaron Koenck
explains his business,
Louisiana Decoy Company,
Wednesday, April 13, 2016
as part of the LSU Student
Incubator’s Venture Challenge at the Lod Cook Alumni
Center.
(Right) Mechanical engineering sophomore Reed Stephens
(left) and Mandeville High
School senior Riley Stephens
pitch their business, Ambici,
Wednesday, April 13, 2016
as part of the LSU Student
Incubator’s Venture Challenge at the Lod Cook Alumni
Center.
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(Above) The four finalists pose
with their checks Wednesday, April
13, 2016 after the winners were
announced as part of the final round
of the LSU Student Incubator’s
Venture Challenge at the Lod Cook
Alumni Center.
(Left) Geology graduate student
Caroline Broderick (pictured) and
University alumna Erin McCreery
present their business, Lagniappe
Onshore, Wednesday, April 13,
2016 as part of the LSU Student
Incubator’s Venture Challenge at
the Lod Cook Alumni Center.

Photo • Greta Jines
Design • Valencia Richardson
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Baseball

Cincinnati
Lamar		
Sacramento St.
Nicholls		
Fordham
Louisiana Tech
Ball St.		
New Orleans
Alabama
UL Lafeyette
Texas A&M
Tulane		
Auburn		
Southern
Vanderbilt
McNeese St.
Grambling

W,W,W
L
W,L,W
W
W,W,W
W
L,W,W
W
L,L,W
W
L,W,L
L
L,W,W
W
W,W,L
L
W

Men’s Basketball

Southwest Baptist (Exhibition)
W 98-72
McNeese St. (Exhibition		
W 81-70
W 91-69
Kennesaw St.			
South Alabama			
W 78-66
Marquette			
L 80-81
NC State				
L 72-83 (OT)
Charleston			
L 58-70
W 119-108
North Florida			
Houston				
L 98-105 (OT)
Gardner Webb			
W 78-57
Oral Roberts			
W 100-77
American			
W 79-51
L 71-77
Wake Forest			
Vanderbilt			
W 90-82
Kentucky			
W 85-67
Florida				 L 62-68
Ole Miss				
W 90-81
W 76-74
Arkansas			
Texas A&M			
L 57-71
Alabama			
W 72-70
Georgia				 W 89-85
Oklahoma			
L 75-77
Auburn				 W 80-68
Mississippi St.			
W 88-77
South Carolina			
L 83-94
Texas A&M			
W 76-71
Alabama			
L 69-78
Tennessee 			
L 65-81
Arkansas			
L 65-85
Florida				 W 96-91
Missouri				 W 80-71
Kentucky			
L 77-94
Tennessee 			
W 84-75
Texas A&M			
L 38-71
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Gymnastics

Oklahoma		
W
NC State			
W
Kentucky		
W
Metroplex Challenge
2nd place
Arkansas		
W
Georgia			
L
Auburn			
W
Florida			
W
Alabama		
W

Softball

Ohio State		
W
North Florida		
W
Conneticut		 W
Pacific			
L
Pacific			
W
Arizona			L
Bethune Cookman
W
UC Santa Barbara		
W
UCF			W
UCLA			W
South Alabama		
W
Illinois St.		
W
Illinois St.		
W
W
Texas Tech		
Texas Tech		
W
UL Monroe		
W
Memphis 		
W
Tennesse Tech		
W
Liberty			W
Louisiana Tech		
W
Tennessee Tech		
W
Longwood		 W
Longwood		 W
Alabama		W
Alabama		L
Alabama		W
Louisiana Tech		
W
Texas A&M		
L
Texas A&M		
W
Texas A&M		
L
Nicholls			W
Florida			L
Florida			L
Florida			L
Georgia			W
Georgia			W
Georgia			L
Southern Miss		
W
Kentucky		 L
Kentucky		 L
Kentucky		 L
Southern Louisiana
W

Women’s Basketball
Union		
W 88-58
Wake Forest
L 57-60
UL-Monroe
W 61-54 (OT)
Little Rock
W 57-51
Long Beach St
W 59-53
Tulane		
L 63-67
Purdue		
L 52-69
Marist		
W 72-49
Maine		
L 41-52
Texas Southern
W 86-36
UC Santa Barbara W 68-50
Rutgers		
L 57-69
UConn		
L 40-86
Samford		
L 44-47
L 45-62
Alabama
Ole Miss
W 76-57
Texas A&M
L 33-53
L 42-58
Vanderbilt
Florida		
L 45-53
Arkansas
L 44-48
W 43-46
Georgia		
Missouri		
L 46-52
L 53-63
Auburn		
Mississippi
L 52-71
L 58-70
Kentucky
Georgia		
L 42-58
Texas A&M
L 54-68
W 57-56
Tennessee
Florida		
L 56-82
L 39-75
South Carolina
Alabama
W 58-49
Kentucky
L 71-79

Football

McNeese State		
Mississippi State		
Auburn			
Syracuse			
Eastern Michigan		
South Carolina		
Florida			
Western Kentuckty
Alabama		
Arkansas		
Texas A&M		
Texas Tech (Texas Bowl)

Cancelled
W 21-19
W 45-21
W 34-24
W 44-22
W 45-24
W 35-28
W 48-20
L 16-30
L 14-31
W 19-7
W 56-27

Scoreboards
Men’s Tennis

Mississippi State		
W
USF			
L
Rice			
L
Drake			
W
Nicholls			
W
North Florida		
W
Stetson			
W
Lamar			
W
Tulane			
L
Florida			
L
Auburn			
W
Alcorn St.		
W
Ole Miss			
L
Arkansas		 L
Alabama		 L
Mississippi St.		
L
Vanderbilt		 W
Brown			
W
South Carolina		
W
Georgia 			
L
New Orleans		
W
Tennessee		 W
Kentucky		 W

Women’s Tennis
Nicholls		
Southern
DePaul		
Georgia Tech
Rice		
Oklahoma St
North Carolina
Michigan
NC State		
Maryland
South Alabama
Tulane		
New Orleans
Arizona		
Alabama
Auburn		
Ole Miss		
Mississippi State
Kentucky
Vanderbilt
Arkansas
Missouri		
Florida		
South Carolina
Georgia 		
Tennessee

Volleyball

UC Irvine		
L
Rice			L
Texas			L
Ohio			L
Michigan		 L
Xavier (Ohio)		
W
Purdue			L
Miami (FL)		
L
LIU-Brooklyn		
W
Cal St. Northridge
W
New MExico		
W
Arkansas		 L
South Carolina		
W
Georgia			W
Auburn			L
Tennessee		 W
Mississippi St.		
W
Alabama		L
Texas A&M		
L
Auburn			W
Tennessee		 L
Kentucky		 L
Missouri			L
Arkansas		 L
Ole Miss			L
Florida			L
Kentucky		 L
L
Mississippi St.		
Alabama		L

Swimming

Tulane (Women)		
Wyoming (Men)		
Northern Arizona (W)
Wyoming (W)		
Wyoming (M)		
Northern Arizona (W)
Wyoming (W)		
SMU (M)		
SMU (W)
Virginia Tech (M Day 2)
Kentucky (M)		
Kentucky (W)		
Virginia Tech (W Day 2)
Missouri (W)		
Missouri (M)		
Texas A&M (M)		
Texas A&M (W)		

W
L
W
W
L
W
W
W
W
L
L
W
W
W
L
L
L

W
W
W
W
W
W
L
L
W
W
L
W
W
W
W
L
W
L
W
L
W
W
L
L
L
W
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LSU interdisciplinary studies senior Wendy Gilley appealed to Student Senate requesting the Tiger Athletic Foundation and LSU Athletics to enforce the Americans with
Disabilities Act and allow students to utilize handicapped parking spaces on gameday.
Olivia Ramirez, The Daily Reveille
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Photo • Karen Welsh
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It’s Not Goodbye

Graduation highlights from Summer 2015, Fall 2015 and Spring 2016

Photo • Lifetouch Photography
Design • Valencia Richardson
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It’s See You Later

Graduation highlights from Summer 2015, Fall 2015 and Spring 2016
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Aariel Charbonnet

Aaron Esteve

Aaron Guillot

Aaron Koenck

Aaron McCloud

Aason Barbato

Abbey Brown

Abby Earles

Abigail Becnel

Abigail Leger

Acacia Freeman

Adam Fournier

Adam Fuller

Adam Lawrence

Adam Miller

Adam Talley

Addison Drouant

Adriana Gaitan

Adrianna Castilla

Adrianne Poe

Adrienne Ourso

Afsane
Mogharahabed

Ahmad Abufadaleh

Ahsennur Soysal
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Aimee Richard

Akram Nabiyev

Alaena Gadwill

Alain Luu

Alaysia Brown

Alec Vicknair

Alesia Anderson

Alex Clavelle

Alex Perdomo

Alex Sorapuru

Alex-Sandra Orso

Alexa Martin

Alexander DeRojas

Alexander Kuudsen

Alexander Largent

Alexandra Cheung

Alexandra Chiasson

Alexandra Gaudin

Alexandra
Hnatyshyn

Alexandra Hohensee

Alexandra Rosen

Alexandra Williams

Alexandria Medine

Alexis Adams
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Alexis Dezayas

Alice Mamalepot

Alicia Pierse

Alicia Williams

Alisha Armstead

Alison Rone

Alix Flinders

Allison D’Antoni

Allison Dupont

Allison Fontaine

Allison Green

Allison Simms

Allyce Trapp

Allyn LaCombe

Allyson Lunos

Alyssa Cooper

Alyssa Holms

Alyssa Williams

Alyssia Kraemer

Amanda Ahner

Amanda Arcuri

Amanda Ferguson

Amanda Kerry

Amanda Martin
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Amanda Mayhall

Amanda Poole

Amanda Reine

Amaya Hampton

Amber Galjour

Amber Moses

Amber Soileau

Amber Vlahos

Ameer Saleh

Amelie Hardy

Amy Braud

Amy Gonzales

Amy Vu

Ana Costa

Anam Waheed

Andre Hotard

Andrea Bodin

Andrea Howells

Andres Maduro

Andrew Arnold

Andrew Doerrfeld

Andrew Edwards

Andrew Karl

Andrew Mullet

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
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Andrew Olivier

Andrew Perkins

Andrew Sigle

Angela Corso

Angelica Icaza

Aniyah Foley

Ankur Mathur

Anna Giurintano

Anna McCulla

Anna Plaisance

Anna Robe

Anna Springett

Anne Burns

Annelise Bella

Annette Sommers

Annie Huynh

Ansley St Pierre

Anteneh Lisan

Antonya Kelley

April Simmons

Argelle Davis

Ariana Davis

Armand Daigle

Armand Jacques
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Armande Patterson

Armani Ricciardi

Asalsadat
Emamjomeh

Ashlea Arroyo

Ashleigh Jones

Ashleigh Keller

Ashleigh Piazza

Ashley Allemand

Ashley Ardeneaux

Ashley Authement

Ashley Bacon

Ashley Bodin

Ashley Greenfield

Ashley Guillory

Ashley Hurst

Ashley Joseph

Ashley Marionneaux

Ashley Pavel

Ashley Santana

Ashlyn Mathes

Ashton Byrd

Ashton Jorgensen

Asia Grigsby

Asia Williams

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
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Asta Harris

Atianna Cordova

Aubrey Cooper

Aubrey LeMaire

Audrey Demand

Austin Aucoin

Austin Baroni

Austin Becnel

Austin Bordelon

Austin Delery

Austin Hughes

Austin Knight

Austin Lee

Austin Walker

Autumn Hasty

Averee Smith

Avery Bryan

Babajide Ajayi

Bailey Crow

Bailey Davis

Basmal Ali

Bayleigh Miller

Ben Birdsall

Benjamin Omili Jr
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Bernadette Carriere

Bethany Gonzales

Bethany Roussel

Bettina Bausa

Bianca Webb

Blaine Chouest

Blaine Tatjel

Blaire Rispone

Blake Bathel

Blake Bellefontaine

Blake Capello

Blake Coburn

Blake Coleman

Blake David

Blake Tassin

Blane Palazzo

Blye Allen

Bo Kim

Bobby Kong

Bobby Roussel

Brad Bordreaux

Bradley Day

Brandi Jackson

Brandi Roberts
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Brandon Bollich

Brandon Borkat

Brandon Campbell

Brandon Cary

Brandon Collins

Brandon Johnson

Brandon LeBouefDunham

Brandon Tejeda

Brandy Malbrough

Braylin Breaux

Breanna Wells

Brent Chapuis

Brent Duenckel

Brent Puckett

Breon LaFleur

Brett Collier

Brett Hryszko

Brett Simpson

Brette Brian

Bria Antoine

Brian Duplantier

Brian Moroni

Brian Rees

Briana Collins
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Briana Collins

Briana Nelson

Brianne Broussard

Brianne Gilbert

Bridgette Smith

Brieanne Bourgeois

Brionne Bush

Brittany Adcox

Brittany Montecino

Brittany MurrayPiper

Brittany Naquin

Brittany Patterson

Brittany Stogner

Brittni Lanoux

Brock Poydras

Brody Vial

Brooke Barnidge

Brooke Chandler

Brooke Larsen

Brooke LeBlanc

Brooke McDonald

Brooke Roach

Bryan Mogrovejo

Bryanna Green
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Bryanna Stuart

Bryant Bourgeois

Bryant Hamilton

Bryce Benzine

Bryce Tramante

Byron Stelly

Cade Burgin

Cade Hoerner

Cai Mailhes

Caitlyn Chenevert

Caitlyn Luhrs

Caleb Massie

Caleb Tureau

Cameron Bennett

Cameron Blomquist

Cameron Toups

Camila Carvalho

Candace Booker

Candace Lantier

Candice Johnson

Canon Cockwell

Cara Oliver

Caralynn Ledet

Carey Laiche
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Carissa Burch

Carla Choucino

Carla Gallien

Carlie Amore

Carly Davis

Carly Melancon

Carly Thaxton

Caroline Hudson

Caroline Hulin

Caroline Palmer

Carolyn Stephens

Carrianna Werner

Carrie Dodson

Carrie Martinez

Carrington Cain

Carter Dean

Caryle Breuhl

Casey Buie

Casey Campos

Casey Guitreau

Casey LeBlanc

Casey Ochoa

Casey Savoie

Cassie Jian
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Catherine Briley

Catherine Jacobi

Catherine Santos

Catherine Slaton

Cathryn Guilott

Cecilia Hanson

Cecily Plaisance

Celeste Faciane

Chad Darby

Chad Lowe

Chance Bazar

Chanell Booker

Chantel Hamm

Chantler Robinson

Charles Champagne

Charles Guin

Charles LaGrange

Charles Voelker

Charlsye Johnson

Charlton Tramel

Chase Lizana

Chelsea Barker

Chelsea Harrell

Chelsea Swanson
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Chelsi Robertson

Chelsi Stevenson

Chelsie Draughter

Cherish Feaster

Chloe Gusler

Chloe Laborde

Chris Buser

Chris Handy

Christian Devereaux

Christian Hefley

Christian Remond

Christian Spear

Christie LaFever

Christina Plaia

Christopher Adams

Christopher Boagni

Christopher Brady

Christopher
Burchard

Christopher Dykes

Christopher Galli

Christopher
McVicker

Christopher Prieur Jr

Ciara Evans

Claire Wingerter
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Clara Williams

Cody Durbin

Cody Hufft

Cody Miller

Colby Delahoussaye

Colleen Manuel

Colleen Manuel

Colleen Murphy

Collette Tilly

Collin Babb

Colton Boudreaux

Conner Ardoin

Conner LeBlanc

Connor Bourgeois

Conrad Huber

Corey Guedry

Corrin Otillio

Corrin Remy

Corterious Hayden

Cory Treloar

Courtney Boudreaux

Courtney Farnet

Courtney Hollivay

Courtney
Hutchinson
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Courtney Jackson

Courtney Kuchler

Courtney Landry

Courtney Martin

Courtney Robichaux

Courtney Willhoft

Courtney Wright

Crystal Conner

Curtis Marcello

Dallas Ardoin

Dana Mattio

Dana Scalf

Dane LeCoq

Daniel Foaquet

Daniel Kirkland

Daniel LaCour

Daniel Ragus

Danielle Choate

Danielle Daigle

Danielle Dupuis

Danielle Harrell

Danielle Matherne

Danielle Tate

Danny Truong
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Darian Clement

Darion Mitchell

Darnell Theriot

Darnelle Cuyler

Darren Polk

Darron Jenkins

David Aucoin

David Bordelon

David Compton

David Ealy Jr

David Greco

David Hoang

David Lentz

David Mas

David Odenheimer

David Porter

David RobinsonMorris

David Scotton

David Wempe

Davis Peltier

De’Andra Roberts

Denzall Jackson

Derrel Wilright

Derrick McAllister
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Desiree Robertson

Desstin Alcorn

Devin Dufrene

Devin Murry

Devin Stowers

Devin Vallier

Devon Gering

Dexter Ellis

Di Wu

Diana Huynh

Diana Rose

Diana Trevino

Dillon Guillot

Dillon McGowan

Dillon Van Way

Dominique Abate

Dominique McShan

Dominique Smith

Donoven Williams

Drake Leonard

Drew Rebar

Dustin Dampier

Dwayne Carral

Dylan Ducote
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Dylan LeBlanc

Dylan Mace

Dylan Malbrough

Dylan Sanders

Dylan Vaughn

Dynesha Griffin

Ebun OlasowoBrown

Eden Bubrig

Elantria Coleman

Eleanor Brandon

Elena Kousoulas

Elena Roman

Eleni Alleman

Elizabeth Bicknell

Elizabeth Borda

Elizabeth Bourgeois

Elizabeth Coldewell

Elizabeth Dunning

Elizabeth Lopez

Elizabeth Moss

Ellen Foltz

Emelia Marshall

Emilie Dours

Emily Appleyard
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Emily Borne

Emily Carpenter

Emily Cotten

Emily Courville

Emily Daniel

Emily Eickhoff

Emily France

Emily Gibson

Emily Hooper

Emily Junot

Emily Lewis

Emily Riley

Emily Robb

Emily Rodriguez

Emily Suchman

Emily Sullivan

Emily Sullivan

Emily Tassin

Emily Walsh

Emily Williamson

Emma Todd

Erefaka Derefaka

Eric Prestenburg

Eric Prestley
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Erica Peterson

Erick Anton

Erick Flores

Erika Perez

Erin Forest

Erin Lombard

Erin Mendoza

Erin Peroy

Eryn Arrington

Esmail Ansari

Ethan Casiello

Ethan Collins

Evan Denoux

Evan Hart

Evan LeBlanc

Evan Rivere

Evan Sica

Faisal Alswailem

Farah Awad

Fernando Canchola

Francesca Holt

Frank Fincher

Gabriel AlarconCaine

Gabrielle Arceneaux
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Gabrielle Aucoin

Gabrielle Triche

Garrett Dinicola

Garrett Pope

Geena Marano

Genevieve Warren

George Fontenot

George Frangie

George Lorenz

Gerald Ducote

Gerald Ferro

Gerald Knapp

Gerard Fontevelle

Gerard Frosch

Gilles Nwankevtalla

Giselle Medina

Grace Lamy

Grant Blanchard

Gregory Davis Jr

Gregory Olson

Gretchen Liljeberg

Griffin Magee

Grisel Sandoval

Hailey Caldwell
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Haleigh Dean

Haley Capello

Haley Hutchins

Haley Karrigan

Haley Ortego

Haley Paulish

Han Guo

Hanna Darisson

Hannah Barkley

Hannah Gudan

Hannah
Krumpelbeck

Hannah Naquin

Hannah Pizzini

Hannah Skinner

Hannah Stinson

Hannah Toups

Hannah Wood

Harold Brown

Harry Frederick

Hayley Keller

Hayley Lavigne

Heather Borgstede

Heather
Girlinghouse

Heather Miller
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Heather Mizell

Heidi Dunne

Helen Ansley
Simpson

Henrietta Mofoke

Hilary Woods

Hillary Engelhardt

Hillary Nguyen

Holland Ledet

Holly LeBeau

Hongmin Jin

Hugo Shalom

Hunter Henderson

Hunter Mitchell

Hwnar Ibrahem

Isabella Jinete

Isabella Medina

Isabelle Vea

Jace Comeaux

Jacob Cobb

Jacob Cotton

Jacob Dearmon

Jacob McCann

Jacob Smitherman

Jacob Stuntz
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Jacqueline McCarthy

Jacquelyn Goller

Jacques Dennis

Jada Davis

Jade Duplessis

Jade Franke

Jade Owens

Jake Shows

JaKeyna Holmes

Jalea Jackson

Jalen Gabson

James Bellou

James Blackburn

James Champagne

James Crouch

James Moran

James Ramsey IV

Jamesha Littles

Jamie Amato

Jamie FernandezZmolik

Jamie Giffin

Jamie Kendrick

Jamie Smith

Jamila Rhodes
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Janelle Whelen

Jared Hossley

Jarvis Flowers

Jasmine Brown

Jasmine Evans

Jasmine Green

Jasmine Guidry

Jasmine Jackson

Jasmine Jones

Jasmine Lewis

Jasmine Ray

Jasmine Royal

Jasmyn Hugan

Jason Dorsa

Jay Dias

Jazzmond Turner

Jeanette Rimmer

Jeff Thompson

Jeffrey Gasser

Jeffrey Kite

Jena Cartaginese

Jenee’ Porter

Jenna Zeringue

Jennifer Adair
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Jennifer Basile

Jennifer Bergeron

Jennifer Boudreaux

Jennifer Breve

Jennifer O’Brien

Jennifer Weber

Jenny Gautreau

Jess Thurman

Jesse Ardonne

Jessica Drewes

Jessica Guidry

Jessica Jackson

Jessica Kurtzman

Jessica Leslie

Jessica Nguyen

Jessica Simoneaux

Jessica Traina

Jessica Wojtkiewicz

Jill King

Jill Salamanca

Jo Ripoll

Joanna Plattsmier

Jodie Laurent

Jody Jackson
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Joe Wright

John Aymond

John Clawson

John Darbonne

John deGeneres

John Ford

John Fussell

John Kaberlein

John Kippers

John McDermott

John McEwen Hoffman

John Mehall

John Meibaum

John Menard

John Paul Pickett

John Traina

Jolena Broussard

Jon-Haynes Pipes

Jonathan Auzenne

Jonathan Ciaccio

Jonathan Dupuis

Jonathan Lee

Jonathan Nunn

Jonathan Perret
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Jordan Berlier

Jordan Dang

Jordan Favrett

Jordan Gilberti

Jordan Huskins

Jordan Spriggs

Jordan Weissmann

Jordon Biagas

Jordyn Riviere

Jordyn Weydert

Jose Garcia

Jose’ Pastor

Joseph Bradford

Joseph Conine

Joseph LaVenia

Joseph LeBlanc

Joseph Matte

Joseph McCarthy

Josh Boudreaux

Joshua Allwein

Joshua Brunet

Joshua Castille

Joshua Frank

Joshua Oestriecher
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Joshua Richards

Joshua Savoy

Joshua Tate

Joshua Tisdale

Joshua Traigle

Jourdan Moschitta

Jules Rousseau

Julia Blakeney

Julia Castro

Julia Coffey

Julianne Krouse

Julianne Martin

Julie Thomas

Juma Mlawa

Junior Rodriguez

Justin Alexander

Justin Clemmons

Justin Cotten

Justin Daws

Justin Estes

Justin Poshedly

Justin Tonglet

Justin Yan

Kabrina Do
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Kaci Jones

Kaci McClure

Kacy Maranto

Kaelah Cobb

Kahirah Patterson

Kaitlin Chauvin

Kaitlin Richard

Kaitlyn Duhon

Kaitlyn Foret

Kaitlyn Gilyot

Kaitlyn King

Kalei Peel

Kaley Daniel

Kameron Langlois

Karah Bergeron

Karelia Schmitz

Karlee Jones

Karlene Woods

Kason Derks

Katelan Jauik

Katelyn DuBroc

Katelyn Lamy

Katelyn Sonnier

Katherine Chandler
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Katherine Dugas

Katherine Dunn

Katherine Jones

Katherine Latham

Katherine Silva

Katherine Wempe

Katherine Werner

Kathryn Carr

Kathryn McKissick

Kathryn Navarre

Kathryn Peytavin

Kathryn Simpson

Katie Bowes

Katie Coerver

Katie Evans

Katie Henry

Katja McCurdy

Katlin Arceneaux

Katrina Rainier

Katy Hane

Kaycee Caron

Kayla Davis

Kayla Gross

Kayla Stanley
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Kayla Walter

Kaylee Upton

Keamara Muse

Keely Broussard

Kegan Lapuyade

Keionne Green

Keiquantyana
Bibbins

Keisha Marceaux

Kelley Henican

Kelli Clemons

Kellie Wheat

Kelly Debenport

Kelsey Becnel

Kelsey Cameron

Kelsey Gremillion

Kelsey Hamilton

Kelsey Labourdette

Kelsey Schmaltz

Kelsey Soulant

Kelsey Wilkinson

Kendall Greer

Kendra WilliamsLewis

Kenna Maranto

Kevin Derbigny
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Kevin Hassold

Kevin Klein

Kevin Monjure

Kewianna
Richardson

Keyaire Robertson

Kiedra Brocks

Kim Nguyen

Kim-Hue Hoang

Kimberly Lewis

Kimberly Schmidt

Kira Schuette

Konner O’Brien

Kortlyn Garrett

Kourtney Outlau

Kristen B Smith

Kristen Galloway

Kristen Horn

Kristen Jones

Kristen Kramer

Kristen LeBato

Kristen Lonon

Kristen Lowry

Kristen Shaw

Kristen Tewis
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Kristen Wesson

Kristian Austin

Kristin Swanson

Kristin White

Kristina Moremont

Kristy Peabody

Kristyn Newell

Kurt Ristroph

Kyereasha
Hammond

Kyle Blakesley

Kyle Bramley

Kyle Haigler

Kyle Mayes

Kyle Ryan

Kyle Temple

Kylie Shae Keyser

Lacee’ Richard

Laeh Alexander

Laine Korn

Lance Engolia

Lance Logan

Landon Broussard

Landon Johnson

Landon Rainey
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Lane Delafosse

Lane Westerhaus

Larissa Runge

Larry Guy

LaShandra Adams

Laura Aviles

Laura Claycomb

Laura Evans

Laura Flandez

Laura Gauggel

Laura Paul

Laura Siqueiros

Laura Sonnier

Laura Swirsky

Lauren Baker

Lauren Blouin

Lauren Brown

Lauren Ducote

Lauren Fontenot

Lauren Grant

Lauren Griffin

Lauren Meaux

Lauren Mire

Lauren Morgan
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Lauren Scioneaux

Lauren Tall

Lauryn DesChamps

Lauryn Gilardi

Leah Robarts

Leah Wong

LeAnne Constantine

Leda Corrales

Lee-Issac Simien

Leigh Griffin

Leonte Barreto

Leslie Justice

Leslie Quezada

LeThu Nguyen

Levert Bird

Lexi Gibbs

Linda Phan

Linda Seal

Lindsay LaCoste

Lindsay Lauderdale

Lindsay Messina

Lindsay Mullen

Lindsey Duet

Lindsey Fordis
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Lindsey Fournet

Lindsey Holstein

Lindsey Knight

Lindsey Miller

Lindsey Moore

Lindsey Rapson

Lindsey Spillman

Lindsey Thornton

Lisa Billings

Lisa Vu

Logan Kyzar

Loni Burnett

Lorett Swank

Lorne Tedder
Bourgeois

Louis Gaudin

Lucas Knepper

Macey Louviere

MacKenzie Mistich

Mackie Hirsch

Mackinzie Caldwell

Macy Alexander

Macy Blackwell

Madalyn Brown

Madalyn Knutson
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Maddison Eberhardt

Madeleine Broseh

Madeline Beard

Madeline Brewton

Madeline Engler

Madeline Hunt

Madeline Hurst

Madeline Roohi

Madison Dunman

Madison Scullin

Maggie Durci

Maggie Ross

Maia Smith

Mallory Garcia

Mallory Scott

Mallory Thompson

Marci DeFelice

Marcus Roberts

Margaret Granier

Maria Castrillo

Maria Karam

Maria Mayeaux

Mariah Buras

Mariah Guidry
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Mariah Manuel

Mariah Markle

Maril Meck

Marion Steib

Marisa Kilcrease

Marissa Doherty

Marissa Jackson

Mark Turnquest

Marlene Dinh

Marquet Barnes

Marrall Lisa Jalilian

Marshall Berg

Marsien Joyce
Ngoufack

Mary Margaret
Macdonald

Mary Pat Haines

MaryKate Core

Maryssa Offlee

Matt Redmann

Mattew Barrie

Matthew Baquet

Matthew Curtis

Matthew DePaula

Matthew Fowler

Matthew Gladwell
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Matthew Greenweld

Matthew Guidry

Matthew Hale

Matthew Hindelang

Matthew Jones

Matthew Kenney

Matthew Lignieres

Matthew Moss

Matthew Trocquet

Matthew Ulmer

Matthew Whelan

Matty Ott

Maxwell Moreno

Maxwell Wheelock

Meagan Johnson

Meagan McDonald

Meaghan Crain

Meaghan RandleHanks

Megan Bernard

Megan Chestnut

Megan Erwin

Megan Gilliam

Megan Harper

Megan Templet
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Megan Wunstel

Meghan Barnes

Meghan Landry

Meghan McGee

Melanie Meisner

Melissa Davis

Melissa Edgar

Meredith McGoey

Mia Williams

Micaela Nobile

Michael Baker

Michael Brown

Michael Courtney

Michael DeJohn

Michael DeMarco

Michael Edmonson

Michael Grace

Michael Haynes

Michael Incaprera

Michael Migliore

Michael Rigmaiden

Michael Salzman

Michael Wible

Michaela LeBoeuf
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Michelle Benoit

Michelle Bourgeois

Michelle Falgoust

Michelle Gauthier

Michelle Laterrade

Mikayla Johnson

Miller Killgore

Minah Faheem

Mingming Wang

Miranda Golemi

Miranda Morgan

Miranda Rozas

Miranda Vidrine

Mirel Ricks

Miriam Scharff

Mitchell Guedry

Mohammad Sarmini

Monica Andonie

Monica Price

Monique King

Monique Thomas

Morgan Bonds

Morgan Dupre

Morgan Gonzales
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Morgan Richard

Morgan Trapen

Morgan Wells

Myranda Bour

Myron Hawkins Jr

Mytrang Nguyen

Nancy Mai

Nancy Thomas

Naomi God

Narinder Heer

Natalia Arango

Natalia Gomez
Junco

Natalie Bailey

Natalie Bordelon

Natalie Cox

Natalie Robiho

Natalie Spedale

Nathan Blanchard

Nathan Kersker

Nathan Voisin

Naveed Ahmad

Nechelle Williams

Nequel Breaux

Newton Killen
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Nhi Le

Nicholas Bohall

Nicholas Chaconas

Nicholas de Godoy
Lopes

Nicholas Facundus

Nicholas Greer

Nicholas Kerth

Nicholas Lauve

Nicholas Mitchell

Nicholas Volentine

Nichole Wierschem

Nick Gobert

Nicolas Wible

Nicole Bell

Nicole de la Fuente

Nicole Fangue

Nicole Norris

Nicole Paz

Nicole Sergent

Nicole Trosclair

Nikhol Kelley

Ninette O’Mara

Nioz Rafii-Tabrizi

Noelle Delhomme
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Noelle Tollett

Nolan Knight

Nolan Meltzer

Nurilis Ojeda

Oanh Do

Olivia Angelette

Olivia Dugas

Olivia Elkins

Olivia Ohlsen

Oneisha Hughes

Ory Aguillard

Osamah Almansour

Oscar Hernandez

Othman Al Homidi

Owen Boaitey

Owen Seiler

Paige Bourgeois

Paige Quebedeaux

Paige Saltzman

Paige Skidmore

Paige Sloan

Paige Vaughn

Paisley Balthazar

Paris Bruno
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Parker Johnson

Patience Phillips

Patricia Van Brunt

Patrick Bonnaffons

Patrick Donn

Patrick Flanagan

Patrick Stiegman

Patrick Voelker

Paul Algu

Paul Gravois

Paul Guidry

Paul Mandella

Paula Collins

Payton Morein

Payton Taube

Peter Chol

Peter Harvey

Peyton Beattie

Peyton Cacioppo

Philip Aucoin

Philip Ledet

Phillip Campbell

Phillip LaBorde

Phillip Whetstone
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Phoebe Plaisance

Pratik Biswas

Preston Lopez

Rachael Daigle

Rachael De Leon

Rachael Dyer

Rachel Anderson

Rachel Arrison

Rachel Centry

Rachel Ducote

Rachel Frantz

Rachel Gregory

Rachel Harvey

Rachel Hava

Rachel Lagrange

Rachel Lindsly

Rachel McMurray

Rachel Musso

Rachel Rhodes

Randee Iles

Randy Albin

Rashidat Balogun

Raven Cole

Raven Traylor
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Rayce Silva

Rayne Coe

Reagan Rispone

Rebeca Novak

Rebecca Conrad

Rebecca Lambert

Rebecca Weber

Rebekah Hess

Regina Schneider

Reid Nuss

Renee Laurent

Rhea Cessac

Rhett Orgeron

Rhett Reynolds

Ricardo Jagpath

Richard Guidry

Richard Sherwin

Riley Bourque

Riley Lirette

Riley Thompson

Robbie Mueller

Robert Cagle

Robert Firth

Robert Fletcher Jr
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Robert Petmecky

Robert Schneider

Robert Stevens III

Robert Thompson

Robert Toups

Robyn Lua

Rodrigo Cerda

Roger Freibert

Rogers Jinho Kim

Rohit Raina

Ron Robinson

Rosalyn Walker

Rose Haydel

Ross Bonnot

Rowan Whitehurst

Russell Cascio

Russell Potter

Ryan Beaulley

Ryan Cehac

Ryan DiMaggio

Ryan Gingrich

Ryan Gonzalez

Ryan Hodgins

Ronald Richardson III
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Ryan Khamistos

Ryan Manuel

Ryan Percle

Ryan Rowley

Ryan Womac

Ryann Sanchez

Sabrina Cervantez

Sabrina Lacassagne

Sage Deckard

Sage Edelkind

Samantha Brazenas

Samantha Dantin

Samantha Eldridge

Samantha Laramore

Samantha LeBouef

Samantha Nevin

Sami Marchand

Samuel Breaux

Samuel Guba

Samuel LeDoux

Samuel Sinquefield

Samyatta Gray

Sandra Joslyn

Sara Howington
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Sara Miller

Sara Pennington

Sara Saurage

Sara Stinson

Sarah Belanger

Sarah Breisacher

Sarah Couch

Sarah Decoteau

Sarah Hassien

Sarah Kelley

Sarah Melancon

Sarah Morvant

Sarah Powell

Sarah White

Sarah Zeringue

Sarlett Williams

Savannah Ellis

Savannah French

Savannah Liew

Sayantan Sanyal

Scarlett East

Scarlett M Swindler

Sean Bryant

Sean Hannan
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Sean House

Sean Reynolds

Sean Thompson

Sebastian Florez

Seleipiri Charles

Selina Alvarez

Seth Richard

Shahriyar
Maharraamzada

Shailey Bates

Shakeyra Taylor

Shandricka Jackson

Shane LeBlanc

Shane Mikelonis

Shane Richard

Shane Sonnier

Shanice Holmes

Shanne Vignaud

Shannon Bellard

Shannon Burke

Shannon Osborn

Shannon Thompson

Shawn David
Murphy

Shawn Palmer

Shelby Allen
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Shima Masssiha

Sidney Brinson

Sidtreyelle Taylor

Silas Fontenot

Sneha Seetharama

Sol Song

Song Zhao

Sonja Johnson

Sophia Johnson

Spenser Hunt

Stanley Edward
Smith

Stephanie Gilbert

Stephanie Mounger

Stephanie Webber

Stephen Capella

Stephen Gancarcik

Stephen Kelly

Stephen Perera

Stephen Wyrick

Steven Bonno

Steven Coxe

Steven LoCascio

Steven Olsen

Sydney Breaux
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Sydney Carlton

Sydney Holmes

Sydney Loupe

Sydney Saltamachia

Syed Zamin

Sylvia Ferguson

Syndney Jenkins

Taariq Elliott

Tajanae’ Jones

Takiesha
Washington

Talia Longo

Tan Nguyen

Tanika Starks

Tanner Martin

Taoheed Kassim

Taylor Allan

Taylor Carlson

Taylor Cavalier

Taylor Cheek

Taylor Curet

Taylor Davis

Taylor Harrell

Taylor Hunter

Taylor Kirkes
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Taylor Knatt

Taylor LeDuff

Taylor Longwell

Taylor Marino

Taylor Meche

Taylor Moragas

Taylor Pizzolato

Taylor Roberts

Taylor Simien

Taylor Tycer

Terrell Carter

Terryl Carter

Teryn Thornton

Thaddeus
Fadrigalan

Thanh-Thanh Pham

Thanh-Van Nguyen

Thien-Huong Pham

Thomas Carter

Thomas Hale

Thomas Michell

Tierra Moultrie

Tiffany Rivers

Tiffany Soto

Tim Tassin
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Timothy Achee

Timothy Oldendorf

Tina Naraghi-Pour

Toi Bruce

Tommy Nguyen

Tony Mejia

Torey White

Tori Brown

Tori Hendricks

Torie Fournet

Trang-Tiffany
Nguyen

Travis Romero

Travis Zito

Trevor Meyers

Trevor Rabalais

Trevor Sansone

Troy Otts

Tu-Anh Vu

Turner Davis

Tyler Bell

Tyler Canal

Tyler Cooper

Tyler Domangue

Tyler Frosch
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Tyler Guidry

Tyler Havlik

Tyler Himel

Tyler Loyd

Tyler Stevens

Tyler Tourelle

Tyler Tran

Tyneisha Merritt

Tyrianne Varnado

Valencia Richardson

Van Trinh

Vaydell Price

Victoria Callais

Victoria Freeman

Victoria Harris

Victoria Lovisa

Victoria Marcel

Victoria Newchurch

Victoria Van Brandt

Vilien Gomez

Virginia Barham

Vy-Van Nguyen

Walter Loop

Walter Radam
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Wesley Davis

Wesley Mackey

Wesley Prevot

Whitney Thibodeaux

Whitney Wright

Whytne Wallace

William Burgess

William Chauvin

William Gould

William Mobley

William Murdock

William Plaisance

William Syll

Willie Lewis

Xianglin Zhac

Xuzru Lan

Yacoub Hreish

Yemanebirhan
Gebremedhin

Yi Chan

Yiying Yue

Zachary Champagne

Zachary Hennessey

Zachary Jackson

Zachary Junda
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Zachary Loupe

Zachary Miller

Zachary Sonnier

Zachary Wiley

Zadie Franklin

Zarik House

Zheng Xue
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Panhellenic Council
The LSU Panhellenic Council (PHC) is the largest organization for women on campus! PHC is comprised of 12 elected Executive
Board officers and two delegates from each of the 13 sororities who
serve to promote an overall sense of Greek unity. PHC’s structure is
comprised of three committees on which each delegate serves: Philanthropy, Council Sisterhood, and Panhellenic Community.
PHC serves as a governing body that makes decisions regarding the chapters, specifically during Recruitment. Alongside chapter
and campus administrators, PHC strives to exemplify and promote
the Panhellenic Creed in all actions. Executive members and delegates
serve as role models dedicated to academics and high standards of
ethical conduct.
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Each January, the Council attends the annual Tri Council Retreat along with members from the National Pan-Hellenic Council and
the Interfraternity Council. Delegates set goals, learn their duties and
spend quality time getting to know each other! During the school year,
PHC meets each Monday afternoon and works toward these goals!
To further expand upon LSU’s Panhellenic success, Executive
Officers and Committee Directors travel to Atlanta, GA each spring
to attend the Southeastern Panhellenic Conference, where the engage
with other collegiate Panhellenic Councils. They attend workshops,
listen to speakers, and exchange ideas on improving the Panhellenic
community!

Kappa Alpha Theta
Kappa Alpha Theta was founded in 1870 at DePauw University, as the first Greek letter fraternity for women. Delta Kappa is one
of the largest Theta chapters in the country and was established in
1963.
Theta sisters are active in all aspects of the LSU Community. Members participate in activities including Student Government,
Order of Omega, Rho Lambda, Greek Board of Directors, Bat Girls,
student media, Ambassadors, LSU Dance Ensemble, and Tiger Band,
just to name a few.
Members support Theta’s national philanthropy, Court
Appointed Special Advocates, with events throughout the year. In

the spring, Theta held their “CASA Carnival” fundraiser. Family and
friends come out to enjoy jambalaya dinners, play games, and watch
their friends get dunked in the dunk tank. All proceeds benefit the
Capital Area CASA Association.
To celebrate Theta’s National Day of Service, the Delta Kappa
chapter also hosts an annual KATs and Dogs event for the LSU community. LSU Students come out to enjoy free snacks, school supplies
and play with puppies for midterm study relief.
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LSU Ambassadors

The LSU Ambassadors constitute a unique organization of
student leaders chosen to aid the University’s orientation and recruitment programs, encourage pride and spirit in the LSU community,
and provide diligent service to the LSU campus. LSU Ambassadors
assist students throughout their time spent under the oaks and arches
- from orientation to graduation.
To fulfill the Orientation aspect of the Ambassador mission,
the LSU Ambassadors are responsible for assisting with all orientation events, which include Spring Invitational, Freshman Orientation,
Advising, and Pre-Registration Program (FOAP) and all Transfer
Orientations. The LSU Ambassadors assist the Office of Orientation by
serving as orientation leaders, parent orientation leaders, and volunteers for all orientation-related activities.
To learn new ways to better LSU’s orientation programs, the
LSU Ambassadors send about 45 students each spring to the Southern
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Regional Orientation Workshop (SROW). Orientation leaders from
over 100 universities in the Southeastern region of the United States
come together for this 3-day workshop with the common purpose of
improving orientation for their school. LSU Ambassadors typically
bring 5-6 presentations, which takes months of preparation, to educate
others on new ideas for orientation. This year, the SROW Committee
won big at the conference. They took home first place in the Dance
competition, second place themed T-shirt, and Ryan Bolotte won most
outstanding undergraduate student.
LSU Ambassadors also aid the University throughout the
year by volunteering for events such as Candlelight Celebration,
Chancellor’s Alumni Weekend, Tigerama and LSU 100: Fastest Growing Tiger Businesses. The LSU Ambassadors also participate in service
and community projects such as Buddy Walk, Relay for Life, CANapalooza, Geaux BIG and many more.

Design • Courtney Beesch

Sigma Alpha
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Alpha Phi
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Tri Delta
Design • Marlie Lynch

The Delta Omega chapter of Delta Delta Delta was established at Louisiana State University on February 27, 1934. The Delta
Omega chapter entitles its members to a perpetual bond of friendship
and prides itself on the motto “Let us steadfastly love one another.”
Our chapter is acknowledged for it’s outstanding involvement with St. Jude Children’s Research Hospital year after yea. The

girl’s of Delta Omega strive to be sincere, genuine, and to achieve
excellence while always upholding the national values of Delta Delta
Delta.
In 2015, the Delta Omega chapter raised over $100,000 for St.
Jude. The annual philanthropy events include Delta Desserts, the St.
Jude Soiree, and Sincerely Yours.
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Kappa Delta

The Epsilon chapter of Kappa Delta at LSU was the first
sorority on LSU’s campus, opening its doors in 1909. With an open
motto of “Ta Kala Diokomen” a Latin phrase meaning “Let us strive
for that which is honorable, beautiful, and highest,” the Kappa Delta’s
at LSU surely seek to live each day by these words. But not only do the
women of the Epsilon chapter personally strive for this- they also use
this open motto to help others achieve the confidence and true friendship they find in these words.  
Every semester the Kappa Delta’s host three to four Girl
Scout events as part of their philanthropy.  The Girl Scout event is
either held at their house or the chapter takes the troops on a field trip.  
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These events are always geared towards inspiring confidence in the
girl scouts.
In addition to this, for the past 25 years Kappa Delta has
participated in the St. Patrick’s Day parade, selling jambalaya to raise
money for the local non-profit organization Prevent Child Abuse Louisiana.  The Epsilon chapter is one of the sole providers to the Louisiana division of Prevent Child Abuse. Having donated $87,000 this past
year, Kappa Delta has been able to keep the Louisiana division afloat.  
As we continue to grow, we continue to strive for the ideals and values
our founders left before us.

Design • Taylor Gonsoulin
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Delta Zeta
Delta Zeta was founded in 1902 in Oxford, Ohio, on the ideals
of creating sincere and lasting friendships. The Sigma Chapter was established at LSU in 1917. Since then, the chapter has excelled morally
and academically.
Nationally, Delta Zeta supports the Painted Turtle Camp, Alzheimer’s Services of the Capital Area, The Emerge Center, Children’s
Advocacy Center and Hearing Impaired, partnering with Starkey
Hearing Foundation and Gallaudet University. The Sigma Chapter
hosts the Miss LSU –USA Pageant every year, grossing over $290,000
for Sigma’s philanthropies. We established a partnership with St.
Lillian Academy, a non-profit organization for children with learning
disabilities. Members frequently volunteer at St. Lillian Academy, and
the Emerge Center.
Every year, Delta Zeta works to better the community and
has been recognized both regionally and nationally for these accom-
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plishments. Delta Zeta has been named an Outstanding Chapter on
LSU’s campus for more than a decade. This year, Sigma has been
recognized and awarded Order of Omega Outstanding Philanthropic
event (Miss LSU), Order of Omega Outstanding Chapter event (It
Can Wait- against texting and driving), Order of Omega Outstanding Chapter. Sigma also was awarded, the Deborah Raziano Chapter
Leadership award, Dorianne Bonnecaze Wilson Chapter CCD award,
Dream Girl of Region XI award, Betty Schneider Fenton Sigma Scholarship award, Ruth Hatfield New Member Scholorship, Gwen Moss
McKeeman New Member Scholorship, Deanna Alleman Pendleton
Senior Scholorship, and The Emerge Center Margaret Neely award.
Socially, members participate in several sisterhood activities
throughout the year, including chapter retreats, Big Sis/ Lil Sis week
and holiday parties.

Design • Marlie Lynch
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KLSU
KLSU is an FCC-licensed NCE (non-commercial educational)
radio station, broadcasting with 5,700 watts of power at 91.1 on the FM
dial.
The station is on the air 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, with
a format of college alternative music and specialty programming. The
student staff manages all programming and operations.
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KLSU’s studios are state-of- the-art. On-air show hosts can
play music from a 10,000-song library on our computer based play-out
system, CDs, or even vinyl records.
KLSU also features Live Room in which artists can perform
live on the air.

LSUNow
LSUNow is the digital hub for all content produced by The
Daily Reveille, Tiger TV, Legacy Magazine, KLSU 91.1 FM and The
GUMBO yearbook. A team of web editors and producers manage the
upkeep of the website, including social media and a daily e-newsletter.

The staff at LSUNow also creates its own unique content,
ranging from interactive databases to videos. Content at LSUNow
reaches approximately 30,000 students who attend the campus, in
addition to Baton Rouge, Louisiana and the entire world.
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TigerTV
Student television began on the LSU campus in 1988. In its
short on-air history, Tiger TV has grown to include an almost $1-million state of the art television studio and provides original programming each week. Tiger TV shares its production equipment and
facilities with the Manship School of Mass Communication and is one
of the most modern student television studios in the country.
Tiger TV broadcasts live news, sports and entertainment programs four days a week via livestream on our website and rebroadcasts three days a week on WBTR, local cable channel 19.
Additionally, Tiger TV also offers daily news stories and updates, information, web exclusives and other digital offerings via our

mobile app and website. Tiger TV employs approximately 60 people
each semester giving students the opportunity to work as station managers, camera operators, news, sports and entertainment reporters,
programmers, on-air personalities and producers.
Today, Tiger TV’s training and work expectations reflect
what is happening in current professional media. Programming offerings include an ESPN style, live home football game-day show “Tiger
TV Tailgate” and daily newscast, “Newsbeat.” Student reporters have
the unique opportunity of creating live-shots for their story by utilizing our TVU live-pack. They can go live in the field with their reports
from anywhere in the community.
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LEGACY
Legacy is a general-interest, feature magazine that
debuted in 1994, evolving from a previous student publication,
Gumbo Magazine. Since its inception, Legacy has shared office
space, equipment, and a vision with the Gumbo yearbook, as both
publications try to illuminate campus life in their own way for
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that particular year.
Starting out with twice-a-year publication, Legacy now
publishes four times a year and contains advertising. It strives
toward well-researched stories and edgy design.

Advertising & Marketing
Marketing and Advertising is the sales and promotion
group of Student Media. Marketing is composed of a team of
students that help sell advertising to support The Daily Reveille,
Tiger TV, Legacy magazine, GUMBO yearbook, lsureveille.com, and
KLSU.

Students work together to design advertisements, market
Student Media and plan events, including Red Stick Rally and Living Expo.
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The Daily Reveille management staff.

The Daily Reveille
The Daily Reveille, LSU students’ source for news, has
been keeping students informed for more than a century. The
Daily Reveille currently publishes five days a week during the
fall and spring semesters and twice a week during the summer
semester.
The Daily Reveille is committed to excellence, accuracy
and diversity in its coverage of the campus and its surroundings.
The earliest known issue of The Daily Reveille was
published at Louisiana State University in 1887. The newspaper
however became a permanent part of campus on Jan. 14, 1897
after the first issue of the new Reveille hit stands.
For at least a short while just after 1934, The Daily Reveille earned national journalistic recognition after then-Sen. Huey
Long had seven staff members expelled for reporting on something he believed should not belong in “his” newspaper.
The students now are commonly referred to as The Reveille Seven and include Carl McArn Corbin, Samual A. Montague,

Stanley D. Shlosman, Cal Joseph Abraham, Jesse H. Cutrer Jr., L.
Rea Godbold and David R. McGuire Jr.
The publication became The Daily Reveille in 1938, only
to be forced back to semiweekly status during the Second World
War. It resumed daily publication again in 1947 but dropped back
to four issues a week in 1951 when the Korean War caused LSU
enrollment to slump to just over 5,000 students. The Daily Reveille
returned to five-day-a-week publication in 2002.
The Daily Reveille boasts many prestigious alumni including E.J. Ourso, for whom LSU’s College of Business Administration is named, and Robert E. Pierre, the current bureau chief at
The Washington Post.
The Daily Reveille’s history also includes stories that
have had a great impact on campus, such as the series of stories
that resulted in the resignation of an LSU chancellor.
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Ogden Honors College host the ribbon cutting ceremony on Thursday, January
28, 2016 in honor of renovations being completed at the French House.
Nicholas Martino, The Daily Reveille
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Topic
Back to School
First Student Government Meeting
Tiger Band
Katrina (Part 1)
Katrina (Part 2)
Gub Debate
Jesus Talk
Football v. McNeese
Campaign Trails
Soccer v. Duke
Union Food Court
Harambee
UREC
Fall Fest
Humans of LSU
Planned Parenthood
Volleyball
Football v. South Carolina
Take Back the Night
Free Speech Plaza
Homecoming Week
Homecoming Day
Hoverboards
Library Food Drive
Mizzou
Memorial Tower Museum
Golden Girls
Monogram
Asian Showcase
Humans of LSU
Alligator Research
Yoga Pole
Innovation Park
French House
Janitors
West Chimes
Obama Comes to Baton Rouge
SMAC Lab
Gymnastics
Humans of LSU
Loving Louisiana
Taboo Journal
LIGO Discovery
Budget Cuts (Part 1)
Budget Cuts (Part 2)
Virtual Footlocker
Storm
Mardi Gras
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Humans of LSU
Midsummer
TEDxLSU
Veterans
Trans Inclusion
Student Government Election
Women’s Basketball
Basketball
Women’s Tennis
Baseball (Part 1)
Baseball (Part 2)
Softball
Swimming
Men’s Tennis
Tailgate
Black Graduation Rates
Gluten-Free Muffins
AgMagic
Groovin’ on the Grounds
Discover Day
Sexual Assault
Engineering Day
Buku Fest
Kite Fest
International Fusion
Grieving Ceremony
Poster Competition
Finals Fuel
Starving the Beast
Local Artists (Part 1)
Local Artists (Part 2)
White Bicycle
Gabrielle Union
Singo de Mayo
TigerRacing
Red Stick International Festival
Potato Drop
Living Expo
Graduation
PHC/Kappa Alpha Theta
Sigma Alpha/Ambassadors
Alpha Phi/Tri Delta
Kappa Delta
Delta Zeta
KLSU/LSUNow
Tiger TV
Advertising & Marketing/LEGACY
The Daily Reveille

Topics Index

Pennington will be included in the research initiative that LSU is working on to
contribute with diabetes and obesity research on Monday Feb. 1, 2016.
Wingate Jones, The Daily Reveille
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Name
Heather Sullivan
Andrew Mullet
Adam Grashoff
Vernon Dunn
Daniel Wendt
Jacob Washington
Miles Sonnier
Olivia Watkins
Robert Lancon
Myles Sonnier
Laura Johnson
Colin Hotard
Josh Pickell
Jorian Baucom
Alex Arlitt
Gracie Campbell
Christina Gibbons
Summer Clarke
Catalina Rubiano
Alex Thomas
Debbie Hahn
Heather Gulino
Stephen Barr
William Baumgardner
Charlene Martin
Tommy Nguyen
Kyle Lachney
MarQuetta Lanier
Michael Moore
Bonnie Wells
David Simmons
Lia Cristadoro
Alexandra Torres
Eva Someillan-Toohey
Noah Bryant Ballard
Sarah Guidry
Olivia Beyer
Haley Smith
Camille Faircloth
Julianne Martin
Sarah Guidry
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JoLenna Broussard
Michael Mayem
Deon Denson
Shonacee Oliva
Ebony Thomas
Kendal Wambsgans
Silas DeJean
Kenneth Smith
Garrett House
Maddie Dunbar
Thomas Nguyen
Darla Nguyen
Rachel Flemming
Dylan Pham
Joseph Albes
Joanie Lyons
Haley Rupp
Ben Simmons
Imani Maxberry
Sarah Finnegan
Ashleigh Gnat
Bianca Webb
Ethan Guerra
Meg Grey
Caitlin Brimer
Joe Carleton
Jeremiah Turner
Alex Abney
Amanda Staiano
Jem Martin
Jay Curtis
Zach Faircloth
Lindsey Landry
Louis Gremillion
Wesley Gore
Kendra Davis
Jacob Scott
Jasmine Rhodes
Alexis Hyder
Akilah Bethel
Ben Simmons
Brandon Sampson
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145
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Tim Quarterman
Craig Victor II
Josh Gray
Skylar Holloway
Ella Taylor
Abby Owens
Joana Vale Costa
John Valek III
O’Neal Lochridge
Brycer Jordan
Bryce Adams
Greg Deichmann
Bryce Jordan
Kramer Robertson
Cole Freeman
Greg Deichmann
Jake Fraley
Baylee Corbello
Constance Quinn
Sydney Smith
Sandra Simmons
Brandon Goldman
Tennyson Henry
Jessica James
Devin McCaffrey
Allie Alter
Justin Butsch
Gabor Csonka
Andrew Korinek
Amber Jack
Katherine Davis
Shelby Stewart
Emily Oakman
Katherine Eagan
Irene Vargas-Salazar
Leslie Morgan
Andrew Pfalz
Colleen Atkins
Habiba Alambo
Jeewan Ranasinghe
Hamed Shankhali
Alex Hazlaris

166
167
174

Adrienne Falgoust
Adam Barrileaux
Ariel Bergeron
Braxton Hartshorn
Ariel Bergeron
Nicole Costantini
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Audience engagement and public relations manager Douglas Kennedy and museum guide Mina Major discuss “Solarium,” an installation by NASA’s Solar Dynamics Observatory that simulates the look and sound
of the surface of our sun in the new “Sun Light Star Light” exhibit at the Louisiana Art and Science Museum.
Ari Ross, The Daily Reveille
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Losing Ground is a graduate student project exhibited in the LSU Design Building
using different media to show coastal erosion in thw Wax Lake Delta.
Ari Ross, The Daily Reveille
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LSU GUMBO Yearbook
The GUMBO yearbook has chronicled each year in the life of
Louisiana State University in photographs and in words since 1900.
Only one year, the 1918-1919 school year, was missed, when wartime
pressures caused the cancellation of the book.
A magazine version, called Gumbo Magazine, chronicled the
1992-93 and 1993-94 school years because revenues were insufficient
for a hardbound book. A student referendum increasing the yearbook
fee brought back the hardbound version in 1995.
Today, the GUMBO yearbook chronicles the entire academic

year at LSU in more than 300 pages of full color. In words and especially photos, the Gumbo shows the people, places, and events that
make each year unique.
In addition to formal portraits of schools and departments,
the book contains hundreds of snapshots of students with their
friends, photos from GUMBO’s Humans of LSU and dozens of pages
showcasing organizations.

2016 Staff

Editor in Chief
Managing Editor
Art Director
Designers
Humans of LSU
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Valencia Richardson
Anna Jiang
Taylor Gonsoulin
Courtney Beesch
Marlie Lynch
Raegan Labat
Kelsey Bordelon
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From the Editor’s Desk
Where do I begin? This is my third LSU yearbook. This is the
third time I get to close the doors on a successful school year, the third
staff I have gotten the pleasure to become friends with and the third
time I have gotten to see this 304-page publication come to fruition.
This is also my final yearbook in a long career of preserving
memories. Nine years, eight yearbooks and three schools later, I am at
the end of the road and I could not be prouder or more nostalgic.
For so long I have been in the business of preserving memories. Now I can finally pass that along to my fellow yearbook nerds
and start a new chapter in my life, and I have so many people to thank
for that.
I want to begin with my staff. I have been so incredibly blessed with a talented staff who is committed and never let me or each
other down.
Anna, thank you for becoming one of my closest friends this
year, saving me from bad copy and being a seasoned student media
veteran that I could always count on.
Taylor, without you this book would be boring! Seriously,
you are so creative and kind and thank you for bringing such great art
direction to this year’s book.
Courtney, I have never met anyone as passionate as you. Stay
the course and there is nothing that you won’t be able to do.
Marlie, you are hilarious and talented, and it’s been a breath
of fresh air to have a fellow yearbook nerd in the group.
Raegan, thank you for your commitment to that crazy fun
Humans of LSU project. Your legacy at LSU will be giving voices to so
many students just walking to class and sharing their stories to thousands.
Kelsey, thank you for being a ray of sunshine in the group,
and fitting perfectly into Humans’ vision.
Next, I would like to acknowledge the gang of people in
the Office of Student Media who have been invaluable to this year’s
success. Steve Buttry, thank you for being so open to new ideas, and
conquering the quirky learning curve that is yearbook publishing.
Jann Goetzmann and Megan Stone, thank you for being the irreplaceable resources of LSU Student Media and answering every random
question or inquiry that came up as well as believing in me and the
success of this book.

Thank you to Matt Craig and Ashley Porcuna for fielding all
those weird calls and committing to the book’s sales. Also, thank you
to Advertising and Marketing for their hard work in promoting sales
for the book.
Additionally, I would like to shout out The Daily Reveille
and Student Media’s amazing photo staff for providing so much of the
content for this book. Viva La Reveille, all five days of the school week.
Thank you to the Manship School of Mass Communication
for providing me with an education and providing the Gumbo with
so much support. The Manship School is a rare gem and I leave LSU a
proud Manship alum.
My love for yearbook was cultivated by my time on staff
at C.E. Byrd High School in Shreveport, Louisiana. For that reason,
I would like to thank everyone at Byrd and acknowledge my high
school yearbook advisor Gina Parker. Gina, you re my first mentor
and one of my biggest influences. I am eternally grateful for everything you have done for me and everything you have taught me.
Thank you to my family, who have been my own personal,
and portable, cheering section since my stint singing in school choir
in elementary school. My achievements are not possible without your
support.
We decided to theme this year’s book Work in Progress because of all the changes that LSU has undergone throughout this year.
Between the budget uncertainties, construction all over campus, introduction of new campus policy and the overall changing demographic
and sentimental structure, LSU is quite literally a work in progress.
But that isn’t a bad thing. This school is thriving in the face of
challenges and change, and will only come out stronger on the other
side. I bleed purple and gold, and so do these pages.
They say you’re not supposed to say “goodbye,” but “see you
later.” It may be the end of the road for me, but the need to create and
preserve memories will never see a final deadline.
So on that note, I will say goodbye to creating yearbooks. But
I will only say see you later to the memories.
Final deadline: complete.

Yours truly,

Valencia Richardson,
Gumbo Editor-in-Chief, 2015-2016
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Colophon
Established in 1900, the Gumbo has been the official yearbook
of Louisiana State University for over 110 years. It has recorded every
academic year at LSU except 1918-19, when wartime pressures halted
its production. A magazine version, called Gumbo Magazine, covered
the 1992-93 and 1993-94 school years because revenues were insufficient
for a hardbound book. A student referendum increasing the yearbook
fee brought back the hardbound version in 1995. In addition to formal
portraits of graduates, the Gumbo contains snapshots of students and
members of the LSU community while highlighting on- and off-campus
organizations and events.
This 116th edition of the Gumbo was created in its entirety
by a staff of full-time students at LSU and published by the Office of
Student Media under the Manship School of Mass Communication. The
2016 yearbook chronicles LSU and its happenings from August 2015
through July 2016 in 304 full-color pages.
Layouts were designed by Courtney Beesch, Marlie Lynch,
Taylor Gonsoulin and Valencia Richardson. The 2016 yearbook was created on Dell desktop computers and HP laptops using Adobe InDesign
CC and Photoshop CC.
Portraits of graduating students were taken by Candid Campus Photo, Inc. photographers on campus. All other content was provided by writers and photographers of the Gumbo, The Daily Reveille,
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LSU’s student-produced daily newspaper, and Legacy magazine.
The typefaces used are as follows: Headlines and folio elements are set in Existence Light; subheadlines are set in Roskrift Clean;
cover and divider titles are set in Deus Etched Machina; body copy and
photo captions are set in Palatino Linotype.
The designs featured on the cover and title page were created
by Valencia Richardson and Taylor Gonsoulin.
The 2016 Gumbo was printed by Balfour Publishing using
four-color CMYK process on 100-pound gloss white paper.
Top, outside and inside page margins are four picas wide. Bottom page margins are seven picas wide.
Students were identified by major and classification as of the
time of page production.
All copies of the 2016 Gumbo were sold at a price of $29.
Editorial content does not necessarily reflect the views of Louisiana State University.
Please address inquiries to Gumbo, B-39 Hodges Hall, Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge, LA, 70803; or email editor@lsugumbo.
com.
Printed in Texas.
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